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ABSTRACT
The ratio of effective A. C. resistance to D. C, re­
sistance, the loss ratio, is calculated for a single iso­
lated conductor and for three conductors in various arrange­
ments in a magnetic steel pipe.
The finite element numerical method is used to solve 
the dual problem to the solution of Maxwell's field equa­
tions. A simple but effective technique is used to specify 
the boundary condition for the single conductor and an ap­
proximate condition, based on skin depth, is used for three 
conductors in the pipe.
A real and imaginary part functional is presented and 
shown to be equivalent to the Maxwell field equation, in­
cluding an eddy current term. The calculations are performed 
using both a complex arithmetic and a real arithmetic form­
ulation and the program listings appear in the Appendix, 
including a useful iterative method for solving matrix 
equations.
Results for the single conductor case agree well with 
analytic calculations and the results for the three con­
ductor pipe arrangements compare reasonably to measured 
values.
iii
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One of the parameters of major importance in the se­
lection of the correct cable size for a specific application 
is the resistance of the cable. The direct current resis­
tance of the cable is easily calculated with a knowledge of 
only the conductor conductivity and the conductor geometry. 
However, under alternating current excitation, it has long 
been known that the resistance of a cable increases to a 
value greater than the d . c. value. This alternating cur­
rent resistance has been termed the 'effective resistance' 
and the ratio of effective resistance to d. c. resistance 
is known as the 'loss ratio'.
Fundamentally, the increase in resistance is due to an 
unequal distribution of current over the conductor cross 
section caused by the magnetic fields of the alternating 
current. For d. c. excitation, the current is distributed 
evenly over the conductor cross-section, but under a. c. 
excitation, the current is concentrated in the outer regions 
of the conductor and the conductor cross-section is inef­
ficiently used.
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For proper cable size selection, a knowledge of the 
loss ratio is important because, since the d, c. resistance 
is easily calculated, a knowledge of the loss ratio im­
plies a knowledge of effective, or alternating current, 
resistance.
Investigations have previously been undertaken to 
calculate the loss ratio for various cable systems. An 
analytic solution has been obtained for the single conductor 
case where axial and rotational symmetry exist. For more 
than one conductor, the rotational symmetry no longer exists, 
and an analytic solution ceases to be feasible. Efforts 
have been made by several investigators to derive semi- 
empirical expressions to describe the loss ratio for vary­
ing conductor sizes and geometries.
In this work, efforts were expended to formulate a 
numerical solution for the problem of finding the loss 
ratios of multi-conductor cable systems of varying geometries. 
For this reason, the electromagnetic equations describing 
the vector magnetic potential were solved approximately by 
using the finite element method, and the loss ratio was cal­
culated from the resultant knowledge of vector magnetic 
potential values.
A specific type of cable system was selected for this 
work so that the results of the numerical calculations could 
be compared to measured values which were recently obtained 
in an industrial laboratory. The cable system in question
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
is a three-conductor, three phase pipe-type cable. The 
three cables are compact, segmental, stranded conductor 
cables loosely enclosed in a quarter inch thick, ten inch 
diameter magnetic steel pipe. Figure 1 illustrates the 
compact segmental cables and shows the two most common 
pipe configurations.
1.2 Scope and Limitations
For this work, it is requisite that the loss ratio be 
computed for many different cable sizes and configurations 
within the pipe. In the finite element method, the cable 
and pipe geometry is modelled by a triangular grid, with 
large numbers of triangles in regions where field quantities 
are expected to exhibit a rapid variation with a change in 
position. Thus, it was essential to find some manner in 
which the large number of grid points could be easily and 
quickly specified for each cable configuration of interest.
However, limits exist as to the number of grid points 
that can be employed for the modelling of the cable system. 
Each grid point results in an additional equation that must 
be solved and as the grid points increase in number, the set 
of elements in the matrix increases accordingly. For ma­
trices of size greater than 100 by 100, solution methods s’lch 
as Gaussion elimination break down because of round­
off errors. For this reason, the cable configurations must 
be modelled somewhat coarsely. This means that round cable





( a )  TYPICAL CABLE CROSS S E C TIO N
CRADLED CLOSE TRIANGULAR
(b) C O N F IG U R A T IO N S
FIGURE I CABLE GEOMETRY
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or pipe contours are portrayed by fewer straight line seg­
ments than may be desirable , For example octagonal figures 
are used to represent the round conductors. Also, it is 
impossible to model the stranding of the conductors without 
an enormous number of grid points, so the stranded conductor 
is modelled by a solid conductor. A stranding factor is 
used to modify the conductor conductivity and thus account 
for the stranding.
A limit also exists as to the amount of computer time 
that can reasonably be used for each loss ratio computation 
and this time constraint results in the exclusion of a 
number of techniques that might otherwise have been used to 
specify boundary conditions for the electromagnetic 
equations.
It is, therefore, the goal of this work to endeavour 
to achieve the best possible results for loss ratio calcu­
lations within the limits which exist for cable system 
modelling and computer time and storage requirements.




Several investigators have broken down the extra 
losses which arise under alternating current excitation 
into constituent parts which are attributed to different 
phenomena. It was hoped that a simple theory could be 
found to predict each of the component losses and thus ob­
tain the effective resistance. The theory behind the var­
ious components is explained in an American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers Committee Report (1).
The cable power dissipation is classified into three 
main types: eddy losses, proximity losses and pipe losses,
All three types may occur in each part of the cable. 
However, the power dissipated in some cable sections is 
minimal and the most important losses are described below: 
The extra losses.that occur in a single isolated 
conductor under a.c. excitation are termed the conductor 
skin effect losses. These are related to the non-uniform 
distribution of current which is caused by the electromag­
netic fields due to the current in the conductor itself.
If two or more conductors are brought close together, 
the losses increase to a value greater than those due to
6
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skin effect. This increase is termed the conductor proxTm-
ity effect and is the result of an intensification of the 
non-uniformity of the current distribution due to the mag­
netic fields of the neighbouring conductor..
The non-uniformity of current results in current flow 
mainly in the outer regions of the conductor, and the area 
of the conductor is inefficiently used, resulting in higher 
power dissipation than under d. c . excitation, where the 
current is evenly distributed. In small conductors, the 
current distribution is almost uniform, resulting in a 
small loss ratio. In very large conductors, it is thought 
that, under a. c. excitation, current flows in quasi-per- 
iodically positioned radial bands.
When conductors are placed in a magnetic steel pipe, 
the electromagnetic field is strengthened and distorted by 
the influence of the pipe material. This results in a 
further increase in the conductor losses and is known as 
the magnetic pipe effect.
These three conductor component losses, skin effect, 
proximity effect and pipe effect, contribute to the bulk of 
the extra a. c . losses for the cable system. However, in­
certain instances, other cable system component parts can 
contribute significantly. The shield assemblies of the 
three cables are periodically in contact with each other 
and form three phase circuits which allow the flow of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8current which is induced by the magnetic fields due to the 
conductor currents. . This circulating current flow results 
in increased power dissipation. An additional loss contri­
bution is termed the shield-assembly proximity effect and 
occurs when local eddy currents exist in the shield. How­
ever, this component is minor in modern cables.
The one remaining significant loss element is that 
occurring in the pipe itself. In addition to the extra 
power dissipation caused in other cable parts by the pipe, 
there exist eddy current losses in the pipe itself which 
are not negligible. Pipe hysteresis loss may also exist, 
but this is usually small when compared to eddy loss. The 
use of non-magnetic pipes would not significantly reduce 
dissipation in the pipe unless the material had high re­
sistivity to suppress eddy currents, high permeability to 
reduce the depth of current penetration and a low hysteresis 
loss characteristic. However, a pipe of such a material 
would be prohibitively expensive.
2.2 Loss Calculation Methods
Several investigators have attempted to derive expres­
sions for the loss ratio of a magnetic pipe-type cable 
system using analytical, semi-empirical and empirical means'.
Perhaps the earliest investigator was Lord Kelvin, who 
derived an analytical solution for the problem of alter­
nating current flow in an isolated cylindrical conductor.
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The solution is in terms of Bessel functions of the first 
kind and a similar derivation is presented by Stevenson (?). 
The skin effect is calculated as a function of the frequency 
of the current, and the permeability, conductivity, and 
radius of the conductor.
The proximity effect was investigated in two papers 
by Arnold (3 ), (4). In one paper, the proximity effect due 
to a single phase line and its return is considered and a 
modified Bessel function solution is presented with the 
stranding of the cable treated by means of a factor which 
modifies the resistivity. In the second paper, Arnold's 
formulae are extended to include multicore cables and to 
account for effects due to the lead sheath and armouring.
The paper handles conductor stranding by considering the 
cross-conductor conductivity to be about one-half the nor­
mal conductivity for concentric stranded conductors and 
about eighty per cent for compact segmental conductors.
The equations in the paper are somewhat complicated and are 
empirical modifications of solutions developed for simpler 
geometries.
Arnold's papers did not really refer to cables in 
steel pipes but research into the resistance of cables in 
steel pipes was reported by Wiseman (5) and Meyerhoff and 
Eager (6 ). Wiseman reported on loss ratio measurements 
that were carried out on a number of cables, and he used a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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modified version of Arnold's equations to account for the 
magnetic pipe in calculations of the loss ratio. The 
Meyerhoff and Eager measurements were done on compact seg­
mental cables. Some of the equations presented are again 
modifications of Arnold's equations, but some new deriva­
tions are also performed to calculate the pipe loss. An 
empirical factor was included in the equations to account 
for cable segmentation.
In an effort to consolidate the work of the foregoing 
and other researchers, and to standardize the equations for 
the loss ratio of segmental conductors in steel pipes, a 
report was written by the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers (1). This report also investigates possible de­
sign variations for reducing the cable losses. Another 
paper by Neher and McGrath (?) investigates all the aspects 
of cable rating and includes a section on the calculation . 
of A.C. resistance. Stranding factors for various cables 
are furnished and functions used in determining the losses 
are presented in tabular and graphical form. The paper by 
Neher and McGrath is the paper that is most usually quoted 
in recent literature for the calculation of loss ratio.
Attempts at the numerical solution of the loss ratio 
problem are not abundant in the literature, but Stoll (8 ) 
has used the finite difference method to calculate eddy 
currents and Silvester (9), (10), (11), (12) has developed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a modal analysis to calculate the a.c. resistance of cer­
tain types of conductors. Silvester's papers use an en-
tirely different method than the technique employed in this 
work. However, the analysis is never applied to pipe-type 
cables and it is difficult to determine whether or not only 
the skin effect loss component is treated. Additional 
study of these papers is probably warranted to see if the 
application to pipe-type cables is valid.
2 .3  Factors Affecting Loss Ratio
In the literature, many factors which could affect 
the loss ratio are discussed, but various researchers are 
not always in agreement on the effect or the importance of 
the factors.
Conductor conductivity and radius, current frequency 
and cable geometry are factors on which almost everyone 
agrees. Increased conductivity, radius and frequency re­
sults in a higher loss ratio and the ].oss ratio is usually 
higher for a cradled configuration than for a triangular 
configuration in a pipe. Wiseman (5) does report one mea­
surement where the opposite is true.
For other factors, agreement among researchers is not 
good. This is true for the effect of current and tempera­
ture. Some researchers, such as Arnold, state that the 
only consequences of increased current are those effects 
caused by the increase in temperature resulting from the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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increased loss. Other authors reason that, as the current 
is increased, more and more of the cross-sectional area is 
used up, thus decreasing the skin effect. A reduction of 
the loss ratio with an increase in current at a particular 
temperature is attributed to the improved current distribu­
tion at the higher current level.
With regard to the effect of temperature, it appears 
that an even greater difference of opinion exists. Wiseman 
(5) and the AISE Committee (1) report that the difference 
between the a.c. and d.c. resistance does not change with 
temperature. As the heat level increases both the a.c. and 
d.c, resistance increase by the same amount and the loss ratio 
decreases. However, recent measurements indicate that 
temperature plays a much larger role and that heat cycling 
occurs. When a cable is heated to a high value (about 
150°C) and then brought back to room level the loss ratio 
at room temperature is found to have increased to a value 
greater than that before heating. This holds true for var­
ious starting temperatures and the loss ratio at a given 
temperature is a function of the maximum conductor heating 
that occurs after installation. It is. thought that the
inter-strand contact resistance is permanently altered by 
the heating to high temperatures. Subsequent temperature 
cycling to the same high level does not significantly change 
the loss ratio and the overall change appears independent 
of the current magnitude at a specific temperature.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The decrease in transverse strand resistance is suspect­
ed of increasing • the loss ratio by making it easier for 
the currents to travel in the outer portions of the cable 
and thus increasing the skin' effect. Other researchers 
have also noticed the relationship between inter-strand 
resistance and the loss ratio. Arnold (4), who introduced 
a stranding factor to account for the decrease in resistance 
in a stranded cable, noted that the stranding factor depends 
on the surface condition of strands, the lay of strands, 
core impregnation and the tightness of insulation. Meyer­
hof f and Eager (6 ) noted that the stranding factor was in­
fluenced by cable treatment and the type of binder used.
The AIEE Committee found that such uncontrollable factors 
as strand oxidation and handling have an effect and that 
even cables manufactured by the same company exhibited dif­
ferent characteristics. This Committee recommended that 
the a.c. resistance could be reduced by insulating strands 
to increase the transverse resistance and they found that 
coating the strands with varnish did reduce the loss ratio.
Other cable design parameters can also have an effect 
Wiseman (5). reported that the loss ratio was less for seg­
mental than for concentric stranded cables.and Meyerhoff 
and Eager (6 ) noted that it was dependent on the number of 
segments that were insulated. They also stated that the 
construction of the cable shield affects the loss ratio.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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with high losses occurring in cables with low resistance
shields and suggestions were presented for methods of in­
creasing the shield assembly resistance.
The AIEE Committee examined a large number of possible 
loss ratio parameters and concluded that the loss ratio was 
not affected by the phase sequence of the current, by 
twisting the cables or by placing oil in the pipe (1 ).
They did report that the effective resistance increased 
with the use of skid wires made of magnetic steel instead 
of the usual brass or copper, and that, although losses did 
not change with the use of aluminum or other non-magnetic 
pipe materials, they did become larger with increasing pipe 
size for a cradled configuration and decreased with in­
creasing pipe size for a close triangular configuration.
In the present loss ratio analysis, the computer pro­
gram models some of the parameters, but not all. The temp­
erature is assumed to be constant at room temperature but 
variations could be implemented by changing conductor con­
ductivities. The current is read into the program and both 
magnitude and phase can be adjusted to any value. Stranding 
variations can be implemented by altering the stranding 
factor. The shield assembly is not modelled but provision 
is made for the representation of conductor segmentation. 
Pipe material can be modified by changing the conductivity 
and permeability characteristics and the pipe can be made 
any size and thickness. The cables can be placed in any
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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spatial geometry, either with or without the pipe and the
conductors can he any size. Provision is also made for any 
number of conductors and the fineness of the finite element 
grid can be adjusted over a fairly wide range.
These features ensure that the programme is suf­
ficiently flexible to be useful in studying an extensive 
variety of practical cable configurations.




Two numerical methods are widely used for the solution 
of differential equations and accompanying boundary condi­
tions. The oldest method is the finite difference method 
where the differential operator itself is approximated. A 
rectangular grid is drawn over the region of interest and 
the differential equation is approximated by writing dif­
ference equations between neighbouring grid points. A set 
of equations results which is usually solved by over-relax­
ation iterative techniques.
The disadvantage of this method is that, for program­
ming ease, the grid must be uniform and rectangular over 
the entire region of interest. This means that for irregu­
lar or curved boundaries, the grid pattern must be very 
fine and the boundary must be approximated in a step-wise 
fashion. Advances in the finite difference technique have 
been developed to allow an irregular grid and to permit 
special equations to be written at the boundaries, but this 
results in significant programming difficulties.
Many of the problems inherent in the use of the finite
•16
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difference method can be eliminated by the use of a different 
numerical procedure, the finite element method. Here, a 
regular grid is not required, but instead, à triangular 
grid is used with small triangles in regions of high inter­
est and larger triangles elsewhere. With a judicious choice 
of the number and size of triangles, even complicated 
boundaries can be faithfully modelled, and this, basically, ■ 
is the most important reason for the preference of the 
finite element method over the finite difference method.
3 .2  The Finite Element Method
The finite element method has evolved from the work of 
a large number of people who were active in a variety of 
fields. Perhaps the most direct development of the method 
resulted from work on the stress analysis of trusses and 
beams. When a finite number of connection points did not 
exist in a structure under analysis, the structure was 
divided into sections with imaginary connection points and 
an approximate stress analysis was done using these points. 
Gradually, it was realized that this technique was related 
to the Rayleigh-Ritz variational technique and a mathemati­
cal basis for the finite element method was derived.
The application to electromagnetic and other fields was 
first demonstrated in a now famous paper by Zienkiewicz and 
Cheung in I963 (13)- In this paper, an energy functional was 
minimized jointly over each subregion in the area of interest
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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It was shown that the minimization of the functional was 
equivalent to the solution of Poisson's equation, and the 
finite element method was thus made available for applica­
tions in heat flow, electromagnetic phenomena arid other 
continuous field problems.
The first step in attacking any finite element problem 
is to divide the domain into triangular sub-regions. The 
nodal points of the triangles are the variables of the 
problem and the field in each triangle is expressed in 
terms of nodal values. Usually, interpolation poly­
nomials of order one or greater are used to characterize 
the field in the triangles and to ensure that the field is 
continuous between adjoining triangles. In this work,first 
order equations are used throughout, but there would be no 
substantial difficulty in increasing the order.
Consider a typical triangle.
The potential is assumed to be everywhere of the form 
= A + Bx + Cy
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Triangle i,j,k has nodal potentials 0 j and 0 ^  which
must be determined to solve the problem. At each of the 
triangle nodes the potential must satisfy the general form
0  . = A + Bx. + C y .
0  . = A + Bx . + Cy .
■J J ^2
= A + Bx, + Cy,
The three variables A, B and C can be found by solving the 
three equations with the use of Cramer's rule. In Matrix 
form:
■ 1 Xi ?! "A*
1 B
1 Xk Yk C
A =
$ i Xi ^i





<*i(=jyk - Xk^j) + *j(Xkyi - Xi^k) + *i(Xiyj-Xjyi)
X.y% - X%yj + X%y. _ x^y^ + x.y. _ Xjy.
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If - Xj^k - XkYj
= x^Yi - 
& k  "  x ^ Y j  : X j Y .
then s-j 0 j + ^ k ^ k
A =  2 K — ---
Similarly $ j^ (Yj - y^) + 0 j(y^ - y^) + - Yj)
B ---  -^-----2%---------------------------
0 ^ ( x ^  - X j )  +  0 j ( x ^  - x ^ )  +  0 % ( X j  - x ^ )
C = ---------------- ^ ^  ----
where A=triangle area 
By defining
= y y -  y^ , "i = Xk - / j
' yj. - Yi . = X. -  Xk
= Yi - Yj . and °k -  Xi
one can write
$(x,y)=
(a^+b^x+c^y) $^+(a = +bjX+CjX) $j+(a%+b^x+c%y)
2A
Thus, once the nodal potentials 0^, 0j and 0 ^  are knovm, 
the potential anywhere in the triangle is given in terms of 
the nodal potentials and the nodal positions.
If shape functions are defined as
a^ + b^x + c^y 
^i “ 2K~
then the potential for one element can be written in matrix
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form:
$ N. 0 ;
0 ,
01
It should also he noted that, since the potential is 
defined as a linear function of the nodal values along a 
triangle edge, the potential along a triangle edge is 
uniquely specified and continuity between adjoining triangles 
is assured.
Therefore, the entire finite element problem boils 
down to selecting the nodal potential values in such a 
manner that the defining equations and boundary conditions 
are satisfied. This is done by a transformation into a 
variational form. Instead of solving the field equation 
directly, an expression, known as a functional, is sought 
such that the minimization of this functional is equivalent 
to solving the field equation. It may not always be easy, 
or even possible, to find a functional for every field 
equation, but when it exists, its equivalence to the field 
equation can be shown and the finite element method can be 
used.
As an example consider the equation
ay
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2 2
The functional whose minimization.is equivalent to this 
equation's solution is
- 2 m Ja | dzdy
A full test for equivalence appears in Appendix 1, but a 
quick check for equivalence is obtained by applying Euler': 
criteria;
X = / j aA 2 aAJ 1 ax ay
/_iîL\ _S_ /_âP_V 0 
V â'«x/ ay s w j
, 3w j  3wwhere ^  and w^ - , and where w is the field
variable and P is the integrand of the functional. 
For the above functional, W » A» so
ap _ m T ap _ n 8A ap
av/
.2 J -  2
X
dx aw = 2
y
ay
Therefore Eulers equation gives
-2 MJ - a X or
which is the original field equation.
ax^  ^ ay<
This, together with the derivation in Appendix 1, shows 
the equivalence between the solution of the field equation 
and the minimization of the functional. Thus, to solve the 
desired equation, it is necessary only to adjust the po­
tential values until the functional is minimized. This is 
most easily done by differentiating the functional with
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respect to each of the nodal values and setting the result­
ing expressions to zero. This results in a set of N equa­
tions in N unknowns where N is the number of nodes. First 
the expression derived for the potential is placed in the 
functional and this is then differentiated with respect to 
nodal values.
■/IIaAax May





A  is the triangle area
àx _ / 11, [ h  \ ]
2 A'
/dxdy- 2 I M JA dxdy
dxdy - 2 y* M J dxdy =
In Appendix 2, it is shown that / M, dxdy equals jAy  1 3
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J M A’ = 0






By similarly differentiating with respect to the ether 
nodes, three equations in three unknowns result, which can 



















b.b. + c. c .
1 ,1 1 .1
After this matrix equation is written for each element 
in the region, these sub-matrices are used to form the 
master matrix for the entire problem. Each entry in the 
sub-matrix is placed into the master matrix in a position 
given by the overall node numbering of the triangle ver­
tices. For example, a triangle with nodes 7. 21, and 23 
will have its value of placed in row 7, column 7 of the 
master matrix and will be placed in rov/ 7, column 2 3. 
Since adjoining triangles share the same nodes, many
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positions in the master matrix will have contributions from 
more than one triangle. This provides the interaction 
needed to assure a continuity of solution.
Once the contributions from all the triangles have 
been added to the master matrix, it is only necessary to 
impose the existing boundary conditions before the equation 
is solved and the solution is obtained.
3 .3 Features of the Finite Element Method
From the simple description of the finite element 
method described above, sophistications have been applied 
to make the method applicable to a greater variety of 
problems.
For greater accuracy, the use of higher order poly­
nomial approximations to the variation within each triangle 
is recommended. Zienkiewicz (l4) gives a good discussion 
of the derivation, use, and ramifications of higher order 
finite, elements. In order to facilitate the solving of 
problems with curved boundaries, several persons have 
developed finite elements with curved sides. Silvester and 
Rafinejad (1 5) and Ergatoudis, Iron and Zienkiewicz (I6 ) 
directly employed elements with curved sides whereas 
Richards and Wexler (1?) espoused a technique where straight- 
sided elements were used but integration was carried out 
over the curved boundary.
In addition, several authors have written about the
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use of three-dimensional elements, Zienkiewicz, Bahrani 
and Arlett (18), (IQ) showed the use of tetrahedral elements 
as a base for building up larger eight-cornered element 
blocks and Ziekiewicz and Parekh (20) demonstrated the use 
of curved three-dimensional elements. The same paper also 
illustrated a possible treatment of transient problems by 
using finite elements in space and time. Finite elements 
of order one greater than the number of spatial dimensions 
are used and the extra element order is used to time-step 
the solution.
One other development that results in an even greater 
range of applications for the finite element technique is 
the use of an alternate procedure for deriving the finite 
element equations. This is useful for those instances 
where a functional cannot be found which is equivalent to 
the field equation which is to be solved. Several authors 
(l4), (20), (21) have described the process wherein the 
weighted residual of the field equation is minimized. 
Usually, element shape functions are used as the weighting 
functions and a transformation is performed to decrease the 
order of the resulting system of equations. This technique 
greatly increases the number of problems that can be 
tackled. As a result, the finite element method can be 
used for a large variety of problems if a method for the 
treatment of boundary conditions can be specified.
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Boundary conditions may be incorporated into the pro­
blem in either of two ways: an additional term may be added
to the functional to satisfy the conditions or the final 
matrix may be modified after it has been formed.
Dirichelet conditions are usually applied by modifying 
the master matrix. For a node which is set at some poten­
tial value, the row values of the node are set to zero and 
the diagonal term is set to unity. The fixed potential 
value is then placed in the corresponding place in the 













0 2 • 2^
03 "3
To fix the potential value of the second node to a value 














However, this leads to an asymmetric matrix. The matrix 
may be made symmetric again by the following technique.
Sii 0 S^3 ■ 0,' . Jl - S^2 X 23
0 1 0 02 = '^2
S31 ° ^33 03
Jg - 23 X 3^2
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If convenient, the row and column may he eliminated 
and the order of the matrix reduced.
Although this is the usual way of imposing Dirichelet 
conditions, Hazel and Wexler (22), present a term which may 
be added to the functional to account for the Dirichelet 
conditions directly. In the same paper, the authors illu­
strate how the mixed or Cauchy boundary condition is handled, 
The condition + ,(s) *(s) , h(s)
is imposed by including a term of the form
f(s)#^ - 2h(s)^jds in the functional.
By letting f(s) be equal to zero, Neumann conditions 
can be applied. The homogeneous Neumann condition, ^  = 0,
is special to the finite element method because it is a 
natural boundary condition for the method such that no 
added term in the functional is needed. In the absence of
C.
another applied boundary condition, the homogeneous Neumann 
condition is in effect. This can be seen by letting f(s) 
and h(s) go to zero in the above equations. The functional
term vanishes and the differential equation becomes
which is the homogeneous Neumann condition.
a n s=0 '
3.E Electromagnetic Equations
Before the correct functional can be found and the 
finite element method applied, the correct electromagnetic
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equations which describe the physical problem must be de­
termined. For this work, it was decided to formulate the 
equations in terms of the vector magnetic potential and 
the derivation of the equations was found in a paper by 
Stoll (8).
The basic electromagnetic equations, in the abscence 
of displacement currents are:
v %  % - jfot - Is ^ ÿ  .
V  • B - 0
V X Ë . - - I Ï
T7' Je = 0
B = m H
, J = <rËe
Here is the source current, J  is the eddy current, 
and Ê is the partial field related to the eddy current.
The vector magnetic potential, X, can be defined such that
V x  X = B 
V  • X = 0
The first equation is consistent with V ‘B - 0, since 
the divergence of the curl of any vector field is identi­
cally zero. The second equation, together with the equa­
tion V * J g  = 0, indicates that both the vector magnetic 
potential and the eddy current must sum to zero over the 
conductor area. This is. seen by integrating the point form
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of the divergence expression over the volume of interest
f V' A dv = 0 
*'vol
Applying the divergence theorem to this integral gives
f  A ' dS = 0 
•'s
where dS is the area vector of the cable cross-section.
This expression indicates that the average value of vector 
magnetic potential must be zero over the cable cross- 
section area.
To derive the second order differential equation 
consider:
V x  E  - V x l
Ê = - X (+V<^ in general)
Since
= Jg, V x  H = Jg + J^, and B = pH 
V x  i B . - » 
or V  x j- V  X Â - - . + Jg
For a long conductor, it is assumed that there is no 
variation of X^ in the z-direction and that the component 
of vector magnetic potential in the z-direction is the only 
component that exists. Therefore,
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Using this result,
V x  i V x  Â - - » + -
= V  X i  ( %  A  - - %  y )
-------- »- a’' .  1 iA
hj ^ by z /* — = - » — ft + Jg
Therefore,
& 1 &A ^ A 1 èA &A T
S^. J  S9. * -TS^ H  ‘ ’ S t  -
The equation is now a scalar equation since all the com­
ponents are in the z-direction.
It remains only to specify boundary conditions before 
the differential equation can be solved. However, for this 
problem, there are no real boundary conditions that can be 
applied. The vector potential cannot be specified to be 
constant anywhere and it does not go to zero at infinity. 
The only equation that can really be used to implement a 
boundary specification of sorts is V* A = 0. This can be 
used as a check. If the boundary conditions are specified 
in some manner, they can be adjusted until the divergence 
equation is satisfied. When the iterated boundary condi­
tions allow the divergence equation to be satisfied, then 
the boundary condition is the correct one.
Other boundary conditions may be able to be specified 
in the presence of special materials, such as high permea- ■
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billty steels, or other techniques may be applied to simu­
late the boundary condition with the use of Green's fu.nct'enr 
or to calculate them by means of iterative techniques (?3/, 
(24), (2<), (2 6), (2 7), (28).
3.5 Matrix Solution Techniques
The application of the finite element method to an 
electromagnetic field problem results in a large set of 
simultaneous equations which can be put in matrix form.
The solution of the equations requires a major portion of 
the computer time used in the problem and, as a result, the 
efficiency of the solution technique is of considerable 
importance. Both the matrix entries and the solution vector 
are complex quantities and either complex computer opera­
tions must be used or two systems of real equations must he 
solved. In this work, both of these methods were used, 
with the complex arithmetic method being used predominantly.
The complex matrix equation in this work v/as solved by
using a complex gaussion elimination subroutine called 
*
CSOLVE . The subroutine uses a maximum pivot strategy and 
was used at various times in single and double precision 
form. CSCLVK was used in conjunction with another sub­
routine, CMPRUV, which was used to improve the values ob­
tained from CSOLVE by adjusting the solution values itera­
tively. For each matrix row, the largest element was 
* See Appendix 4 ,
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chosen and the corresponding solution vector entry was r^t
to zero and recalculated by subtracting, from the right 
hand side, the vector product of the row and the solution 
vector and by then dividing the result by the previously 
found largest entry. The procedure was continued until 
successive solution vector changes were sufficiently small. 
However, the residual of the solution obtained using CSOIVE 
alone was invariably good enough so that no iterative ad­
justment was necessary, and the use of subprogram CMPR^V 
was dropped from later program runs.
When the real and imaginary part method of solution was 
used, a completely different concept was used in the solu­
tion subprogram.
In this procedure, called CCNGRH, a system of equa­
tions, Ax = b, is solved by an iterative search technique 
which hunts along conjugate directions and minimizes the 
distance between the search vector and the solution vector 
at each step. If round-off errors are insignificant, the 
search terminates at the solution after N iterations where 
K is the order of the system.
The program GONGRH is a modification of a program 
written by Dr. M. Shridhar and the theoretical basis can be 
found in a paper by P. S. Beckman (29). The advantages of 
this solution method are that both less computer storage 
area and less computer time are needed to solve the problem
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since no zero matrix entries are stored. For one problem, 
a comparison between the use of GONGRH and the use of SIMQ, 
an IBM library subroutine, showed that GONGRH was ten 
times faster and required only one-third the core area.
The only difficulty with the method is that it does not 
always converge and it is often difficult to determine why 
convergence is not achieved for a specific problem. A 
listing of the program appears in Appendix 4.
3.6 Loss Ratio From Vector Magnetic Potential
The solution of the finite element method matrix sys­
tem results in a set of vector magnetic potential values 
for various locations within the cable system. From these 
potentials, a value for the loss ratio can be obtained by 
using the finite element equations.
The power per unit length for a conductor of conductiv-
ity . , is given by J  a|lArea> / d[Area]
R . R
where J is the total current density.
J = J g - j w d  A = jwA for a sinusoidal input
Jg is the source current
?ac = 7 f (Jg - j w < A) ' (Jg - j " ' A)*
R
- (Js^s* - jw'ÂJg* + jwfÂ*Jg + d[Area]
R
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The loss ratio is given by the ratio of the a.c. power to
the source current power
P PT. .. ac ac
■ I  f  J - f  d V r e a  ■ 5 7
tr i 3 B ®
R
2 /  A'A*d Area ^ . /{ ^  ^s"^s ^ } d[Area]
= 1 + — ^ --- p  ^ - — + j
The integrations in the loss ratio calculations are 
easily performed since the source current density is as­
sumed constant and the vector potential in any triangle is 
expressed in polynomial form. The integration can be per­
formed for each triangle in turn and the results summed to 
obtain the overall loss ratio. Since the integrands are 
polynomial functions, two methods exist for determining the 
exact result. The integration may be performed analytically, 
or Gaussion quadrature of a sufficient order to assure 
exactness may be used. Either method is equally easy, and 
the analytic method was used in this work.




The first calculations using the finite element method 
to compute a.c. resistance were done for a single, solid, 
small conductor with a radius of one centimeter. This 
conductor size was chosen so that the finite element solu­
tion could be compared with results that were available 
from analytic and finite difference calculations.
For this conductor size, the eddy current term in the 
field equation was neglected because a functional was a- 
vailable for this modified field equation in the paper by 
Zienkiewicz and Cheung (13). Without the eddy current




The corresponding functional to be minimized is
VI 2/II 2 + I -2 V JA I dx dy
The boundary conditions used for the computations were 
those suggested in the paper by Stoll (8). Because of- 
rotational symmetry in the problem, and because all boundary
36
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points are also symmetrically placed, the potential is the 
same on all boundary points. Stoll suggests that the bound­
ary potential be fixed at some arbitrary value and that the 
potential in the conductor be calculated using this boundary 
condition. The average value of potential is then calcu­
lated over the conductor area and this average value is 
subtracted from each of the computed potential values and 
the loss ratio is calculated using these adjusted values.
With the average value of potential subtracted out, 
the average value of potential over the conductor area is 
zero. This assures that the eddy currents go and return in 
the same path and that the following equation is. satisfied;
V ' Â -  0
The results obtained, using this method of specifying 
the boundary condition, and using the modified equation, 
compared favourably with analytic and finite difference 
results.
TABLE 1
Comparison Between Loss Ratio Calculation Methods
ANALYTIC FINITE DIFFERENCE FINITE ELEMENT
1.0145 1.0142 1.0146
These results were obtained for an isolated, solid,
7round conductor with a conductivity of 5*80 x 10'^  mhos per 
meter and a radius of 1 centimeter. The triangular mesh for
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the finite element method consisted of I96 triangles with 
97 nodes. This mesh comprised five conducting rings and 
one insulating ring divided into sixteen segments as shown 
in Figure 2.
Theoretically, the accuracy of the finite element 
method can be increased, so that the analytic result is 
reached, simply by making the triangular mesh sufficiently 
fine, but this accuracy is not needed. The closeness of 
the result obtained using the relatively coarse mesh is 
sufficient to lend confidence to the belief that the finite 
element method can be used to calculate the loss ratio to 
a useable accuracy.
4.2 Larger Conductor Radius
After the success of the calculations for the small 
radius conductor, various parameters were varied to deter­
mine their effect on the answer. The conductors are divided 
into triangles by specifying the number of radial rings and 
the number of segmental divisions and the grid fineness is 
adjusted by changing these variables. The rings may be 
specified to be either conducting or insulating, the posi­
tion of the rings can be adjusted, and the outer boundary 
can be placed at any position. Also, the outer conductor 
radius is adjusted so that the cross-sectional area of the 
straight-sided conductor model is the same as the corres­
ponding circular conductor. In addition, the cable can be
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specified to be either a solid conductor or a segmental 
conductor by separating cable quarters by a strip of 
insulation. Results are presented in Table 2.
From the foregoing data, the effects of the changes in 
the various parameters can be seen. An increase in radius 
or conductivity increases the loss ratio. An increase in 
the number of triangles due to an increase in the number of 
segments resylts in increased accuracy. The number of in­
sulating rings does not affect the answer at all, but a 
change in the position of the conducting rings (location of 
break-points) does change the answer slightly. Finally, it 
can be seen that the segmented cable has a lower loss ratio 
than the solid cable (I.56 compared to 1.59).
When these results were compared to the corresponding 
analytical results, it was found that results for small 
conductor cables had good correlation. However, as the 
conductor radius and conductivity increased, the numerical 
results deviated more and' more from the analytic data.
For the analytic calculation of the loss ratio, form­
ulae and tables are usually presented as a function of a 
variable mr, which is defined as
mr = r 2 tt fa-ji 
where r - conductor radius
f - source current frequency 
y - conductor permeability 
*•- conductor conductivity
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In an attempt to obtain a clearer view of what was 
happening as the conductor size increased, it was decided 
to plot both the analytically and numerically calculated 
loss ratios as a function of mr, as shown in Figure 3-
TABLE 3
Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Loss Ratio 
Data for Solid Circular Conductors
Radius Conductivity mr Loss Ratio Range Analytic L. R.
1 cm 3.5427 1.295 1.0135 - 1 .0154 1.0145
.791 in 5.8027 3.33 1 .5 3 - 1 .6 2 1 .4 3
1 cm 5.802? 1.658 1 .036 - 1.038 1.038
.791 in 3.542? 2 .6 02 1 .2 3 1.20
From the table and the graph, - the deviation of numeri­
cal loss ratio values from the values obtained analytically 
is clearly evident as the radius and conductivity increase. 
Upon evaluation, it was decided that this difference was 
due to the deletion of the eddy current term from the field 
equation and the functional, and it was therefore decided 
to formulate a functional to include the eddy term. The 
functional chosen was
■ 2/I 6Adx 2 AA+ - 2 /I JA + dxdy
For the time harmonic case, the term AA can be replaced by
.i^ t^
"TE
the expression jwA, since A = A eJ " and aA
T t
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Since is common to all terms in the equation, it can




T v - 2 /t JA^ + j w /io- A q I dxdyI I
By applying Euler’s equation, q '
TÂ <nVT a J  T7\TÎÇy
- 2;. J + 2 j w f  O-I,, , " 3 % ^  ^  -  4 j  ■
'X y
_ _ X 2% \ 2-r-
/. _ 2f J + 2jwp O-A - 2 - 2 -f-f = 0
Ox o y
This is the required field equation with eddy terms 
included.
The chosen functional must be minimized with respect 
to the nodal potentials and, since this has been done for 
the other terms already, this must be done only for the 
eddy term, ^  A^ dxdy.
By inserting the finite element expression for A, this 
integration is easily evaluated for each triangle. .The 
derivation appears in Appendix 3.
Using the new finite element equations, the loss ratio 
was again calculated for the large conductor. However, once 
again the results were not close to the known analytic 
values. After many possible reasons for the discrepancy 
were examined and rejected, it was decided that the method 
of specifying the boundary conditions was no longer valid 
for the extended functional. This was because, with the
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addition of the eddy current term, the vector magnetic po­
tential values became complex numbers instead of real num­
bers as was the case previously. Therefore, although the 
potential values on the boundary were still the same every­
where on the boundary, the relative size of the real and 
imaginary parts of the boundary value could not be arbitrar­
ily fixed. Since there was no way to determine what the 
complex boundary constant should be, it was decided to try 
an iterative search technique whose purpose was to alter 
the boundary constant with the goal of minimizing the 
average value of potential over the conductor area.
The first technique used was a simple one. The ini­
tial boundary value was set at zero, the matrix equation 
was solved, and the average potential value was determined. 
This average value was then subtracted from the initial 
boundary value and the result was used as the new boundary 
condition. The system was solved again and the process 
repeated until the average potential value became sufficiently 
small. This technique is a negative feedback approach and 
the results obtained were very good. The search pattern, 
when plotted, was shown to be an inward spiral and conver­
gence was achieved in every case examined. This was the 
case no matter what initial boundary constant was selected 
and this can be seen in the plot showing the real part and 
the imaginary part of the boundary constant plotted in the
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complex plane with the number of iterations for a particular 
conductor size as a parameter. The particular search pat­
tern is not only a function of the parameter mr. Tt also 
depends on the grid pattern used to model the conductor a n d  
the position of the boundary.
From the plot, it can be seen that, usually, about ten 
iterations were required to achieve completion of the first 
curl of the spiral and so achieve a bound for the solution 
value. For a more exact answer, the number of iterations 
can be increased. However, with this technique it is neces­
sary to solve the matrix of equations for each iterative 
step and this is very time consuming. This fact means that 
the number of iterations is limited in practice and prevents 
this technique from being used for unsymm.etric problems 
where more than one boundary constant must be found.
However, for this symmetric problem results could be 
determined for various cable sizes within a reasonable a- ■ 
mount of time.
The effect of changing the various parameters can be 
seen from the chart. The segmented cables can be seen to 
produce lower loss ratios than the solid conductors. How­
ever, the validity of the segmental results is questionable 
because the rotational symmetry that was assumed in the 
boundary specification technique disappears when the con­
ductor is segmented, and the boundary specification is no 
longer correct.
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However, the unsegmented cable results should be cor­
rect , and they can, be compared with corresponding analyti c 
results.
TABLE 3
Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Loss Ratio 
Data for Solid Circular Conductors
Radius (in) Conduct.
o/m
mr Num. Loss Ratio Analytic L. ^ .
.791 3.54E7 2 .6 0 1 .19 1 .2 0
.791 5 .8OE7 3 .3 3 1.42 1 .43
.842 5.80E7 3 .5 5 1 .30 1.51
.991 5 .8OE7 4 .1 7 1 .73 1 .7 4
.791 2.90E? 2 .3 6 1.13 1 .1^
.393 3.54E7 1 .2 9 1.01 1.01
From this data and from the corresponding graph, it 
can be seen that a much better agreement exists between the 
analytical and numerical results with the eddy current term 
included.
However, in spite of the success of the calculation 
technique, as evidenced by these results, it was decided to 
investigate several possible ways to improve the efficiency 
of the method.
First, the basic technique was applied, but with the 
boundary changes either under or over-relaxed. This did not
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seem to have any effect on the recuit. Next, a different 
method of varying the boundary constant v/as tried. The 
program was reorganized so that a Hooke and Jeeves search 
could be used to vary the boundary constant while minimizing 
the average potential. Although this search method also 
converged to the right answer, it was found to be slower 
than the negative feedback approach.
Other program modifications were also implemented to 
vary the way in which the eddy current term was handled, 
since an independent confirmation of the correctness of the 
chosen functional was not available. As an alternate method, 
it was decided to treat the eddy current term as part of 
the source current term. Initially, the problem was solved 
without an eddy term. Then, using these results, a tenta­
tive value for the eddy term was calculated and added to 
the source current. This process was repeated in conjunc­
tion with a Hooke and Jeeves search to determine the bound­
ary constant and convergence was quite rapid to the correct 
answer. A program listing appears in Appendix 4.
The source current approach was also tried with nega­
tive feedback boundary specification and convergence was 
also good here.
One final eddy term variation was tried in which a 
simplified method of approximating the eddy term was em­
ployed. The potential in a triangle was assumed to be the
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average of the three nodal potentials. This method gave 
fairly accurate results but has no firm theoretics] basis.
Overall, the results of the calculations for the loss 
ratio of a single solid conductor were good and compared 
very well with the analytic results available.
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Three Conductor Results
5 .1  Formulation Difficulties
The major goal of this work is the calculation of the 
loss ratio for three phase cables in a magnetic steel pipe. 
There are, however, many difficulties encountered in going 
from the single phase calculations to this new problem.
First, it was necessary to devise a computer program 
to formulate the element pattern for the extended problem.
It was necessary that the three conductors and the pipe be 
modelled with sufficient flexibility to allow the positions 
of the conductors to be shifted as required to model various 
cable configurations. In addition it was necessary to be 
able to vary the grid fineness without forming greatly 
elongated triangles. Such a program has been written to 
automatically generate the finite elements. A listing and 
several computer-generated plots illustrating its capabil­
ity appear in Appendices 4 and 6. Basically, the position 
and size of the conductors are first specified and triangles 
are formed within the conductor cross-section. Segmentation 
can be implemented if desired. Then, a rectangular grid, 
with variable grid size is placed over the region and the 
positions of grid points on the boundary are modified to
5 3
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conform to the circular contour of the pipe. In doing this, 
the best fit is made between the grid points and the con­
ductor elements in order to obtain good triangles in the 
area around the conductors. Finally, triangles are formed 
in one or more circular layers to represent the pipe. Ex­
tensive use has proven this program to be adequate for 
forming the grid for almost any desired cable configuration.
As soon as this pattern generation program was opera­
tional, the finite element method was applied to the three 
phase problem. Initially, a zero potential boundary con­
dition was assumed with no pipe present. The eddy term 
was not included and the result was quite accurate when 
applied to small diameter conductors.
However, for larger conductors, the inclusion of the 
eddy term is necessary. This complicates both the functional 
and the boundary conditions.
With the addition of the eddy term, the vector mag­
netic potential becomes complex and the terms in the func­
tional are also complex. The squared magnitude of a complex 
number equals the number times its conjugate and this re­
sults in the addition of new variables to account for the 
modelling of the conjugate vector magnetic potential. In 
addition, it has not been possible to find a functional 
such that the Euler equation is satisfied for both the 
vector potential and its conjugate, without adding on a
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term that is equal to zero. However, it was suggested
(30) that this problem might possibly be eliminated if all 
the equations were expressed in terms of real and imaginary 
parts and a functional was formulated to satisfy the necessary 
criteria. For the field equation
= - pJ + jwo-iiA,
&x iy~
the real and imaginary part equations are :
à 27 À 27
‘R
ÀX
1 ?  " ~ î 7
where A^ is the real part of the vector potential and A^ 
is the imaginary part.
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Applying Euler's equation twice, gives
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These two equations correspond exactly to the real and 
imaginary part equations stated previously. A more de­
tailed proof of the equivalence is presented in Appendix .
The use of the real and imaginary part functional
results in the need for twice as many variables as with
the complex formulation and the final solution matrix ir
four times the size. However, this problem may be reduced
by using a solution technique which does not store zero
elements. In this work, a conjugate gradient routine was
used for this reason. This- subprogram, CHGHH, is a search
routine that solves a matrix equation, Ax =  B, by mini-
m m
mizing the quadratic, y = i x " A x - B x. At the point of 
minimization, the gradient of the quadratic is zero:
V y = A X -  3 = 0 /, A X = B
Thus, the values of x that minimize the quadratic are also 
those values that satisfy the matrix equation.
It was, however, also desired to continue using the 
complex formulation and this was done by examining the 
matrix which resulted from employing the real and imaginary 
part functional. Hhen this functional was minimized, the 
matrix equation that resulted had the following form, for 
each triangular element;




























A -  area of triangle
The S . terms have been previously defined and the E.
3
terms are the corresponding entries resulting from the min­
imization of the eddy current term. Ap, Ay ; and Jp, and -^y 
are the real and imaginary parts of the vector potential 
and source current density respectively.
This matrix can be obtained by manipulating the comple: 
number formulation of the problem. Consider the follow'ng 
matrix equation and then separate it into real and 
imaginary parts :
js  -  js ]  [ ar -  n ]  .  k [ j , ,  -  j . l j






. h . -Jl_
This matrix has the same form and the same entries as the 
real and imaginary part matrix. Thus, the correct matrix 
can be obtained using complex arithmetic if the source
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current in conjugated and the eddy current tern 'r rub- 
tractcd from the original C-matrix to form a complex g_ 
matrix. The resulting answer must also be conjugated' to 
got the correct value of vector potential.
From program test runs, it has been found that both 
formulations give the same answer. Tt has also been ob­
served that the matrix equation used for the single con­
ductor calculations is simply the complex conjugate of the 
modified complex equation described above.
However, from observations of both three phase and 
single phase calculations, it was noticed that the sign 
the right hand side and the sign of the eddy current term 
do not affect the answer unless Dirichelet boundary condi­
tions are specified. This is logical since the sign of th« 
right hand side only determines the current direction and 
the eddy current term is in quadrature.
Thus, from these results,'t can be concluded that the 
problem of the determination of the correct functional for 
this particular application has been resolved through the 
use of a functional in real and imaginary part form and by 
the complex formulation derived from this functional.
5.2 Boundary Conditions
The remaining major difficulty with the three phase 
calculations is the specification of a boundary condition. 
There is no real condition that can be specified since there
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is no oquipotential surface and nothing can actually he 
said about the potential except that the average value ov-,r 
the conductor area should be zero. It is oven very dif^E- 
cult to impose the far field boundary condition since the 
vector magnetic potential does not approach zero at infin­
ity. Therefore some approximations were necessary in order 
to establish a useable condition.
For the first calculations with the cables in air, a 
Dirichelet condition was set at a distance far from the 
cables by treating the conductors as filamentary conductors 
and summing the contributions by superposition. However, 
this method is not accurate, especially for large conductors
It is also not possible to set the boundary condition 
by using a search technique such as the one used in the 
single conductor calculations because there is no simple 
symmetry in the three phase case. This means that a multi- 
variable search would be necessary with many cost function 
evaluations and the computer time used would be of the 
order of hours.
The possibility does exist, however, that a technique 
based on work already described in the literature may soon 
be developed to handle the problem. Silvester and Hsieh 
(2 5), Hseih (2 6), Csendes (28), and McDonald and V/exler (27) 
have all written papers on the use of an exterior element 
to specify boundary conditions for unbounded problems.
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The methods basically use Green's functions to relate the 
field in the exterior regions to the potential on the 
finite element boundary and so derive a relationship be­
tween the exterior field energy and the boundary potentials 
This is equivalent to specifying a. boundary condition. >^^ e 
first three papers seem to be applicable only for electro­
static problems since parts of the derivations are based 
on assumptions valid only for these problems. However, the 
work described in the final paper is more general in scope 
and, in the future, may be able to be applied to this 
problem.
An initial investigation into these methods has been 
begun, but the application of this theory to the loss ratio 
calculations rests with future work, because of the com­
plexity involved in applying exterior element methods to 
the time harmonic diffusion equation. It was therefore 
decided to concentrate on solutions for the case of throe 
conductors enclosed in a steel pipe by using an approximate 
boundary condition. This approximate pipe boundary speci­
fication is based on the skin depth of the pipe material. 
The skin depth is that distance wherein the magnitude of 
the incident wave is reduced by a factor of 'er' and the




The particular pipe modelled had a thickness of 0.25 inches
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and a conductivity of 8.2 x 10^ mhos per meter. The per­
meability varied throughout the pipe but the average rela­
tive permeability was 100. Therefore the skin depth was:
à = yj 60 X ir^  X h- X .82 X 100 = .00227 meters
6= .0895 inches.
The pipe is approximately three times the skin depth. This 
means that the flux density, B, at the outer pipe boundary 
has been reduced in magnitude by a factor of e^ or about 20. 
Since the flux density at the outer pipe boundary is only 
1 /2 0 of the flux density at the inner pipe wall, the flux 
density can be taken to be approximately zero at the outer 
wall of the pipe. Since the flux density is assumed to be 
zero, the curl of vector magnetic potential is zero at the 
outer pipe boundary.
V X A = 0
Since it is assumed that only a z-component exists for 
vector potential, the curl expands to: (in cylindrical co­
ordinates)
1 &A /\ J a
r
To satisfy the equation, both components must be zero.
Therefore &_A ^ ^ and A A _ q The second condition in- 
ir o</>
dicates. that the potential is the same everywhere on the 
boundary. This is an indication of the amount of approxi­
mation that is inherent in accepting that the flux density
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is zero when it is not really so. From intuition, it is -ap­
parent that the potential should not be the same everywhere 
on the boundary, especially for the cradled configuration.
For this work, this second equation is ignored and only 
the first one is applied. However, it is reasonable that 
the use of this chosen condition involves about the same 
amount of approximation that was implied by the use of the un­
used equation, and that much of the deviation of answers 
obtained using this boundary condition, from answers ob­
tained by measurement, may be due to the inexactness of the 
boundary specification.
The boundary constraint that is used is the homogenous 
XT " '
Neumann condition ^  = 0 The application of this condi­
tion is accomplished without effort in the finite element 
method since this condition is 'natural! in the method.
This means that it is automatically satisfied, in the ab­
sence of any other boundary specification, simply by writing 
the basic element equations.
5 .3  Permeability Specification
All that remained, before the in-pipe calculations 
could be performed, was to determine a way to specify the 
permeability variation throughout the pipe. Measurements 
on the variation of permeability with flux density were 
available for the particular pipe material of interest. To 
get them into a form useable in a computer program, the
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data was curve-fitted to a polynomial expression using a 
library leant-squares curve fitting rubroutine. Becer-c "f 
the large range of the data, it wan broken into five parts 
and fitted by five polynomials. In this form, the v o i r r  -f 
relative permeability can be determined for any value of 
flux density and the flux density can bo calculated from a 
knowledge of vector potential.
An iterative technique is needed to determine the 
permeability variation. First, a constant value of permea­
bility is used for all the triangles which make up the pipe. 
Using this permeability, the matrix equation is written and 
solved to yield the vector magnetic potential. From the 
vector potential, the flux density is calculated and a new 
value of permeability, which is different for each triangle, 
is determined. The matrix equation is written and solved 
again with the new permeability variation and the process 
is repeated until the vector potential is sufficiently 
similar for successive iterations. In practice, only two 
iterations were necessary to obtain the correct permeability 
variation and it was even found that there was no great 
difference in the vector potential values when constant 
permeability values, as compared with varying permeability 
values, were used. The permeability of the pipe triangles 
did not affect the vector potential in the conductors very 
much. This can be seen in the program printouts in 
Appendix t^-.
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5.4 Results
The following tables list the results obtained for the 
loss ratio f or  the three-conductor configuration using the 
boundary approximations already described.
TABLE 6
Loss Ratio in Air Using Filamentary Superposition
Formulation Special Notes Radius Loss Ratio
Real & Imag. Used CONGRH .833 2.02
Complex Unconjugated .833 2.03
Real & Imag. Used SIKQ .833 2.02
Real & Imag. Using CONGRH .393 1.83
The final entry in the table illustrates the change in loss 
ratio that results with a variation in the conductor radius.
These results are consistent and compare reasonably 
well with available measured values. In each case, the use 
of the stranding factor reduces the loss ratio considerably, 
but the use of segmentation, the thickness of the pipe and 
a change of conductor radius does not alter the loss ratio 
as appreciably as might be expected. This may be because 
the boundary specification has an overpowering effect on 
the potential distribution.
For each case with similar parameters, the loss ratio 
for the cradled configuration is consistently higher than 
that for the close triangular configuration, and this is as
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was anticipated. Kowever, based on measured values, the 
difference is not as great as was expected and the loss 
ratio for the close triangular arrangement is much higher 
than that obtained by measured values. Once again, the 
lack of a greater difference between the cradled and tri­
angular loss ratios is probably due to the fact that both 
have the same specified boundary condition. This condition 
probably forces the potential values of the two cases to be 
much more similar than they would be if the correct boundary 
potential distribution were known. Recent measurements on 
2000 Kc mil. segmental cables (corresponding to a .7^5 inch 
corrected radius) indicate a range in loss ratio, at room 
temperature, from 1.78 to 1.95 for the cradled arrangement 
and from 1.49 to 1 .7 0 for the close triangular configuration,
The range is due to the dependence of loss ratio on 
current, and heat cycling and corresponds to calculated loss 
ratio values of 1.88 for cradled and 1.87 for close triang­
ular arrangements obtained in this work.
It should be noted that a computational adjustment was 
necessary to prevent all answers from being completely un­
reasonable. As noted previously the loss ratio can be 
specified as a ratio of the total current to the source 
current loss:
y* I - j«rwA I 2 dxdy
Loss Ratio = — — pri— ~ ■ gf\ ■ dxdy
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= 1 +
y  I J3 I  ^ dxdy
It is the cross-term that causes the difficulty. In
the single conductor case this term is found to be zero and
thus is no problem. However, in the three conductor case, 
the real parts of the bracketed term cancel, leaving a term 
which, .when included, adds to the remaining terms in such 
a way that they cancel out and the loss ratio becomes much 
less than unity. This is clearly an impossibility and for 
this reason it was necessary to ignore the contribution of 
this imaginary term.
In the single conductor calculations the imaginary 
term vanishes because the average value of vector potential 
is zero over the conductor. In the three conductor case, 
the average of the vector magnetic potential is also zero
over the three conductors but this average is weighted by a
different value of current in each conductor, and, although 
the currents also have a zaro average value, the weighting 
is such that the integral is prevented from being zero.
Although this indicates what actually happens in the 
performance of the calculations, it does not explain the 
fundamental theoretical reasons for the difficulty involved 
in including the cross term. A reference in a paper by 
Stoll (8) also indicates that this cross term is ignored, 
but it is not clear why, or if this omission is valid in 
general or only in specific cases.
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Conclusions and Future Work
6,1 Single Conductor Results
The single conductor loss ratio results compare very 
favourably to analytical results and can provide very good 
accuracy if a sufficiently fine grid is used.
From the accuracy and consistency of the results, it 
can be concluded that a workable functional and an accept­
able method of formulating the boundary conditions have
been developed. The results also confirm the soundness
I
the basic finite element procedure and attest to the success 
of the solution routines.
Tn terms of specific results, the effect on the loss 
ratio due to a change in a number of parameters was observed. 
The finer the triangular grid, the greater the accuracy. 
However, the accuracy also greatly depends on the judicous- 
ness of the choice of the ring break points which determine 
where the finest portion of the grid is placed. However, 
the number of rings outside of the conductor and the posi­
tion of the outer boundary does not affect the loss ratio.
In terms of physical cable parameters, the loss ratio in­
creases with an increase in radius and conductivity and
68
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decreases when the conductor is segmented. As expectrd, a 
change in radius results in a larger change in loss ratio 
than does a corresponding percentage variation in conduct­
ivity.
To obtain these results, a variety of techniques were 
employed. Overall, it appears that the simple negative 
feedback approach for specifying the boundary is computa­
tionally most efficient. The Hooke and Jeeves search also 
worked, but the added complexity was not necessary. How­
ever, the approach using the iterative source current var­
iation was appealing since it gave a physical indication of 
how the distribution of the source current becomes modified 
to cause an increase in the loss ratio.
Overall, the single conductor analysis results were 
very successful and this was of some significance since 
these results provided the basis for the three conductor 
calculations.
6.2 Three Conductor Results
The results obtained in the three conductor loss ratio 
calculations are reasonable, but the accuracy is limited by 
the inexactness of the boundary condition specification.
The finite element pattern generation program appears 
to be able to satisfactorily model almost any imaginable
i
pipe and conductor arrangement as long as the grid lines are 
judiciously located. Results also indicate that the use of
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the real and imaginary part functional and the derived 
modified complex formulation has solved the problem of 
finding the correct functional corresponding to the complete 
field equation.
With regard to the matrix equation solution routines, 
the complex gaussian elimination scheme has proven to be 
very stable and gives good results, even when the matrix 
order is greater than I5 0 . However, for a high order ma­
trix, a very great amount of core area is needed and much 
of this is wasted by storing zero entries. For this reason, 
the use of the conjugate gradient subroutine becomes sig­
nificant. Large matrices can be solved quickly with com­
paratively little core storage, since zero entries are not 
retained. In other programs, similar to this work, matrices 
of order greater than 2200 have been solved in less than 
five minutes of CPU time using less than 300 k-bytes of 
memory. Using an elimination subroutine, more than 20,000 
k-bytes of storage would have been required and the round­
off errors probably would have rendered the solution use­
less. Thus, the use of the conjugate gradient solution 
routine opens up many more areas in which the finite element 
method can be employed. Much finer modelling, with many 
more grid points, can be used and, because of the rapid 
solution time, iterative techniques, such as those used for 
boundary specification, can be employed where they would
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otherwise not be feasible. There only remains to perform 
some work on the convergence of the method since convergence 
did not occur in every case tested and a satisfactory ex­
planation of this failure is not yet available.
The results of the iterative permeability specifica­
tion appear to be consistent with intuitive expectations.
The permeability varies from triangle to triangle in the 
pipe, but is constant throughout any one triangle. It has 
been found, however, that the specification of permeability 
has not been as significant as was believed. Results ob­
tained using a reasonably arbitrary constant permeability 
have differed from results using the variable permeability 
by an average of less than one per cent. It should be 
noted that the permeability measurements for the pipe ma­
terial sample used were those obtained under direct current 
conditions and that pipe hysteresis was not modelled or 
treated in the program at all. Nonetheless, this would not 
account for the lack of dependence of the loss ratio on 
permeability of the pipe.
However, it may be that the manner in which the bound­
ary is specified accounts for the lack of sensitivity. 
Normally, it might be expected that the permeability vari­
ation in the pipe would exert a considerable influence on 
the boundary conditions prevailing; but, if the boundary 
condition is fixed, as in this work, the permeability
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variation may not be able to control the potential distri­
bution in the expected manner.
The fixedness of the boundary is also likely to be re­
sponsible for the closeness in results for the cradled and 
the close triangular arrangements. It is reasonable that 
as the cable configuration changes, the boundary conditions 
should change, but with the boundary specifications used 
in this work, this is not possible.
In spite of the boundary approximations used, the re­
sults are reasonable and compare favourably with other 
methods of calculation.
The loss ratio calculations for cables in air gave 
results that are higher than expected results but this is 
due to the inexact boundary values that were applied. For 
the cables in the pipe, the calculated loss ratio for the 
cradled configuration was close to measured values but the 
loss ratio for the close triangular arrangement was calcu­
lated to be higher than expected. The thickness of the 
pipe did not significantly affect the results, since the 
boundary condition was the same in both cases. The use of 
a stranding factor significantly decreased the loss ratio 
result but the application of segmentation did not have a 
great effect.
The effect of a change of a number of variables can 
be handled by the program. Loss ratio decreases with
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increasing conductor radius and conductivity and also 
changes with the position of the cables or the size of the 
pipe. No provision has been made for the variation in less 
ratio with a change in temperature, but this could bo im­
plemented by changing the conductor conductivity. The 
magnitude and phase of the source current can be altered to 
any value but provision has not been made to account for 
the change in conductivity due to the heating caused by 
larger currents. Also the effect of heat cycling is not 
considered but could be handled by modifying the stranding 
factor. Some cable components, such as the shield assembly, 
are not modelled and the inclusion of these parts in the 
cable model is one of the things that could be done to 
improve the program in the future.
6.3 Summary of Results
Good accuracy was obtained for single isolated con­
ductors of all sizes by using the finite element method and 
including an eddy current term in the functional. A valid 
boundary condition was specified by iterative techniques 
which minimized the average vector potential over the con­
ductor cross-section. An alternate formulation procedure 
illustrated the modification of the source current distri­
bution responsible for the increased losses.
For the three conductor and pipe calculation, an auto-
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matic pattern generation program was written which permits 
the modelling of any size conductor in various arrangements. 
Grid fineness is easily modified either in the conductors, 
the pipe or in the air, and the cables may be represented 
as either solid or segmented conductors.
A real and imaginary part functional was developed and 
implemented, both in a real and imaginary part and in a 
modified complex formulation. Preliminary evaluation of an 
alternate matrix solution routine was undertaken in an 
effort to reduce both computer storage and computation time. 
Approximate boundary conditions were applied to the three 
conductor case and work was initiated on the specification 
of a more accurate boundary constraint. Pipe permeability 
was expressed in a polynomial form and several loss calcu­
lations were made and compared to measured values.
6.4 Future Work
A number of areas exist in this work which are worthy 
of consideration for additional study in the future. The 
most immediate focus of effort should be directed toward 
the determination of a more accurate boundary condition.
Several avenues exist for the attacking of this 
problem. With the use of the conjugate gradient routine to 
decrease the matrix solution time, a modified search routine, 
similar to that used for the single conductor case, might 
be feasible. However, the most promising method of defining
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a boundary condition appear to be that involving the ex­
terior element concept. The paper by McDonald and V/exler 
(2?) provides a foundation from which it should eventually 
be possible to obtain a valid boundary condition specifi­
cation which should improve the results significantly.
Other modifications tb improve the computational ac­
curacy include the use of an increased number of grid 
points to more accurately model the cable geometry. Also, 
an increase in the order of the defining equations for the 
electromagnetic vector potential would lead to greater ac­
curacy. The best possible positioning of the triangles of 
the grid could also improve the results and this might best 
be accomplished by the use of an interactive graphics 
terminal. With this type of device, a program to generate 
the triangular subdivision of the region of interest would 
not be necessary since the grid would be directly and 
easily constructed by the user.
In addition to this work undertaken to achieve greater 
accuracy, a comprehensive study should be initiated in an 
attempt to more completely resolve the difficulty that 
arose with respect to the cross-term that had to be omitted 
in the loss ratio calculations.
If most of this work can be successfully accomplished, 
it seems certain that a method for confidently evaluating 
the loss ratio for a pipe-type cable will result.
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APPENDIX 1
REAL AND IMAGINARY PART FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
The full field equation in terms of vector magnetic 
potential is given by
^  ^  - - f -  *
Both X  and J are complex quantities and the field equation 
can be separated into real and imaginary parts.
Ax^ jkr
- - *J% - • »Jl Aj (Real)
b %  ■
 1 + ---4 = _ u Jt + «cruAp (Imaginary)
Ax^ I %
For the minimization of a functional to be equivalent 
to the basic field equation, it must be shown that the 
functional reduces to the real and imaginary equations 
written here. Let the proposed functional be*.
+ j  -w A^Aj J]-A^  - JpAp j  dxdy
dxdy
Now the functional must be minimized. Let the optimal
7 6
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(minimum) solution be Ap and A, and let the solution be 
perturbed a. small amount from the optimums
An = An + ( ?n(x,y) A i = A i  +^»7j(x,y)"R -"R
( is a small number and ?(x,y) is an arbitrary function. 
Substituting these values into the functional gives;
X = 1 ^ ^  + ^ ^ ( A p  +( 4%(x,y)) ^
_  + M i ( x , y ) ) ^ ^  _ ^ . ^ ( A j *  +?TJj(x,y))^ ^  j  dxdy
+  J ^ - € r p  *> ( A p *  + (  % p ( x , y ) ) ( A p *  +  M j ( x , y ) )  +  j j  J j ( A j * + ? r j j ( x , y )  )
- f Jp(Ap +( %p(x,y))j dxdy
Now take a variation on the functional with respect to 
and set the functional to zero as ? approaches zero
6 X
-/[
AAp* An^ AAp* A),^
-3 7- -3X + -3?- -3^"
AAy* A»|j AAy Al%2
■................. ..■-» '' ' — ■" # — “ ' n  "
ox ox Ay Ay
* . * 1 
-er||*'^pAj -er|l* tlpAp + f ^ dxdy = 0
f &Ap* A%pI ~Sx 3x d-x^ y integrated by partsTerms such as
J Ax Aïjp ÔAp"3X - / j VAx^ iR dxdy
Since %p(x,y) and »|j(x,y) are arbitrary, they can be chosen
to be zero at the endpoints. Thus, 
 r  dxdy = - f/ AAp A^pR -3I dxdyJ  Ax2
Therefore the functional can be rewritten as:
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* * 1
-«cTji^pAj -««rji^jAp + ji - ji Jpjjp dxdy = 0
Rearranging and collecting like terms gives
/ T .  / - A h J  a V  \ix-y[nR^-—  ^ ^ ^ “'“>'4 -i’AJ
( A^A-* A^a,* t  \-i
1 7 "  ■ ' “ ’■ h  + M y j J  d x d y . O
Since 1%^  and l|j are arbitrary, the two bracketed terms are 
zero. Thus, if the minimum of the functional is found, then 
A^Ap A %
= - I'Jr - " «ruA;
a^Ay a^A 
dx^ ay^ - - pjp + w=ruAp
These equations correspond exactly to the real and imagin­
ary parts of the field equation previously derived and this 
proves the equivalence between the minimized functional and 
the field equation.
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APPENDIX 2
INTEGRAL EVALUATION
One integral occurs in finite element derivations a 
sufficient number of times so that its evaluation once and 
for all is warranted;
I = y* bh dxdy
N A is triangle area1 2A
It is well known that for a triangle
X  dxdy = X A dxdy and J ' y  dxdy = y A dxdy
where x and ÿ are the centroid values.
/
X + c.y ) a. + b.x + c.y
----- 3- dxdy ---- 7 ----- —2 A
Substituting for a^, b^ and c^
j X .  +  X  . +  X
T - - v . i  + (y, - yk>)-------1





2 =  1/3 à
7 9
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APPENDIX 3
EVALUATION OF THE EDDY CURRENT TERM
The contribution of the eddy current term towards the 




a^ + b^x + c^y 
_ _ _
To obtain the master matrix entries the functional must he 
differentiated with respect to each of the nodal potentials





This expression can be separated into three terms, each of 
which will be added to the appropriate place in the master 
matrix.
. thThe expression in brackets is added to the i row and the
J-V.
j column of the master matrix after the integration is 
performed.
80
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_ .12 /  (a. + b.x + c.y) (a. + b.x + c.y) dxdy
3 If. A
.12 ^ ji / (a.a. + a.b.x + a.b.x + a.c.y + a. c.y + b.b.x^
O I  ^ J  ^ J J  ^  ^ tl  ^ J
il, A
+ cnc.y + tuCjXy + c-buxy) dxdy
E,, - + 4 b ’ ^ y(%i4i + )
1J 2 A L
.  V , ( ^ ‘ 1
X and y are triangle centroid co-ordinates
x^, y^ are nodal co-ordinates minus centroid co-ordinates
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APPENDIX 4
Computer program listings
The first listing is for a single 
conductor with a negative feedback 
boundary specification.
82
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$jom xxxxxxxxxx
IMOL IC IT COMPLEX*! 6(C) ,RE4L*8< 4i-0,C-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION XD ( 3) ,Y0( 3 ) .9 0(3 )
DIMENSION IFAD0X(4) »IFADPY(4) ,SIGMV(56) ,ISEG(B )
DIMENSION P4D IIJS( 1 6) . X( 33 ) ,Y ( 33 ) .NODE (56 , 3 ) , FADI (3)
REAL*R MU( 56 ) .MUl
COMMON X.Y.NODE.NSEG.NRAD.SIGMM.BI g j .mo 
DIMENSION PTNk(10)




C READ SEGMENTATION CONSTANTS. THICKNESS IS IN INCHES. OTHF®
C CONSTANTS AFE 4.6 AND 3 FCR SEGMENTATION. ELSE O.J.O
PEAD(5.830) THIK .NSEGC.IFSEG .KSEG 





J STAR T = 0 
J0=1
NPHASE=0 
SIGMA = 5. 80D7 
DO 1 13L=1 .NPHMAX 
C READ NUM3ER OF RADIAL RINGS AND SEGMENTS
READ(5.1C1) NRAO.NSEG 
C READ RADIAL BREAK POINTS AS PERCENTAGE OF RADIUS
READ(5,102) (RADILSII).1=1,NRAD)
C READ POSITION AND RADIUS
READ ( 5.703) X0( L) . YC( L) . R 0( L)
WRITE(6.31) NRAD.NSEG 
310F0RMAT( IHl .1 OX.'CYLINDRICAL CONDUCTOR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS'// 
15X. 'NUMBER OF RADIAL SEGMENTS :'.I5/5X.' NUMBER OF ANGULAR SEGMENTS: 
2*.15/)
C READ NUMBER OF CONDUCTING RINGS.PERMEAEILITY.AND CONDUCTOR
C AND INSULATOR CURRENTS




C . ADJUST c o n d u c t o r  BOUNDARY
RADIUS! NCON) =D SORT! ( PI *RADI US( NCON ) **2 ) / (NSEG*DCOS (P I/NSEG )*CS IN 
.(P I/MSE6) ) )
WRITE! 6,32) (RADIUS(I ) . I =1 . NRAD)
32 FORMAT!irx.'RADIAL BREAK-POINTS (I NCHES)'/2X, (IJÜ12.5 ) )
WRITE! 6. 33) NCON. MUl .BIGJl .BIG J2 
330F0RMAT( 15X. 'NUMBER OF RINGS WITHIN THE CONDUCT OR: ',I5/5X,
I'MAGNETIC PER MEABI LI TY : ' .G12.5/5X . 'CURRFNT DENS ITY:'/10X.'WITHIN T 
.HE CONDUCTOR :'.G12.5.G12.5/1 OX.'WITHIN THE I NSULAT ION: ' . 2G 1 2 . 5/) 
NOHA SE=NPHASE+1 
JMAX=NSEG
IF(NSEGC.NE.O) GO TO 65 0
C
C u n s e g m e n t e d  CABLE
C
C (II) COMMUTE COORDINATES OF EACH NODE. X(N) AND Y(N) IN METERS 
C REQUIRED INPUTS: NPAO. NSEG. RADIUS (I)
C RESULTS : X( N ) . Y( N)
ANGLE = 2.DC*3. 141 5Ç265359D0/NSEG 
N=2
00 6 1=1,NRAD 
THETA = n.DO 
DO 6 J = 1 .NSEG
X(N)=RADIUS( I ) *DCOS( THF TA. ) *1.00-2 *2 . 5 * C 1 0<^  * RO ( L )
Y(N ) = R ADI US! I ) *D SI N! THETA ) *1 .CD-2 *2.5401 DO*RO(L )
N=N+1
6 THFTA=THE TA+A NGLE 
C SET COORDINATES OF NODE 1
X! 1 ) = o .or 
Y( 1 ) = ( .on
C (III) d e t e r m i n e  NODE NUMBERS OF EACH ELEMENT. NCDE(I.J)
C REQUIRED INPUTS : NRAD. NSEG
C RE SULTS : NODE! I.J) (I=ELFMrNT NUMBER; J=L,M.N (1.2.3) )
C (1) DETERMINE NODE NUMBERS OF ELEMENTS IN 1ST (INNER) RING 
DO 1 J = 1,NSEG 
SIGMM(J)=SIGMA 
NODE!J. 1 )=1 
N0DF(J,2) = J+2 
1 NGDF(J.3)=J+1








X(NDNO)=XO(L) + (-l)**(( J+A )/2)*THIK2 
Y(NDNO)=Y0(L)+(-!)**((J+3)/2)*THIK2 
111 NDN0=NDN0+1 
DO 72 J = l,4
1SEG(2*J- l)=NDN0-6+J
I=(ISEG(2*J-1).LT,NDINIT) I SFG (2 *J-1 ) =NDI M T + 3  
72 ISEG(2*J)=NONO-5+J 
DTHETA =PI/N5EG*2.D0 





X(N0N0 )=X( ISEG(2*J-1 ) ) + ADD *IF AODX ( J)
YINDNO )=Y{ ISEG(2*J-l ) )-*-ADD «I F AODY ( J)
X< NDNO+1 ) = X{ I SEG( 2* J) ) + ADD*IFADDX ( J)
V{ NDNO + 1 ) = Y( I SEG( 2 *J) ) + ADD * IFADDY ( J)
NDN0=NDN0+2
NPTSM=NPTS-1
IFINPTSM.LE.C) GO TO 123 
00 125 K = 1 ,NP TSM
X(NDNO ) =  P0( L )  *DC OS ( THETA) *PACIUS(M)+X( I5EG(2*J ) )
Y( NDNO )= +R0( L) *DSIM( THETA) *RACIUS ( M) +Y ( ISEG(2*J ) )
THETA= THF TA +D THE TA 
125 NDN0=NDNÜ+1




IF<NIST.GT.NRAD) GO TO 782 
DO 375 J=NIST,NRAD
t h e t a  = o .d o
DO 375 K=1,NSEG
Y( NDNO )=Y0( L ) +PO( L) *RADIUS( J) *DS IN (THETA)
X(NDN3)=XQ(L)+R0(L)*RADIUS(J)*DCDS(THETA)




DO 365 J=1,NALL 
X(J)= X(J ) *2. 54010-2 
365 Y( J ) = Y( J ) *2. E4C1D-2 
P.30 FORMA T( FÎ 0. 5 . 3( 12 ) )
C FORM TRIANGLES FOR INNER RADIUS 
DO 83 J=l,2 
NODE(J C .1)=NDI NIT 
NODE! JC , ? ) =J+ND INI T+ 1 
NODE( JC , 3 ) =J+ND INI T 
SIGMM( JO)-=O.DC 
83 JC=J0+1
NDNOW = NDINI T+4 





IF(NODE(JO,2)«LT.NDINIT) NODE!JO.2)=ND1M T +3
J O = J O + 1
NUM=NP TS+1
DO 51 K=1,NUM
SIGMM( JC ) = SI GMA
IF(K.FO.l) SlGMM(JO)=0.D0
NODE! JC-, 1 ) =ND IMT+J-1
NODE! jn,2)=NDN0 V+l
IF! ( < .FO.NUM ) .AND. ! J. EO. NSEGC) ) NOCE ( JC .2 ) =NDI NIT +4 
NODE! J0.3)=ND NOW 
NDNO W-rJDNO W+Î 




C FORM OTHER CONDUCTING RINGS ,
C
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c (2) d e t e r m i n e  n o d e  n u m b e r s  FOR PINGS 2, 4 $ FTC.
IFCNSEGC .NF. C ) NSE4 = NSFG/NSEGC 
NTR=NS^G + NSEGC
< 1 = ( ( NSEG+NSEGC ) *( 2*NPAD-1 ) + IFSEG) *(NPHAS=-1 )+NS E G+NS E GC + 1 +IFSEG 
<2=1+ND INI T+KSEG
DO 2 1=2,N R A D ,2 
IF( ( I .GT.NCON) .AND. ( NSEGC.NF. 0) ) GO TOI ITT 
DO 3 J=1,NTR 
NODE!<1 , 1 )=K2
NODE! K 1 ,2)=K2 + NSEG+1 +NSEGC







NODE!< I-1 ,2) = K2-NSE3-NSEGC 
NODE! <1-1 , 3)=K2 
NODE! <1-2, 2)=K2 
K 1=< 1 + 2*MSEG + 2*NSEGC 
2 < 2=<2+NSFG+NSEGC




IF!! I,GT.NCON).AND.(NSEGC.NE.01) GO TO 370 
DO 5 J = 1,NTR 
N0DE!K1,1)=K2 
K 2=K 2+1 
NOOF!<1,2)=K2






NODE! <1-1 , 1 ) =<2-NSEG-NSEGC
NODF! < 1-1,2)=<2
NODE (K 1-2,2) =K2-NSEG-NSEGC
Kl=Kl+2*NSEG+2*NSEGC
4 <2=K2 + NSFG+NSEGC
GO TO 65
370 J0=<1
C FORM FIRST INSULATING RING FOR SEGMENTED CABLE
< 1=< 2
<ODREV=NC0N/2 
<ODPE V=NC0N--2 *<ODRE V 
IFCKODREV.EO. 0) K1=K1 + NTR 
IF(KODREV.NE.C) J0=J0-2*NTR 
LST=<1-NTR 












NODE! J 5,2) =LST+1 
NODF!JO,3)=<1+1 
JO=JO+1 
L ST=L ST+1 
372 <1=K1+1
371 CONTINUE
C FORM INSULATING LAYERS F OR SEGMENTED CABLE
NODF!J0-2,2)=K1-NSEG-NSFGC-NSEG 
NODE! JC- 1 ,2) =<1-NSEG- NSEGC-NSEG 
NODF! J(-1 ,3)=<1-NSEG 
NSTT=NCCN+2 
DO 373 <=NSTT,NRAD 
00 37* J = 1,NSFG 
NODE!JO,1)=K1 
NODE ! JC ,2) =K1'-NSFG 
NOD"! JC . 3)=K1+1 ■ 
jn=jr+1
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NODF ( J5-Î ,2 ) =K1-?#NSEG 
NODE! JO' 1 ,3)=K1-NSEG 
NDOF!J 0-2,3 )=K1~ NSEG 
373 CONTINUE 
65 NTR2=NTP*2
SPECIFY ELEMENT CONDUCTIVITIES 




IF! !! J J-1 ) .E'O .NCON) . AND, ! NSEGC.NE. 0 ) ) NTP2 = NTR2 -4 
IF!!!JJ-2).EQ.NC0N).AND.!NSEGC.NE.0)) NTP2=NTR2-4 
IF!JJ.GT.NCON) SIG=O.ODO 
DO 64 KK=1,NTR2 
JARG=JN0W+!JJ-2)*NTR2+KK-1
IF !JJ .GT.NCON + 0)JARG = JARG+NSEGC*NCCN-NSEGC 
IF! JJ .GT.NCON+1 ) JARG = JARG+NSEGC*NCrN+NSEGC-NSEGC 
64 SIGMM!JARG)=SIG
IF! ! NSEGC .EQ .0 ).0R .! JJ.GT. NCON) ) GC TO 63 
DO 62 LL=1,NSEGC 
SIGMM!ICOUN)=C.DC 
SIGMM!ICOUN +l)=0.O0
62 IC0UN=IC0UN+NSE4 *2 + 2
63 CONTINUE
ASSIGN CURRENTS AND PERMEABILITIES 
CALL MUANDJ! MU,BIG J,NRAD,NSEG,NCCN,MUl , BIGJl , R I 3J 2, S I GMM , IFSEG, 
.<SEG,NTR)
NDINIT=(NTR+NRAD+1+KSEG)*NPHA5E+1
JSTAP T=JSTART+! NCON*2-l ) *NTR+ ! NR AD - NCON ) * NS EG* 2 + I F3E G 
IF!NRAD.GT.NCON) JSTART=J START+NSFGC 
113 CONTINUE 
102 FORMAT! 1655. 3 )
101 FORMAT!212)
703 FORMAT! 3( F7. 4 ) )
TCC F0RMAT!12,3!F1C.5) )
VAL = ! n.00,0.0 0  
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SUBROUTINE MUANDJ! MU,GIGJ,NRAD,NSEG,NCON,MUl ,BI GJ 1,3I GJ 2,S I G M M ,  
.IFSEG,KSEG,NTP)
IMPLICIT COMPLEX + 16 !C) , RE AL ! A--3 , C-H, 0-Z )
C ASSIGNS VALUES OF CURRENT D E N S I T Y  ! BI G J ) A N D  PF PME A3 IL ITU !M1J »
C TO EACH ELEMENT.
C NC0N=NUMOEF OF RINGS IN CONDUCTOR 
C • BIGJl=CURPENT DENSITY IN CONDUCTOR 
C BIGJ2=CURPPNT DENSITY IN INSULATION 
C MUl=MAGNFTIC PERMEABILITY
PFAL*R MU! 56),MUl,SIGMM! 56)
C0MPLEX*16 BIGJ! 56),BIGJl,BIGJ2 
NLC0NS=NC0N*2*NTR-NTR+IFSEG 
NLMNTS=NLC0NS+2*!NRAD-NCON)*NSEG 
DO 1 N=1,NLC0NS 
MIU!N )=MU!
BIGJ!N )=PIGJ1









SUBROUTINE R JHSER! AREAL,AI M AG,VAL)




CTHIS IS A SIMPLE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK SEARCH ROUTINE 
C
C VAL IS THE AVERAGE POTENTIAL
C AREAL IS THE PEAL BOUNDARY VALUE
C AIMAG IS THE IMAGINARY BOUNDARY V ÜLUE
C
C OLD BOUNDARY MINUS AVERAGE POTENTIAL EQUALS NEW BOUNDARY
C
DO 1 J=l,20
AREAL = ARFAL- ! DCONJG! VAL) + VAL) /2 . Of
AIMAG = A IMAG+!DCMPLX!C.DO.l.DO)*!! VAL-OCCNJG!VAL) )/2.D0 )) 
WRITE!6,3) J
3 FORMAT! • «,«***** ITERATION NUMBER',2X,12,' *****•)
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SUBROUTINE C V I( XR5A L ,A I MAG , V AL>
IMPL ici T PFAL*8( A-B ,D-H , O-Z) , CGMP’L EX * 1 6 ( C)
COMMDM X( 33 >.Y( 33) .NODF (56,3) ,NSEG , NcAC,SI GvM(33 ) ,aI GJ (56),M U (S6 )
COMMON/A 3/ XP(50)
DIMFNSIOt YP( 3) ,SP( a ,3) , WP ( g ,3 ) , Cl (3,8) , VMUL ( 3 ) . I £ CT ( 8 ) , IEC2(9)
DIMENSIONCSM( 6 5C) ,9(3) ,0(3) , T (3) , RAO I (Î )
C0MPLEXA16 3IGJ,S(3,3) , OHS ,CV(31) ,VAL,OC m c LX,ALPHA 
RFAL*8 MU,CDAOS
C0M3LEX*16 OP ,D0 ,D.R,D S,CW( 3) ,OCON JG, CCES ( ^ 3 )
DATA C V/3 3 *( C ,D0 ,C,DC ) /
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES VECTOR DCTFNTIAL,CALCULATES LOSS
C RATIO AND FINDS NEW AVERAGE VALUE
C
C THIS THCHNIQE IS NOT VALID FOR SEGMENTED CABLES DUE TO A LACK
C OF ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY




NLMNT5=NR AD *2 4NSEG-NSEG 





ALOHA = DCMPLX( AREAL.AI MAG)
a t o t = c . o
NDTOT=NPCT 
C INITIALIZE MASTER MATRIX
DO 7 I=1,NP0T 
DO 7 J = 1,NP0T!
7 CSM(I+NPOT*(J-l))=(O.DO,n.DO)
C
C FORM MATRIX FOR EACH ELEMENT
DO 100 N=1,NLMNTS
XCENT=( X(N0DE(N,1) )+X ( NODE ( N ,2 ) )+X (NODE (N, 3) ) )/3.Dj
YCENT={YCNODE(N,1))+Y(NODE(N,2))+Y(NCOF(N,3)))/3.Dv
X1 = X( NODE! N , 1 ) )- XCENT
X2=X(NDDE( N ,2 ) )-XCENT
X3= X( NODE (N, 3 ))■“ XCENT
Y1 = Y(N0D£(N, 1 ) )-YCENT




C CALCULATE FINITE ELEMENT CONSTANTS
DO 8 1=1,3
R { I ) = ( X(NODE( N , J) )-X( NODE ( N ,K) ) )
0 ( I )={Y(N30E(N,K))-Y(NODEtN,J)))
T{ I ) = X(N0DE(N,K))*Y(NODE!N,J) )-X(NCOS(N,J) )*Y(NODE(N,K )) 
J=J+l-J/3«3
8 K=K+l-K/3*3
APEA= ! X! NODE! N, 1 ))*! Y ! NODE! N,3)1-Y( NODE ( N, 2 ) ) )
• + X! NODE! N,2 ))*! Y (NODF !N ,1 ))-Y ( NODE ( N,3 )) )
+ X! NODE! N,3 ) ) *! Y!NODE (N,2 ) )-Y ( NODE! N, J ) ) ) )*3. D'”l 
C FORM MATRIX
DO 9 1=1,3 
DO 99 J = 1 ,3
SREAL=!Q!I )*0!J)+R! I )*R(J) )/! APE A*4.DO)
S! I , J )=DCMRL X! SREAL,O.DO )
IF! SIGMM! N ).FQ. O.DO) GO TO 98 
C CALCULATE EDDY TERM
EDCUP = ! 60.00*3. 14 1592653D0FMU !N) *S I GMA* (T ! I ) *T ! J ) +XCFNT* ! O ! I )
,*T!J)+T( I )*Q! J) ) +  YC£NT*!R!I ) * T ! J )  +  T ( t  )*P(J) )+(Q{I )*R(J )+P( I)*0!J ) > 
.*! XCFNT* YCENT+! XI *Y1 +X? *Y2+X3*Y3 )/12.D^ )+0(I )*Q(J)* (XCENT**2+ ( 
*Xl**2+X2**2+X3**2) /12.D0)+R!I )*P!J)*!YCENT**2+(Y 1**2+Y 2**2 + Y 3**2 ) 
./12.D0)) )/!APEA*2.DC)




C CALCULATE SOURCE TERM
PHS=3IGJ(N)*AREA*ML! Ni /3.D0
C
C PLACE ELEMENT MATRIX INTO MASTER MATRIX
DO 10 1=1,3
IF(NOOE!N,I),GT,NPQT)GO TO 10 
DO 1 1 J=1 ,3
IF ! MODE(N,J ).GT.NPOT)GO T0211
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CSM(M30-(N,I )+( NODE! N , J ) -1 ) *NPOT ) = CS V ( N ODE ! N , I ) + ! NUDE ! N. J ) -1 ) *NPHT 
1 )+S! I , J )
GO TO 11
211 rSM! NODE! N,I ) +NPO TSO ) =C S'1 ! NODE ! N,T > + NR ex'" Q ) -S ! I , J ) * ALP ha
11 CONTINUE








C CALCULATE AVERAGE POTENTIAL
VAL = !0 .DC.C.DO)
DO lift M=1 .NLMNTS
AREA= ! X!N3DE!N,1 ) ) ♦! Y ! NODE ! N ,3 ) ) -Y ! NODE ! K -, ? ) ) )
. + X!NODE!N.2))*!Y!N0DE!N,1))-Y(NODE !N,3) ) )
• + X!NODE!N.3))*!Y!NODE(N.2))~Y(NODE!N,1n  ) )*5.□“ 1
IF!SIGMM!N).NE.O.Dd) ATOT=ATCT+ARE A 
D0118 J=1.3
TF!NDDE!N.Jl.GT.NPOT) CV!NCOE!N,J)1=ALPHA 




WRITE! 6 , 8 0 0
60C FORMAT!* *,1SX,*NEW BOUNDARY",15X, 'AVERAGE POTENTIAL')
WRITE! 6,77) AREAL,AI MAG,VAL 
77 FORMAT!' ' , 10X , 4G14.7)
CVA=VAL
C
C PRINT OUT RESULTS
r n o r m = o .d o
VNORM=C.OO
DO 14 1=1,NPOT
CRES! I )=CSM! I+NPOTSQ)
DO 13 J=1,NP0T 
13 CRES!I)=CRcS(I)-CSM(I+(J-1)*NPOT)* CV!J)
VNORM, = VNPRM + COAB S( C V! I )**2)
1 A PN0RM=RNCRM+CDABS!CRES! I) **2)
P!sJ0RM = DS0RT( p NORM)
VNORM = DSQR T( VNORM)
WRITE! 6,216) VNORM,RNORM 
216 FORMAT!• *,2G14.7)
WRITE! 6,105) CVA 
IDBOFORMAT! //' C VA =( ' ,G 1 4 . 7 , ' , ' , G1 4 . 7 , ' ) ' , /
1 ' NO . ' ,12X, 'RA W P0TFNTIAL',26X,'RES IDJAL',22X,' ADJUSTED P
20TENTIAL'/)
DO 12 1=1,NPOT 
CVAD=C V! I)-C VA
12 WRITE (6,103) I ,C V ! I ) , CRH S ! I ) , CV AD
1C3 FORMAT! I 4,': ',3! '(',01*.7,' + J ',G14.7,') •))
01=3.1415926
C






RADI! 1 ) = .791D C 
NLC0NS=NSEG*!2*NPAD-1)
DO 40r N = 1 ,NLCONS
IF!SIGMM!N).EQ.O.DO) GO TO 4Cn
XCENT=! X!NODE!N ,1) ) +X( NODE !N ,2))+X !NCDE(N,3 ) ) )/3.00
YCENT=! Y!N0DE!N , 1) )+Y{ NCDE!N ,2))+Y (NODE(N,3)))/3.DO
X1=X!N0DF!N,1))-XCENT
X2=X! NODE! N,2 ) )- XCENT
X3=X! NODE(N ,3) )- XCENT
Y1 = Y! NODE ! N , 1 ) )-YCENT
Y2*Y( N0DE!N,2))-YCENT
Y3=Y! NODE! N , .3 ) )-YCENT
CW!1)=CV! NODE ( N,1 ) )
CW!2)=CV(NOOE(N,2) )
CW! 3)=CV( NODE! N,.3> )
CTR A.= ! C W( 1 )-CVA)*!X! NODE ( N,3 ) ) *Y (NCDE (N, 2 ) ) -X ( N O J £ ! N , 2 ) )*Y ( NCDF (N, 
.3 > ) )+( CW! 2)- CVA) *! X! NODE! N ,1 ) ) *Y ! NCDE (N ,3 ) )- X ! NODE (N, 3 ) )*Y!NODF(N, 
.1 ) ) ) + ! C W'( 3 ) - C VA) *!-X! NODE ! N , 2  ) ) *Y (NCDE ! N ,  1 ) ) - X ! NODE (N, 1 ) )*Y (NC DC (N ,  
.2 ) ) )
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CTPB=( c W{ 1 )-C VA ) *( Y( NODE! N ,3 ) ) -Y (N C0F(N,2 ) ) )+(C4(2)-GVA)*(Y(M0DE(t 
1 ) ) - Y( MODE! N,3)))+(CW(3)-CVA)*(Y( MODE! M , 2 ) ) -Y ! N 3D £( N , 1 ) ) )
CTRC=( C W! I )-CVA)*! X! NODE! N,2))-X!NCCE!N,3)))+!CW!2)-CV4)*( X(NODE! N
• » 3) ) - X! NODE! N , 1 )) ) + (CW!3)-CVA)*!X! NPDEtN.l ) )-X !N3D£!N,2) ) )
AREA= ! X! NODE! N , 1 ) ) *! Y ( NODF ! N , 3 ) ) - Y ( N CD E ! N , 2 ) ) )
C +X!NODE!N,2) ) *!Y(NCDF!N,1 ) )-Y!NCDF!N,3) > )
C +X!NODE!N,3))*!Y(NCDE!N,2))-Y(NODF!N,1))))*3.D-1
VD=!!CDABS!CTP3) )**2*! ! XI **2+ X2**2+X?**2)/12 .DC+XCcNT**? ) + ! CHAPS !
• CTRA ) ) **? + ! C DABS! CTRC ) ) **2*! ! ! Y% **2 + Y2**2+Y3**2)/ 12. DO > +YCENT** 2) 
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C
C DO IS THE EDDY CONTRIBUTION
C DO IS THE SOURCE CONTRIBUTION
C DR AND 05 ARE CROSS TERMS
C
DP=OP + ( 6C.D3*6C.OO*SIGMA*VP*4. 03 *P I*PI )
DQ=DQ+APEA/SIGMA*BIGJ!N)*DCONJG!31GJ!N))
DR=D3 + 4f!.D0*P I *APE A*! C W! 1 ) +CW !2 ) +CW!3) - 3. DD*CV A)*DCONJ G( RÎ GJ !N ) ) 
OS=DS + 40 .Dr*PI*AREA*BIGJ!N) *DCCNJG ! C W ! Î ) + C W ! ? > +CW ! 3 )-3,OH* CVA)
IF! SIGMM! N ) .EG. O.DO) GO TO 4C0 
40C CONTINUE





801 FORMAT!' ',lvX,'D.C. LOSS ' ,3C X ,'CR CSS EPMS ' ,33 X , ' TOT AL LOSS') 
WRITE! 6,5 03) DO ,DR ,'D S,C PTOT
503 FORMAT!' ',8!G14.7))
WRITE!6,802)
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single conductor with source 
current variation and a Hdoke 
and Jeeves search.
Mainline is the same as that of 
the previous program except*
(1) Variable *VAL* is omitted from 
statement $
(2) Statements 241*242 and 245 are omitted
(5) Statement 244 becomes 'CALL HKNJV(VAL» 
PTMW,2)'
9 4
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SUi^ r^ OuTirj" HKNJV(VAL.^TNW.N) 95 
IMTJL ÎC IT \-H, Ü- Z )
D lYCNS ir N C3C D( 1 Ü) ,C TEST( j o ) , P TN W ( IT )
CriMMrN/IO/ IF'aQIT
DFLTA= 1 .r- 10*1 .0- 1
FTAOI 5.27)(C0RD( J) ,J = 1 ,N)
2 7 FG2MAT( ICrp, 4 )
DTLT0=0£LTA 
IFWP IT= 1
CALL FLNCTCCORO ,N, VAL)
IFWP IT=0
C TRY FOP A BETTFR POINT BY TESTING ALL CTPFCTIONS 
VALGLD=VAL 




WRITE! 6, 18) VAL,(«TNW(L),L = 1,N)
C TEST FOP THF NUMBER OF 3UCESSFÜL CO-ORCIATFS
20 ITFST=0
DO 2 J=1,N
IF{CDPD( J ) .NE.PTNW(J) ) I TEST=ITSST+1
2 CONTINUE
C IF N O  SUCESSFUL SEARCHES DECREASE DELTA 
IF(ITEST.NE.O) GO TO 4 
DELTA=DELTA/2
IF{DABS(DELTA/OELTO).LT. l.E-3) GO TO 7 
GO TO 5
C IF L E S S  THAN TWO NEW CO-ORDINATES DO A LOCAL S E A R C H  
4 IFC ITEST.NE,1 ) GO TO 3
17 DO 21 J=1,N
21 CORD!J )=PTNW(J)
GO TO 5
C IF MORE THAN ONE NEW POINT ACCELERATE
3 DO IF J=1,N
16  C T E S T !  J ) = 2 . * P T N W (  J ) - C O R D (  J)
CALL F U N C T ( C T E S T , N , V N E W )
IF{ VNEW .GE .VAL) GO TO 17 
D O  19  J = 1 , N  
19 C 3 R D ( J ) = P T N W ( J )
VAL=VN-W
CALL NEWDIR! N.DELTA.CT5 ST,PTNW,VAL)
IFWPIT=1
CALL FUNCT!PTNW.N4VAL)
IF WP I T-=0 
GO TO 20
7 W R I T E !  6, 18) V A L . ( P T N W ( L ) , L = 1 , N )
18 FORMAT!• ',80 14.7/63 14.7)
R E T U R N
END
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96
3 SUBROUTINE NE wDIP(N,DELTA,CCPD.PTNk,VAL)
3 IMPLICIT PFAL*8(a-H,0-Z)
1 DIMENSION COPD( 1 0) ,PTNW( 1 0)
2 REALAa MAX 
DO 2 L = 1 , N
A 2 PTNW(L)=COPD(L)
5 MAX=VAL
6 DO 1 J=1.N
7 TNPT = COPD(J)
8 PTNW( J )=CORD( J)+DELTA
9 CALL FUNCT(PTNW,N,VAL)
0 TF(VAL.GE.MAX) GO TO 3
1 m a x = v a l
2 TNPT=PTNW(J)
3 3 PTNW(J)=CORD(J)-DELTA
4 CALL F U N C K  PTNW.N, VAL)







2 SUBROUTINE F UNCT(Z,N O R ,VAS)
3 IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-B,D-H,0-Z),C0MPLEX*16(C)
4 COMMON X(33),Y( 33) .NODE(56 ,3) ,NSEG,NRAD,SIGMM(55) ,dlGJ {56),M U (56)
5 DIMENSION CSM(650),R{3>,Q (3),T (3),FADI{1)
6 C0MPLEX416 BI GJ ,5( 3,3) ,RHS,CV(33) ,VAL ,DCMPLX,ALPHA
7 C0MPLEX416 SJ ( 3 ) ,C K( 1 0 0)
8 DIMENSION Z( 1 0 )
9 REAL*8 MU.CDABS
0 FFAL*m F DC UR ( 3 , 3 )
1 C0MP_EX*16 DP,D0,DR,DS,CW(3),DC0NJG,CR“S(33)
2 COMMON/ID/ IF WRIT
3 DATA CV/33*( 0.00,0.00)/









3 ALPHA = DCMPLX( AF EAL , A I MAG )
4 ATOT=0.0
5 DO 7 I=1,NP0T
6 00 7 J=1,NP0T1
7 7 CSM(I+NP0T4(J-1))={O.DO,O.DO)
B DO 422 J=1,NP0T
9 422 CK{ J )=CV( J )-VAL
0 DO 421 J=NPOT1.NPOTB
1 421 CK.( J )=ALDHA
2 DO 100 N=1,NLMNTS
3 XCENT=( X(NOOE(N,1) )fX(NODE(N , 2) )* X (NODE(N,3) ))/ 3 .üw
4 YCENT=(Y(N0DE(N,1))+Y(NODE(N,2 ))+Y(NODE(N,3)))/3.ÜV
5 X 1 = X(NODE!N, 1 )»-XCENT
6 X2-X(N0DE(N,2))-XCENT
7 X3=X(NODF{N,3 ) )-XCENT
B V 1 = Y ( N 0 D r ( N , 1 ) ) - YC -I N T
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3 DU M 1 = 1 , 3
4 R ( T ) = { X( NODF ( N , J ) )-X( n o d e  { N ,K) ) )
-j O ( T )= ( Y( NÜDF ( N ,< » )-Y( MODE ( M , J) ) )
f T( I ) = X ( N IDE ( N ,K ) ) * Y( NODt:( N, J ) ) -X (N COE ( N, J ) )*Y(NÜD^(N,K))
7 J=j+l-J/3*3
R a K=K+l-K/3*3
9 AREA= { X{ NDDF( N , 1 ) ) *( Y{ NOD- ( N,3 ) ) -Y( NOD'^{ M, ? ) ) )
+ X(NDDE(N,2 ) ) *( Y(NODE(N , 1 ) ) -Y(NnD-(N,3) ) )
+  X( N D D £ (  N , 3 ) ) * (  Y( M P D E (  N ,2))-Y( MODE! K ,  1 ) ) ) ) 4  j  .  D- 1
0 . DO 0 1=1,3
1 00 99 J=l,3
2 SRFAL = ! 0( I )*0!J )+R( I ) *R(J)) /! APE A*A,DO)
3 S( I, J )=0CMr5LX! SREAL, CèDO)
4 IF!SIGMM(NJ.FO.O.DO) GC TO 98
5 EDCUR ! I , J ) = ! 60.D 0*3. 1 4 1 592 653D0 * MU ! N) *S î G M A * (T ! I ) *T ( J ) •♦•X CO NT * ( O ! T )
.*T!J)+T!I)*0(J))+YCENT*(R!I)*T(J)+T!I>*R(J))+!Q(I)*R(J)+R(I)*OIJ)) 
.*( XCENT*YCENT + ! X1*Y1 + X2*Y2+X3*Y3)/12.D0 )+0!I )* Q ! J ) * ! X CENT* *2 + ! 






0 DO 10 1=1,3
1 SJ ! I )=! 0.00,0 .DO)
2 IF!NODE!N,I).GT.NPOT)GO TO 10
3 DO 11 J=l,3
4 IF!SIGMM(N).NE.0.00) SJ! I )=5J !I )-DCMPLX! 0.DO,EDCUR(I .J ) )*CK(NODE
.!N,J))
5 IF !NODE(N,J).GT.NPOT)GO T0211
6 CSM!NODE!N,I)+(NODE!N,J)-1 )*NPOT)=CSM(NODE !N ,I ) + !NÜDE!N,J)” 1)*NPOT 
1)+S(I,J)
7 GO TO 11
8 211 CSM!NODE!N,I )+NP0TSQ)=CSM{NODE!N,I)+NPOTSO)-S(I.J)*ALPHA
9 11 CONTINUE





5 DO 18 N=1,NLMNTS
6 AREA= ! XINODEIN,1 ) )*( Y!NODE!N,3)) -Y(NOOE!N,2) ))
+ X!NODE! N,2 ) ) *( Y!NODE! N,1 ) )-Y!NnOE!N,3) ) )
. + X! NODE! N ,3))*!Y!NODE!N ,2)) -YCNODE!N,1) ) ))*3.D-1
7 IF!SIGMM!N).NE.O.DO) A TO T=ATOT+ARE A
8 DO 18 J=l,3
9 IF!NODE!N,J) .GT.NPOT) CV!NODE(N,J) )=*LPHA
0 IF!SIGMM!N).NE.O.DO) VAL=VAL+CV!NODE !N ,J) )«AREA/3.DD
1 18 CONTINUE
2 VAL=VAL/ATOT
3 VAB=CDA8S( VAL )
4 WRITE!6,77) AREAL,A1MAG,VAL
5 77 FORMAT!' ' , 10X , 4G14.7)
6 CVA=VAL
7 IF! IFWRIT.EQ.C) GO TO 9999
8 RNORM=O.DO
9 VNORM=O.DO
0 DO 14 I=1,NP0T
1 CR ES! I ) = CSM! I 4-NPOTSO )
2 DO 13 J=1,NP0T
3 13 CRES! I )=CRES! I )-CSM( I + ( J-1 ) *NPOT) «CV! J)
4 VNORM=VNORM + CDABS( CV! I ) ««2)
■5 14 RNOPM = RNORM + COABS! CPES! I ) *«2)
6 RNORM = DSQR TiRNORM )
7 VNORM=DSORT!VNORM)
'8 WRITE! 6, 105) CVA
'9 1050F0RMAT!//• CVA = ! • ,G 1 4. 7 , • , * ,G1 4. 7, • ) • , /
1 • NO . • , 12X, *RA W POTENTI AL • ,25X ,'RFS IDJ AL • ,22X ,' ADJUSTED P
POTENTIAL'/)
C DO 12 I=1,NP0T
1 CVAD=C V! I)-C VA
2 12 WRITE !6,103> I ,C V! I ) ,CPE S! I ) ,CVAO
,3 10 3 FORMAT! 14,': ' , 3! • ! • , G 1 4 . 7 , ' + J '.G14.7,') •))
4 3 1=3.1415926
5  DP =  ! C . D O  ,  C . 0  0  )
DD = !O.DO,C.nC)
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? IF(SIGMM(M ).FO»C.OO) GO TO *00 98
3 XCtNT= ( XCNGDF ( N ,  1 ) ) +  X( NOOF (N,2))+X ( N C O F  (  N ,-')))/3 .  Üv
'+ YCFNT=(V(NOO:<N,l)) + Y(NODF(M,2))+Y(NOO=(N,3)))/3.Dj
3 X 1=X( NOOE( N . 1 ) )-XCENT
3 X?=X( N 1DF( M, 2 ) )-XCFNT
7 Xi=X( NODE! N , 3 ) )- XC£NT
3 Y1=Y!N00F!N, I ) )-YCFNT
9 Y2=Y!NOOr!N,2 ) )-YCENT
3 Y 3=Y! NODE ! N , J ) )-YCENT
1 • CW!1 )=CV!NODE!N,1))
? CW!? )=CV!N0PE!N,2) )
3 CW!3)=CV!NODE!N,3))
4 CTRA= ! CW! 1 )-C VA ) «! X! NODE! N ,3) ) *Y !NCDE! N ,?)) - X! NODE (N , 2 ) ) *Y ! M C DE ! N ,
.3) )) + !CW!2)-CVA)*! X( NODE! N,l))*Y!NCO^!N,3))-X!NJOL(N,3))*Y(NOor(N, 
.1)>)+!CW!3)-CVA)«!X! NODE! N,2 ) ) *Y !NCDE!N, 1 ) )-X ( NODE IN , 1 ) ) * Y ! N O DE ! N , 
.2) ) )
5 CTRB=!CW!1 )-CVA)*!YINODE !N,3)>-Y!NCDE!N,2) ))+!C W ! 2)-CV A )* ! Y !NCDE(N
1 ) )-Y!NODE! N ,3) ) ) +•! C W! 3) -CVA) «! Y( NODF! N , 2 ) ) -Y !NOOE!N, 1 ) ) )
5 CTRC= ! CW! I )-C VA ) «! X! NODE! N ,2 ) )-X!NCDE (N,3)))+!CW(2)-CVA)*!X(N0DE!N
.« 3) )-X! NODE! N,1)))+!CW!3)-CVA)*!X! NODE! N, 1 ) ) -X ! NODE! N. 2) ) )
7 AREA= !X(N0DE!N,1))*(Y(N0DE!N,3))-Y!N00F!N,2)))
C +X!NODE!N,2) )*! Y!NODE!N,1) )- Y ! NODE !N ,3) > )
C +X(NODE(N,3))*(Y(NOOE(N,2))-Y(NODE!Nfl))))*5.D-l
a VP=((CDABS(CTRB))**2*(!X1**2 + X2**2+X3**2)/12.D3+XCENT**2) + !CCAPS(
.CTRA))**2+!CDABS!CTPC))**2*!!(Yl**2+Y2**2+Y3**2)/12.nO)+YCENT**2) 
.+ (CTRB«DCONJG!CTRC)+CTRC«DCONJGfCTRB))*!!(X1*Y1+X2*Y2+X3*Y3)
./I 2.D0 )+XCENT«YCENT)+C TRB4DC0NJG (CTRA) «X CE NT+CT R A* DC ON J G ! CT R B )*
• XCENT+CTRA «DCÜN JG! CTPC ) «YCENT+CTPC «OCONJG! CT R A ) * Y CENT ) / ! APEA*4.D0) 
9 DP = D^+!60.00*60.DO«SIGMA4VP44. DO«PI«PI)
0 DQ=DQ + AREA/SIGMA*B IG J! N) «DCONJG! B1 GJ(N) )
1 DR=DR + 40.D0*PI*AREA*!CW! 1 ) + C W ( 2 )+C W! 3 ) -3 . DO *CV A ) «DCONJ G ! BI G J ( N ) )
2 DS=DS+40.DO«PI4ARFA«3IG J!N)*DCONJG (CW! 1 ) + CW!2)+CW(3)-3.D0*CVA)
3 IF(SIGMM(N).EQ.0.D0) GO TO 400
4 40 0 CONTINUE
5 C=>TOT=DP+DQ + DCMPLX! O.DO, 1 .DO)«!DS-DR)
6 PDC= - (PI«RADI ! 1 )«RADI !1) *!2.5401 D-2«*2) )/SIGMA
7 RACDC=!CPTOT+DCONJG!CPTOT) )/!2. DO«POC)
8 WRITE!6,500) RACDC
9 WRITE!6.503) D Q ,DR,DS.CPTOT
0 503 FORMAT!* ',8(G14.7))
1 WRITE!6,501) DP.PDC
2 WRITE!6,501) ATOT
3 500 FORMAT!* 'RATIO OF AC TO DC RESISTANCE IS =',G14.7)
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Three conductors in a steel pipe 
using homogeneous Neumann boundary 
condition with a complex formulation
9 9
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21 MAIN DATE = 76304 05/43/38
C F-PCAB
C f i n i t e  ELEMENT PATTERN GFNFRAT3R FDR A CABLE CONFIGURATION
C * A * * * *
C THIS PROGRAM GENERATES TF~ FINITE ELEMENT PATTERN FOR A MULTI-PHASE
C ENCASED CABLT COARIGJRAT I ON, SEVERAL CURRENT-CARRYING CONDUCTORS CAN
C BE LOCATED ANYWHERE WITHIN AN OUTER CASING, A STANDARD FINITE FLFMFN
C PATTERN IS CFNERATFO WITHIN EACH CONDUCTOR, AND THE USER CAN SPECIFY
C THE NUMBER AND ARRANGEMENT OF ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS FOR COMPLETING THE
C PATTERN WITHIN THE REMAINDER OF THE REGION,
C
i m p l i c i t  RFAL48(A-H,G-Z)
PEAL XT(6) ,YT(6) ,A
DIMENSION IF ADDX (4 ) , I FADDY { 4 > , SIGMM ( 40 G ), I SFG( 8 ) , R XR ( 3 ) , N SP G ( 9 )
DATA IFADDX/1,D ,-1 ,C/, IFADDY/0, 1.Û , - 1/
DIMENSION X0(3) , YO ( 3 ) , RO (3 ) , R AO I ( 3 ) , JEN D ( 3 ) ,RAD IUS( 10), X( 200) ,
.Y(2C0),N0DE(4rC,3)
DIMENSION D I V H d  5) ,NC(3 > , D IV V ( 1 5 ), N 8F ( 3 ) , XB { 3 ) , YB { 3 ) , N0OUN ( 3 , 25 ) ,
. NNN(5) ,LL<5) ,NT ( 50 ) , NS E GM { 3 ) , NODES < 3 ), NSTI 15),LR0W( 25),ANG(25)
C CONDUCTOR CONDUCTIVITY
SIGMA=5.80 07 
■ C STRANDING FACTOR
SI GMA=SI GMA4.435 
C PIPE CONDUCTIVITY
SI G MAI =8.1 9D6
C READ SEGMENTATION THICKNESS IN INCHES, AND 3 CONSTANTS WHICH ARE
C 4,6, AND 3 FOR SEGMENTED CABLES AND 0,0,0 FOR UNSEGM, CABLES
RE AD (5, 83 0) THIK ,NSEGC, IFSEG,KSEG 
THIK2=THIK/2.DC
C READ NUMBER OF CONDUCTORS AND CENTRE AND INSIDE RADIUS OF PIPE
PEAD(5,700) NOHM AX ,XOPG, YORG, RÜ 
C READ OUTSIDE PIPE RADIUS AND NUMBER OF PIPE SEGMENTS
REAO(5,902) ROUT,NSOJT 
WRITE (6 ,43) NS OUT, RO , POUT 
43 FORMAT!' ',13,'INSIDE RAO,',G 14.7,10X,* 0 UTS IDF PAD.»,G14.7)






DO 1 L=1 .NPHMAX
NPHASE = NPHASE+1
C READ NUMBER OF RADIAL DIVISIONS, SEGMENTS, AND CONDUCTING
C RADIAL DIVISIONS FOR EACH CONDUCTOR






C READ RADIAL RREAK-OOINTS AS PERCENTAGE OF CONDUCTOR RADIUS
READ !5,702) (RADIUS!K) ,K=1,NRAD)
C READ POSITION ANC RADIUS OF CONDUCTOR





IF(NSEGC,NE.C) GC TO 65D 
C CALCULATE NODES FOR UNSEGMENTED CONDUCTOR
C
C CALCULATE POSITION OF NODES FOR THIS CONDUCTOR
C
JMAX2=JC+NSFG-1 
X! NO N O  =X0 
Y!NDNO)=YG 
NDNC = NDMC+1 
DO 25 1=1,NRAD 
THETA=P
DO 25 J=1,NSFG
X!MONO)=RQ*PADIUS! I)« DCOS(THETA)+XO!L )





C c a l c u l a t e  NODE OFOFRING FOR EACH ELEMENT FOR THIS CONDUCTOR
C
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101
?1 MAIN CATE = 753CA C5 / 43/38
C INNERMOST CCP£ OF ELEMENTS
DO 3--> J=JO,JMAX?
SI G M .1 ( J ) -S I GMA 
N K)0 ( ) , 1 ) =t)OI NIT 
N O D E  ( J , ?  ) =  J - J G + 1  + N n i  N I T  +  1 
IE(J.EO,JMAX?) NC0F(J,2)=NDINIT+i 
30 NOOF(J,3 ) = J - J D + 1 H N O I N I T  
GO TO 5 51 
650 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE NODES FOP SFCMFNTFC CONDUCTOR 
C INNFR RING
001 1 1 J=1 ,4
X{ NONC) =XO(L ) + (“ 1) ** ! (U+4 )/2 )*T HI< 2 
Y( NDNC) =VO(L) + ( - 1 ) «« ( ( J+3 ) /2 )*THI< 2
111 NDN0=NDN0+1 
DG72 J=1 ,4
I SFG (2*U-1 ) =NDN0-6 +J
IF ( ISEG(2*J-1 ) .LT.NOINIT ) ISEG< 2«J - 1 )=ND IN IT + 3 
72 I SFG(2*J)=Nr>N0“5+U 
DTHETA = PI/NSEG«2 .00 
■ THETA=DTHETA 
NPTS=NSEG/4
C CALCULATE NODE POSITIONS FOR CONDUCTING RINGS
DO 1 23 M=1 , NCMl
ADD=RO(L)«RADIUS(M)
DO 124 J = 1 .4
X(NDNO)=X{ISFG(2 AJ-1) ) + ADD*IFADOXlJ )
Y(NDNO)=Y(ISFG(2 *J-1 ) )+ADO*IFADDY{J )
X( NDNO+1 ) =X ( ISEG (2* J) ) + ADD* IFADDX! J )
Y( NONC+1 ) =Y ( ISEG (2* J ) ) + ADD* IFAODY! J )
NDNC = NDNG+2 
NPTSM-=NPTS-1 
DO 125 K=1 .NPTSM
X{NDNO)= RO (L)*OCOS (THETA)*RADIUS{M ) + XC ISEG( 2*U ) )
Y{ NDNO) = +R0 <L) *DS INITHET A ) «RADIUS (M ) + Y( ISEG( 2* J ) )
TH E T A=TH ET A + DT HE T A 
1 25 NDKC-=NDNG+1




■ ■■ U=NCON ■
C CALCULATE NODE POSITIONS FOR OUTER RING
DO 375 K=1 ,NSFG
Y( NDNO) =Y0( L) + R0 (L) «RADIUS (J )«DSIN (THETA )
X( NDNO) =X 0(L) + R0 (L ) *P ADIUS (J )«DCOS ( THETA ) 
t h e t a = t h e t a +o t h e t  A 
375 NDNC = NDNC+1 
782 CONTINUE
NODES(L)=NDNO-l 
NALL = NDN0-1 
830 FOPMAT(F10.5,3(I 2) )
C FORM TRIANGLES FOR INNER RADIUS 
DO 83 J=1 ,2 
NODE!JC,1)=NDINIT 
NODE { UD ,2 > = J + ND! M T  + l 
NODE ( UD ,3 ) =J-*-NDI M T
SIGMM(U0)=C . DD 
63 J0=JD+1
NDNOW=NDINIT+4 
DO 4 1 J=1.NSEGC 
NODE(un.l)=NDNOW 
N0DE(U3,2)=NDINIT+U-2
Nn0F(JO ,3)=NDlNIT + j«i
SIGMW( JC)=0, 03
IF(N0DE< JG ,2).LT .n o in it ) NODE! JC . 2 )=NDIN IT + 3
J0=J0+1
NUM=NPTS+1
DO 51 K=1 ,NUM





NODE(JC , 3 )  =NDNOW 
NONCvg = NDNnw+l 
5! J( = J('4 1 
4 1 CONTINUE
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651 c o n t i n u e
EVEN - NUkBFCFo RINGS (2.4.6....)
I=(N5EGC.NE.C) NS'^4 = N5F G/NSEGC 
NTF =NS”G+N5EGC
K1 =( NTP* (2 «NC0N-1 ) ■*■ I FS FG-NSEGC ) * ( M P  HAS E-1 ) +N TR 4 1 + 1 F SF.G 
K2 = l 4NDI NIT4KSPG 
on 40 I=2.NRAD.2 
IF( ( I.GT.NCMl ). AND. ( NSEGC.NE.O ) ) GO T01370 
DO 35 J=I . NTR 
NODE (Kl.l) =K2
NODE (K1 .2) =K24NSEG414NSEGC 
N0DF(K1 .3)=K24NSFG4NSEGC 
Kl=K141 
NODS (K1 ,1 ) =K2 
K2=K24l 
NODECKl .2) =K2 
NODEIKl .3) =K2 4N3 EG4NSEGC 
35 K1=K141






C ODD - NUMBERED RINGS <3.3.7....)
C
1 3 7 0  K 1 = 3 « N T R 4 I F S E G 4  J S T A R T  +  i
K2=NSEG4l4NDÎNIT4N5EGC 4KSEG 
DO 60 I=3.NRAD.2 
IF((I.GT.NCMl),AND.(NSECC.NE.O)) GO TO 370 
DO 55 J=1 .NTR 
NODE (K1 .1)=K2 
K2=K24 1 
n o d e (K1.2)=K2
NODECKl .3) =<24NSEG-1 4NSEGC 
K1=K141 




NODE (Kl-1 .1 ) =K2-NSEG-NSEGC 
NODE(Kl-1.2)=K2 
NODE (Kl-2 .2) =K2-NSEG-NSEGC 
K1=K142*NSEG43*NSEGC 
60 K2 = K24NSEG4 NSEGC
IF(NSEGC.NE.O) GC TO 370 
GO TO 65 
370 J0=K1
C





IF ( KODREV.NE.O ) Kl=Kl4NTR 
IF ( KODREV. EQ.D ) J0=JD-2«NTR 
LST=K1 -NTR 
DO 371 K=1 .4
NODE<JO.1)=LST 
NODE (JR.2) =LST 41 
NODE ( JC .3) =K1 
J0=J041 
LST=LST41 
DO 372 J=1 ,NSE4 
NODE(JO,1 ) =LST 
NODE(JO,2)=LST4l 
NODE(JO.3)=K1 
JO = JO 4 1 






3 71 CONTINUE 
NDDL ( JO
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NOC" { jr -1 ,? ) =K1 - NFFG-NSEGC-NSEG 
NODS ( J-'-l ,?)=K1-N5FG 
NSTT=NG3N+2





IF ( C ( JJ-1) .FC.NCM ) . AND, (NSEGC.NS.O ) ) NTR2=MTR2-4 
IF < ( ( JJ-2 ) .FO. NC VI ) . AND. ( NSEGC .NS.O ) > NTR2=NTR2-4 
IF(JJ.GT,NCCN) SIG=0.00 
DO 64 KK=1 ,NTR2 
C COMPUTE CONDUCTIVITY
JARG = JNCW+ { JJ-2) «NTR2+KK-1





SI G M M d  COUN) =C . DO
I F (JJ.NF.NCON) GC TO 66
ICCUN=ICCUN-1
GO TO 62
66 SIGMM( I CCUN+1) =0 .DO
62 ICGUN=IC0UN+N5E4*2+2
63 CONTINUE
JSTART=JSTART4NT R«(NCCN*2-1)-NSEGC +IFSEG 
J5ND(L)=JSTART
C
C DRAW ALL ELEMENTS
' ■ C , , .
J0=JSTART+1
NDI NI T=( NTP#NCON + l+KS EG-NSEGC )*NPHASE+1 
1 CONTI NUE
700 FORMAT!I 2,3(F5.3 ) )
7 0 1 FORMAT(3 (12) )
702 FORMAT!10(F5.3))
703 F0PMAT(3(F7.4))
C SELECT GRID SIZE
C READ NUMBER HORIZ. AND VERT. GRID LINES
READ (5,701) NHORZ.NVERT 




C ***NOTE*** A HORIZONTAL GRID LINE SHOULD NOT PASS EXACTLY THROUGH 




800 FORMAT! • «VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL GRID POSITIONS')
WRITE (6,46) (DIVV(J),J = 1 ,NVERT )
WRITE(6,46)( OIVH(j ),J=1,NHORZ)
46 FORMAT! • ',12F10,5)
C INITIALIZE BOUNDARY COUNTERS AND FLAGS
DO 207 J=1 ,NPHASE 
NC ( J) =1 
207 N3F(J)=1 
NTH = 1
C NUMBER t h e  NODES
DO 202 J=1,NHORZ 
NTV = 1 
IFLAG=D
DO 203 K = 1 ,NVERT 
X( N D N O  =XCPG+RO *C IVV ( K)
Y(NDNC)=YORG+RC*CIVH(J)
C CHECK IF NODE IS IN SHEATH CIRCLE
IF(DSORT((X(NDNO)-xncG)**2+(Y (N0N3)-YORG )**2).LE.PO) GO TO 999 
C CHECK IF NODE POSITION SHOULD BE MODIFIED
TF(X(NDNO) .GE.O ) NTV = -1 
KK=K+NTV*1 
JJ = J+NTH*l 
XS = XORG+PO*DIVV( KK)
YS=YORG+pn+DIVH(JJ)
IF(DSQPT((X (MONO )-XFRG)**2 + (YS-YDRG )**2).LT .PC ) GO TO 2R* 
IF(nSDPT((Y(NDN0)-Y0GG)**?4(X5-XJRG)**2).LT.P0) GO TO 205 
C DO NOT ASSIGN A hUMB^P TQ THIS NODE
GO TO 2 03
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C MODIFY VALUE OF X FOR THIS NODE
2 05 X{ N D N O  =05 OPT ( PO **?~Y { NDNO )** 2 >
ir(0IVV(O.LT.') X(NONC)=-X(NDNO)
GO TO 709 
r MODIFY VALUE OF Y FOR NOCE
2 04 Y( NDNO) =OSCPT(R’' **2-X (NDNO )**2 )
IF(DIVH(J).LT.C » Y {NONO)=-Y(NDNÛ)
C TEST IF NODE FALLS WITHIN CONDUCTOR RADIUS 
999 DO 106 L=1.NPHASF
IF(DSORT((X(NDNO)-X0(L))**2+(Y (NUNC)-YO(L))«*2).LH. R O ( D )  GO TO 
. 203 
106 CONTINUE 
C STORE FIRST NODE OF EACH GRID ROW 
IF(IFLAG.FO.P) NST(J)=NDNO 
IFLAG=1
C TEST IF NODE IS A CONDUCTOR BOUNDARY NODE 
jp=j+l 
JM=J-1
k m = k - i
KP=K+1
IF (K.NE,1)X3(l )=XORG+RC *DIVV(KM)
IF(K.NE.NVERT)XB(2)=XORG+P0*DIVV(<P )
IF(J.NE.l) YB(l)=YGRG+RO«DIVH(JM)
IF { J, NE, NHORZ) Y E ( 2 ) = Y ORG + RC * DI VH( JP )
XB(3)=X(NDNO)
YB(3)=Y(NDN0)
DO 117 L=1 ,NPHAS E 
DO 108 JJ=1 ,3 
DO 108 KK = 1 ,3
IF({(JJ.EO.I).ANC.(JM.ED.O)).OR,((JJ.20.3).AND.(JP.GT.NHORZ)).OR.
.((KK.EQ.l).AND.( KM.EQ.O)).OR.( (KK.EQ.3),AND.(KP.GT.NVERT))) GO TO 
. 1 0 8
IF(DSORT((X9(KK)-XO(L))**2+(YB(JJ)-YO(L) )**2).LT.RO(L)*.999900)
.GO TO 209
IF{ ((JJ.EQ.3) .OR . (KK.EQ.3) ).AN D .{DSORT((XQ(KK)-XO(L) )**2+(YB(JJ)
.-YO(L) ) **? ) .LE.P C(L) ) ) GO TO 20 9 
108 CONTINUE 
GO TO 117 
2(9 NBCUN(L, NC (L) ) =NCNO 
NC(L)=NC(L)+1
IF((X(NDNO).GT.X C(L)) .AND.(Y (NDNO) .LE.YO(L )4.0001 ).AND.( NBF(L).EQ. 
.1 ) ) GO TOI 211 





NDNC = NDNQ+1 
203 CONTINUE




C ORDER THE BOUNDARY NODES 
DO 210 L=1 .NPHAS E 
NC(L)=NC(L)-1 
NCCL=NC (L)
DO 231 J=1 ,NCCL
I F(X(N0OUN(L,J)) .NE.XO(L)) GO TO 23 2 
ANG{ J)=PI/2.
IF(Y(NBOUN(L.J) ) .LT.YO(L)) ANG (J ) = - AN G(J )
GO TO 233
232 ANG ( J)=DATAN( (Y ( NPCUN(L. J) )-YQ(L ))/(X(NBOUN(L. J ) )t XO(L ) ) )
233 CONTINUE
IF(X(NBOUN(L, J)) .LT.XO(D) AN G ( J ) = P I+ANG ( J )
IF((X(NBCUM(L, J) ).GE.XO(L) ) . AND . ( Y ( N B3UN ( L , J )).LT.YO(L)) ) ANG( J) = 
.2.*PI+ANG(J)
231 CONTINUE
CALL ORDER (NCCL. ANG, NT )
DO 240 J=1 .NCCL
240 LPOW(J) =N3CUN(L. J)
DO 241 J=1 .NCCL
K=NCCL-J+1
241 NOOUNd. .K) =LROW( NT ( J) )
21 r CONTI NUE ' ■ ' '
C F O R M  TRIANGLES A R O U N D  CGNDUCTOPS 
DO 3C1 L = 1 . N P H A S  E •
NTRI A=NC (L)+NSrG M L )
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NBC = 1
NP = NrnES(L)-NSEGk(L) + l 
NOOES(L)=N"
Jjl=JO
00 10 0 J=1,NTRIA 
NPPl=NP+1 
N0CP1=NBC+1
IF ( NRPl .GT, (NODESfL)+NS=GM(L )-l ) )N RP 1=N0 DES ( L )
IF(NBCPl.GT,MC(L))NBCP1=1
C
C CALCULATE TEST DISTANCES
C
D1 =DSORT ( { X (NR)~X ( NROU N( L » NQCPl )))**2+(Y(NP)-Y(NB0UN(L,NPCPl)))** 
.2)
D2=DSQRT( (X (NPPl )-X (NEOUN(L,NBC ) ) )**2 + (Y(NRPl )-Y(NBOUN(L .NBC)))** 
.2)
D3=DSQRT({X C NR)-X <NBOUN{L .N3C) ) )**2+(Y (NR)-Y (N80UN(L.N B C ) ) )**2) 
D4=DSQRT< (X I NRPl >-X (NBOU NIL. NBCPl ) ) )**2 + ( Y( NRPl )-Y( NBOUN ( L , NBCP 1 ) ) 
.)**2)
D5=DSQRT((X(NR)-X(NRPl) )** 2+(Y (N R )-Y (NRPI) )**2)
C
C TEST FOR SHORTEST DISTANCES
C
IF(D1.LE.02) GO TO 30 2
IF( (D2/D3).GE. ((C3+P0(L)*DTHETA*.3)/D3)) GO TO 30 2
305 IF(D2/(D3 + D5).GE . . 9 9 ) GO TO 30 6
XTE ST=X ( NRPl ) - .2 500* (X ( NRPl )-X ( NBOU N(L. NBC ) ) )
YTEST=Y(NRP1 )-. 2 EDO* ( Y ( NRPl )-Y ( NBOUN (L . NBC ) ) )
RTEST=OSQRT( (XTEST-XO(L ) )**2+( YTES T-YO(L ) )**2)
C
C CHECK FOP IMPROPER PLACEMENT
IF(RTEST.LE.RO(L)) GO TO 306 
303 NODE(JO.1)=NR




IF((J.EQ.NTRIA).AND.{NBC.NE.1))G0 TO 710 
GO TO 3CC 


















C FORM TRIANGLES INSIDE STEEL PIPE 
JOl = JO
NHMI =NHCRZ-1 
DO 4C0 J=1 .NHMI 






F2 = l 
F3 = l
IF ( ( Y( N S T {  J) ) . GE .YORG) . AND . ( Y ( NS T ( J + 1 ) ) .LT.YORG) ) NSTAR = J+1 
IF C J.EO. 1 ) GO TO 41 0 
IF(J.EO.NHMI) GO TO 411 
401 IF( (NST( J+1 )+NCCUN+l) .G^.NFIN) GO TO 400 
FI =1
1 F ( X ( NST( J) + NCOW N+1 ) . L“ ,X ( NST ( J ) -fNCOWN ) ) F 2=0
IF ( X ( NST ( j+1 )+NCCUN+1 ) .LE.X ( MSr ( J 4 1 ) 4NC0UN ) ) GO TO 412
C CHECK IF TPI ANGLES' ALREADY FORMLD IN THIS REGION
DO 4C2 L=l,NPHAS c
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IF ( (y (N5T( J+1 ) ) .LE.(Yn(L)4R0(L ) )).AN 0.( {X(M ST(J +1 )+NCOUN) .Lf ,XQ(L 
. ) ) . AND, ( X ( M3T (J+1) 4NC0UN + 1 ) ,6d.X J(L ) » ) . AND. ( V(N ST( J 41 ) 4MCntJN ) .G^ , 
. ( Xfi{ L)-RC(L) ) ) ) GO TO 40 3 
IF( (Y{NST( J) ).GF.(VO(L >- FOIL) ) ) .AND. (( X(NST(J )4NCOWN).LF . y o (L)) .
.  A N D ,  ( X ( N ST  { J ) 4 N C  OVN41  ) ,  Q f . x Q  ( _  ) ) » .  AN 0 .  < Y ( NS T ( J ) ) . L E . ( Y 1 ( L  l + P O t L )  1 
. ) ) GO TO 4f Ô 
4 02 C O N T I N U E  
F 1=0
C CHECK GRID DIRECTION
IF(ITEST,EQ.~1)GC TO 4 04 
GO TO 412
C FORM FIRST TRIANGLE OF FIRST ROW
410 NODE{JC,1)=NST(J )
NODE ( JO ,2)=NST ( J41 )4l 




C FORM FIRST TRIANGLE OF LAST ROW






C ADJUST COUNTERS FOR GRID NEAR CONDUCTORS
403 NC0UN=NCCUN4 1
407 NCCWN = NCGWN4l
IF (X ( NST( J) 4NC0W N) .GE. <XO(L) 4R0 (L ) ) ) GO TO 401
IF ( X( NST { J4l ) 4NC CUN) .LT. (XG(L) 4RQ(L ) ) ) GO TO 40 3
GO ■ TO 407 
4 06 NCCWN=NCCWN41
408 NCOUN=NCOUN4l
IF(XÎNST(J4l)4NCCUN).GE.(XO(L)4R0(L)))GO TO 401 
IF(X(NSTIJ)4NC0WN).LT.(XC(L)4R0(L))) GO TO 406 
GO TO 408 
C FORM REGULAR TRIANGULAR GRID
4 04 N0DF(JD,1)=NST(J)4NC0WN
N0DE.( J0.2)=NST{J41 )4NC0UN4 1 




405 IF(F2.EO.O) GO T C 400
NODEIJD,1)=NST(J)4NC0WN 
NODECJD,2)=NST{J)4NC0WN4 1 




NC0WN = NC0WN41 
NCOUN=NC 0UN41 
GO TO 401
C FORM r e g u l a r  TRIANGULAR GRID
412 IF(F2.FO.O) GO T C 400 
NODE ( JC . 1 ) =NST ( J )4NC0WN 
NODE(J D .2)=NST(J)4NC0WN41 




IF(FI.EG,I) GO TC ADO
NODE(JC.1)=NST(J)4NC0WN4l
NODF ( JC ,2) =NST { J 41 )+NC0UN4l






GO TO 401 
4 DO CONTINUE
N O D E ( J )  .1 ) = NST (K )4NCnwN 
NODE ( JC .2 ) = N S T  (K ) 4 N r C : W N 4  1 
NGOF ( JC ,3 ) = N S T  (K41 ) 4 N C 0 U N  
C s p e c i f y  CONDUCTIVITY
DO 747 J = J 0 1 . J 0  
74 7 S I G V M C  J )  = 0 .  o n e
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C “ COM INNER PI oo TRIANGLES
0 0 903 I= 1 ,NSOUT
X(NÜNO)=RnUT*DCOS{THFTA)







C ORDER NODE NUMBERS OF INNER PIPE BOUNDARY
900 NT( I)=n ST( J)-l 
1=1 + 1
J=J-1




IF (NT( I“ 1 ) ,NE. N S T d  ) ) GO TO 90 1
904 NT(I)=NST(J+1)
I =1 + 1
J = J+ 1













C FORM PIPE t r i a n g l e s
DO-910 J=1 .NTRIA 
NRPl =NR+ 1 
NBCPl =NBC+1
IF(NRPl.GT.(NBEG+NSOUT-1)) NRP1=N3EG 
IF ( NBCPl .GT. N'PTS ) NBCP1 = 1
D1=DS0RT((X(NR)-X(NT(N8CP1)))»*2+(Y(NR)-Y(NT(NBCP1)))**2) 
D2=0SQRT ( ( X { NRPl )-X (NT (NBC ) ) )**2 + ( Y (NRPl )-Y(NT(N0C) ) >**2 ) 
IF(D1.LT.D2) GO TO 922 
NODE(JO ,1 ) =NR 
NODE ( JO .2 ) =NT( NBC)
NP=NR+1
IF(NR.GT.N3EG+NS QJT-1 ) NR=NBEG 
NODE(JC,3)=NR 
GO TO 910 
922 NODE(JO.1)=NR





C DEAD NUMBER OF EXTRA RINGS, NUMBER OF RING SEGMENTS, AND RING
C RADII IN INCHES
READ (3,883) NX RN G, ( NS RG ( J ) , J = 1 , 9 ), ( R XR ( J ) , J= 1 , N XRNG )
WRI T E (6 ,801 )
801 FORMAT!* *,'EXTRA PING RADII')
WRI TE (6,44) (RXR ( J) , J=1 , NXRNG )
44 FORMAT(' ',8G14.7)
883 FORMAT(1012,5F10.5)
C FORM EXTRA RINGS





DO 88 J K-1 ,MNRG 
X ( NDNO) =RXR ( J) *DCCS(Th = TA )
Y (  N D N O )  = R X P  ( J )  * D S I  N ( Y H ET A )
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NQDF(JO,I)=NBFG+K-1 
NODF ( JO ) =NBEG+ K
NODE(J^  ,3)=MDNQ+ 1 
J0 = JC + 1
NODE(jr,1)=NONO 
N 3 0 0  ( J ' '  , 2  ) =  N n E G +  K - 1









JFIN = J0-1 
00 748 J = jni ,JFI h 
748 SIGMM(J)=SIGMA1 
C CONVERT INCHES TO METERS
00 277 I =1 , NOTOT 
X( I )=X(I) *2.5401 0-2 
277 Y(I ) =Y ( I ) *2 .5401 C-2 
C WRITE DATA ON TAPE 
REWI NO2
WRI TE (2) NDTOT , JF IN , NS CUT , NPHMAX , NTR TA, (NODES(L ) ,L= 1 , 3) , ( NSEGM( L ) , 
. L=1 ,3 ) , ( JEND (L) , L=1 ,3 ) , (RADI (i. ) ,L= 1, NPHMAX ) , ( XO (L ),L=1 , 3) ,< YO(L) , 
• L=l ,3)
WRITE(2)((NODE{J ,L),L = 1,3),J=1,JFIN),(SIGMM(L),L=1,JFIN)
WRIT E (2) (X(I),1=1,NOT OT )





21 MAIN DATE = 7 6 304 0 5/43/38
* ID.EBCDIC.SOURCE,LI ST,NOCECK.LOAC,NOMAP
* NAME = MAIN , LINECNT = 80
URCE STATEMENTS = 546, PROGRAM SIZE = 29342
1 AGNOSTICS GENERATED
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SUPROiJTI NE ORDER (NCCL , ANG, NT )
IMPLICIT RPAL*8{fi-H,0-7)
DIMENSION ANG(25 ), NT (50 )
G
C THIS SUBRCUTIN5 ORDERS GRID NODES WHICH BOUND CONDUCTORS
C
DO 2 K=1 ,NCCL 
A MAX = - l .
DO 1 J=1 ,NCCL
IF(A N G (J ).LT,AMAX) GO TO 1
a m a x = a n g (j >
NT(K)=J





leiNSIDE RAD. 5.120ÇCC OUTSIDE RAO. 5.300C0Ü
i . o n n o o  c .50000  ü.osooc - 0.30000  - o . s o o o o  - 0 . 7500^ -i.uOvOO
EXTRA R ING RAD II
5.350000 5.40000C
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MAIN 763 16 C 6/32/1B
I M P L I C I T  p r A L * B ( A - H , n - Z )
C ( I )  R E A D  I M  S P " C ! F I C A T i r N 5 N O D E  P A T T E R N :
01 M-  M S I  ON c A P I  US (16 ) , X  (2 )  '  I ,  T ( L e v  ) ♦ N O D E  ( 4., C ,  3 ) . M P P P S (  3 ) , A' S r G W (  3 ) ,  
C R A D T (.31 ,  J - N P ( 3 ) ,  Q ( 3 ) ,  P ( 3 ) .  T  ( 3 ) ,  N L  C P N  ( 3 ) , N CO p ( 7 )
R F A L * B  n S O P T  , D L O G , P S  I  N ,  " C C S , A P T ,  F U c T  4,  C T H = T A ,  A T f ; T (  & )
P E A L  M U ( 4 ; : : >  , M U 1 ,  mUC ,  V ^ L  ,  X “  { 3 > ,  Y T  ( 3 )
D I M E N S I O N  X 0 ( 3 ) , Y n ( - ) , S T C V V (4 3 3 )
D I M E N S I O N  N S P G O )
C O M P L E X  C V ( 23C ) ,  CS M { A C D OC ) .  C R E S  (23 C ) , C V A O ,  C V P L D (  ? 0C ) , C  W(  3 ) ,
• O I G J ( 4 C C ) , B I G J 1 , B I G J ? , R H S , C B Q J N ( 3 2 ) , C O N J G , C D E T , C T ( 3 )
C Q M P L E X *16  C T R A , C T P H , C T f c . C , D C O N J G
C C M P L E X *16 D C M P L X , C P Y O T . S  ( 3 , 3 ) ,  D P ,  C Q ,  DP ,  PS  ,  v n ,  C V A (  4 )
C R E A D  D A T A  F R O M  T A P E S
R E W I N D 2
R E A D  ( 2 ) N D T O T ,  J F  I N  , N S  OUT ,  N P H M A X  ,  N T  P I  A,  ( N O D E S  ( L > , L  =  1 , 3 ) , ( N S p G M ( L ) ,
•  L = l  , 3 ) , ( J E N D ( L ) , L = 1 , 3 ) ,  ( R AO I  ( L  ) ,  L =  I  ,  3 )  ,  ( X T  ( L  ) ,  L =  1,  3 ) ,  ( Y D  ( L  ) , L  =  1 ,  3. )
R E A D  ( 2 ) < (  N O D E  ( J , L ) , L = l , 3 ) , J = l , J F I N ) , ( S I G M M  ( J ) , J = 1, J F I N )
R E A D  ( 2 ) ( X (  I  > ,1 =  1 ,  N O T O T )
R E A D  ( 2 ) ( Y ( I ) , 1 = 1 , N D T O T )
R E A D ( 2 ) N X R N G , ( N S R G ( J ) , J = 1 , N X R N G )
W R I T E ! 6 , 4 4 4 ) N D T O T , J F I N , N S C U T , N P H M A X , N T P I A , ( N 0 P E S ( L ) , L = 1 , N P H M A X ) ,
.  ( N S E G M ( L )  , L =1 . N P H M A X  ) ,  ( J F N D (  L  ) » L =  I  ,  3 )  ,  < R AD I  (  L  ) ,  L  =  1,  3 )
444  F O R M A T !  • • ,1 4 ( T 3 ) ,  3 ( F 7 ,4 ) )
P I  = 3 .  141 592 6535  9 CO 
N Q E G =1
M U C = . O C C O O l  25 7 DC 
C S P E C I F Y  B O U N D A R Y  R A D I U S
R P T = 15 . 0 0 * 2.5401  C-2 
D T H E T A = 2 . n C  * P I / N S O U T  
T H c T A = 0 , D O
n u m o u t = n d t o t - n s o u t
C C A L C U L A T E  A P P R O X I M A T E  B O U N D A R Y  P O T E N T I A L  F O R  U S E  I F  D E S I R E D  
D 0749  J =1 , N S 0U T
C 3 0 U N (  J ) = - M U 0/(2  . 90*91  ) *  ( D L 0G ( D 5 Q R T (  ( R P T *  CCO ? ( T H F T A  ) ) * * P + ( R P T *  
. O S I N !  T H E T A )-.0 58700  ) **2  ) ) + D C M P w X  ( - .  50C ,  .  866DC ) *  D L O G (  D S O F  t (  ( p p T *
. D C  O S !  T H F T A )  ~.0499  OC ) *  * 2 +  ( R  PT * D S I N ( T H  F T  A ) + . r  29390  ) * *  2 ) ) +  
, D C M P L X ( - . 5D 0 , - . 6 6 6 0 0 ) * D L O G  ( D S O R T ! ( p p T * D C O S ( T H F T A ) + . 9699D 0)**2 
.  +  ( R P T * D S I N ! T H E T A ) +  . 02 P 3 DC ) * * 2 ) ) )
C B O U N !  J )  = C B C U N (  J  ) * B O n  ,
749  T H E T A = T H E T A  +  D T H E T A  
D O  777  L =1 , N P H M A X
C R E A D  N U M B E R  OF C C N D .  P I N G S ,  P E R M E A B I L I T Y ,  A N D  C O N D .  A N D  I N S U L A T I O N
C C U R R E N T
R E A D ( 5 , 2 2 ) N C C N . M U l  , B I G J l  , P I G J 2
B I G  J 1 =8 I  G J l  * 800 .  / ( P I *  ( R A D I  ( L )*.02540  1 ) * *  2 )
N C O D (  L )  = N C O N  
22 F O R M A T ! I  2 , F 1C .  9 , 4 G1C . 5 )
W R I T E ( 6 , 3 3 ) N C O N , M U l , B I G J l , B I G J 2 
330F 0 R M A T !  1 5 X , ' N U M B E R  O F  R I N G S  W I T H I N  T H E  C O N  DU C T O R  : • ,  I  5 / 5 X ,
1 « M A G N E T I C  P E P M E A  E l  L I  T Y :  • ,  G1 2 . 5 / 5X ,  • C U R R E N T  D E N S I T Y :  « / I P X ,  ' W I T H I N  T  
2H S  C O N D U C T O R :',2 ! G 12 . E ) / 10X , ' W I T H I N  THE  I N S U L  A T  I O N  : • ,  2 ( G 1 2 .  5 > /  )
WRI  T E  ( 6-. , 3 4 ) X O ( L ) , Y O ( L )
34  F O R M A T !  • ' , ' X  AT  C f N T  RE I S ' , F 3 , 4 , ' Y  A T  C E N T R E  I S ' , F 8 . 4 )
N L C C N ( L ) = ( 2 * N C 0D ( L )  - l  ) * N S E C M ( L  )
I F ( L . N E . l )  N L C O M ( L ) = N L C C N ( L ) + J E N O ( L - l )
I F ( L . N E . l )  N B E G = J E N D ( L - 1 ) + l  
N F I 1= N L C C N ( L )
N F I 2 = J E N D ( L )
C A S S I G N  P E R M E A B I  L I T  I F S
C ( I V )  G E T  V A L U E S  0 = P E R M E A B I L I T Y  A N D  C U R R E N T  D E N S I T Y  F OR E A C H  E L E M E N T  
C A L L  M U A N D J ( M U , B I G J , N B E G , N F I 2 , S I G M M , M U l , B I G J 1 , B I G J 2 )
777  C O N T I N U E
C V A ( 4 ) = (  e . D O  ,0 . D C )
A T C T ( 4 ) = C . D C  
B I G J 2 = ( 0 . D C  , C .  DC )
B I G  J 1= ( C . D C  , O . D C  )
N 3E G  =  J F N D ( . N P H M A X  ) + ]
N F I 1 = J P I  N - N T R I  A - 2 * ( N S R G (1 ) + N S R G ( 2 )  )
N F I 2 =  J F I  N 
C A S S I G N  P I P E  P E P A E A P I L I T Y
C A L L  M U A N D J ( M J , B I G J , N B E G , N F 12 ,  5 I G M M , M U  1 , P I C J 1 , 8 I G J 2 )
N-  I  1 =  NF I  1 +  1 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  P I P E  p f R M F ^ R I L I T Y
D B  4 4 C J =  N F I  1 ,  J F  I N  
44 0 MU(  J )  = 3C 0 .  * M U : i  
C ( V )  S E T  SM A N D  7M T O  Z E R O .  F M ( I  ) =  03 M ( I + N  P O T  S Q ) .
C I F  P I  P E  I S  Z E R O  I F  NO P I R E  I S  P R E S E N T
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( 5 , 2 ? )  I F P I P F  
J L A  S T  =  jf , ;n o  ( n p h  M A X )
C N P O T  I S  T H E  N N M F E P  O F  U N F I X  6 0  N O D E S
NO T S T  = -
I F  ( I F P I  P P .  N F . , 1  ) N 0 T 9 T =  T = p  I  d e /  I F P  I P E  
NP C T =  N3  T Ü T +  N S O U T  *  ( N D ^ ' S T  - 1  )
N P C T l  = N P C T + 1  
NO0TSn=NF0T*NPQT 
WRI  T P  ( 5  , e s c  )
SCO F O R M A T !  • A P P F C X I M A T F  P C U N C A R Y  P O T E N T I A L S ' )
0  0  7 5 0  J = 1  , N S n U T  
7 5 0  W R I T E ( 6 , 5 L 1 ) C O O U N ( J )
5 0 1  F O R M A T ! '  ' , 2 ( G I 4 , 7 ) )
D O  1 5  J J J = 1  , 2  
D O  4 4 1  L = 1  , 4  
C V A ( L )  = ( C . O O  , 0 . 0 0 )
4 4 1  A T C T ( L ) = C . D O  
D O  7  I  =1 , N P O T  
D O  7  J = 1  . N P O T l  
7  C S M (  I + M P C T * {  J - 1 )  ) =  ( O . D O  , P . D O  )
C ( V I )  M A I N  L O O P - C A L C U  L A T F  M A T R I X  E N T R I E S  F O R  E A C H  E L E M E N T  
C A N D  P L U G  T H E M  I  NT C M A T R I X  E Q U A T I O N  ( S M ( ) A ) = ( R M )
C R E Q U I R E D  i n p u t s : N R A D , N S F G , N O D E , X , Y , M U ,  R I G J
C R 5 S U L T S : C S M
N L M N T S  =  J F I  N 
D O  1 0 0  N= 1  . N L M N T S  
C < 1 )  C A L C U L A T E  Q ( I )  AND P ( I )
X C E N T = ( X ( N O D E ! N , 1 )  ) + X  ( N O D E ( N , 2 ) ) + X ( N O D E ( N ,  2  ) ) ) / 3 . 0 0
Y C E N T = ( Y ( N O D E ! M , 1 ) ) + Y  ( N O D E ( N , 2 ) ) + Y  ( N O D E ( N ,  3  ) ) ) / 3 . D 0
X I = X ( N O D E ! N , 1 ) ) - X C E N T
X 2 = X (  N 0 D E ( N , 2 )  ) - X C E N T
X 3  =  X ( N Q D E ( N . 3 )  ) - X C F N T
Y1 = Y (  N0DF(N,1) ) - ' Y C F N T
Y 2 = Y (  n o d e  ( N , 2 )  ) - Y C F N T
Y 3  =  Y ( N P D E ( N , 3 )  ) - Y C P N T
J = 2
K = 3
D O  8  I  =1  , 3
Q ( I  ) = ( Y ( N 0 D E ( N , K ) ) ~ Y ( N 0 D F ( N , J ) ) )
R ( I ) = ( X ( N O D E ( N , J ) ) - X  ( N n D E ( N , K ) ) )
T ( I  ) = X ( N 0 D F ( N , K )  ) * Y ( N O D E ( N , J ) ) - X ( N 0 D 5 ( N , J ) ) * Y ( N 0 0 E ( N , K  ) )
J  =  J + 1 - J / 3 * 3  
3  K = K + l - K / 3 * 3
C ( 2 )  C A L C U L A T E  E L E M E N T  M A T R I X  E N T R I E S
A R E A =  ( X ( N O D E ( N , 1 ) ) * ( Y ( N O D E ( N , 3 ) ) » Y ( N O D F ( N , 2 ) ) )
C + X ( N O D E ( N , 2 ) ) * ( Y  ( N C D E ( N ,  1 ) ) - Y ( NO O F ( N , 3 )  ) )
C + X ( N O D E (  N , 3 ) ) * ( Y  ( N O D E ! N , 2 )  ) - Y ( N O D E ( N ,  1 ) ) > ) * 5 . D - 1
0 0  9  1 = 1  , 3
D 0 9 9  J = 1  , 3
S R E A L = (  Q(  I  ) * 0 !  J )  +R { I  ) * P  ( J  ) ) / (  A R E A * 4  .  DO )
S (  I  ,  J )  = D C M P L X  ( S R  F A L , 0  .  OO )
I F  ( S I G M M  ( N)  .  F Q . O  . D P  ) GO T C  9 3
E D C U R  =  ( 6 0 . D C  * P I *  M U ( N ) A S  I G M M ( N ) * ( T { I  ) * T ( J I + X C F N T * ( 0 ( 1 )
. *T( J)+T(I ) *0!J) ) +YCEMT*{R ( I)*T(J )+T ( I )*fi(J ) )+(0( I )*P(J ) +R ( I )*Q(J ) ) 
. *( XCE NT4YCFNT+ (X1*Y1+X2*Y2+X3*Y3)/12.DC ) +Q ( I )*Q ( J )*(XCENT**2 + (
. X I * * 2 + X 2 * * 2 + X 3 * * 2 ) / 1 2 . D 0 ) + R ( I ) * R ( J ) « ( Y C E N T * * 2 + ( Y 1 * * 2 + Y 2 * * 2 + Y 3 * * 2 )  
. / 1 2 . D C ) )  ) / <  A R E A * 2 . O 0  )
S(  I  ,  J )  = S  ( I  ,  J ) - D C V P L X  ( 0  . D C  ,  E D C U R  )
9 8  C O N T I  NUE
S (  I  ,  J )  = S ( I  ,  J )  / M U  ( N )
9 9  C O N T I  NUE  
9  C O N T I N U E
C ( 3 )  C A L C U L A T E  R I G H T  H A N D  S I D E  O F  E L E M E N T  M A T R I X  
R H S =  C C N J G ( B I G J ( N ) ) * A R E A / 3 . D D  
C ( 4 )  A D D  E N T R I E S  I N T O  B I G  M A T R I X  E Q U A T I O N :  ( S M ) ( A ) = ( R M )
D O  10 1 = 1 , 3
I = ( N O D E ( N , I ) . G T . N P O T ) GC T C  1 3  
D O  1 1  J = 1  , 3
C S M !  N O D E  ( N , I  ) + ( N C D E  ( N ,  J  ) - 1  ) * N P O T  ) =  CS M ( NO D E  ( N ,  I ) + ( N O  D E (  N ,  J  ) -  1 ) * N P Q T  
1 ) +  S (  I  ,  J )
1 1  C O N T I N U E
C S M !  N O D E  ( N , I  ) + N P C T 5 Q )  = C S  M (  N U D E ( N ,  I  ) + N P O T S Q  ) + R H S  
1 0  C O N T I N U E  
I C O  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  C S r i . V E  ( C S M  ,  CV ,  N P O T  ,  C p f t  )
WRI  T F  ( 6  , 8 0 2  )
SC 2 F O R M A T (  • ' , ' V E C T C R  P O T F N T I A L  V A L U E S ' )
C C O F R E C T I C N  OF f U N C T I C v' AL
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MAIN DAT 2^ =^ 76 3 16
DO 920 J=! ,NO0T 
C V( J) =C CNJG (CV {.J ) )
92 V WRITr(6,F':F) J,CV(J)




C THIS SECTICN RE - EVALUATES SM THEN EVALUATES THE RESIDUAL 
C IF DESIRED CMORLV IS USED HERE
DO 200 N=1 .NLMNTS
AREA = (X{NODE! N ,1 )) * (Y (NODE(N, 3) )- Y (N O D F (N , 2 ) ) )
C +X(NODE! N.2)) *(Y (NQDE(N,i ) )-Y(NODr(N,3) ) )
C +X(NGDE( N.3) ) *(Y (NCDE(N,2) )-Y(NPDF(N, 1 ) ) ) )*E.D- 1
IF( SIGMM(N) .EO.O .Df ) GO TO 29
C





DO 247 I =1 ,3 
247 CVA(L)=CVA(L)+CV(NODE(N,I))*AREA/3.
GO TO 29 
950 CONTINUE 
29 CONTINUE
IF! N. NE. JFI N) GO TO
0 0 403 J=i ,4
IF(ATOT(J).EQ.C.) GO TO 40?
403 CVA ( J) =CVA ( J)/ATCT ( J)
WRI TRIG ,44) (ATOT (L) ,L = 1 .4)
44 FORMAT! • '.4F14.7)
40? CONTINUE
1 = (N.LE.JFIN) GO TO 200
C
C THIS SECTION IS USED TO RECONSTRUCT THE MASTER MA^piX IF
C CMPRUV IS USED
DO 18 1=1,3
IF ( NODE (N,I) . GT. NPOT) CV ( NODE (N , I ) ) = C BOUN ( MO DF. {N , I )-N UMO U T )
R( I)=(X!NODF(N,J ))-X(NODF(N,K) ) )
0{ I ) =( Y( NODE! N,t<) )-V ( NODF (N, J ) ) )
T( I )=X(NCD'£(N,K) )*Y(NCDE(N,J ) )-X(NODE(N, J ) )*Y(NODE(N,K ) )
■ 61 ■ J=J+l-J/3*3 
18 K=K+l-K/3*3
DO 19 1=1,3 
DOl 1 9 J=1 ,3
SREAL = ( Q(I ) *0( J) +R( I ) *R ( J ) >/ ( AREA* 4.DO )
S( I , J) =DCMPLX (SREAL.O .07 )
IF< SIGMM( N) . EQ.O .Of ) GO TO 195
EDCUR = (60.DD *PI*MU(N)*S IGMM(N)* (T(I )*T(J )+XCENT*(Q( I )
.*T(J)+T(I ) *0!J) ) +YCENT*(P ( I)*T (J)+T( I )*R(J ) ) + (0( I )*P(J ) +R( I ) *0! J ) ) 
. *( XCENT4YCENT+ (X1*Y1 + X2*Y2+X3*Y3)/12 .00 )+Q(I )*0(J)*(XCFNT**2 + (
.XI **2 + X2**2 + X3**2)/I ?.00)+R(I )*R(J )*(YCENT** 2+(Yl**2 + Y2**2 + Y3**2) 
./I 2.DO)) )/(AREA*2.DD)
S( I ,J)=S(I ,J)-DCMPLX(0.DO,EDCUR)
1 95 CONTI NUE 




IF( NODE(N ,I).GT. NPCT)GO TO 20 
DO 21 J=1 ,3
C SM(NODE(N,I )+ (NCDF(N.U)-l )*NPOT) = CSM(MO DE(N , I)+(NO DE(N,J )-1 > *NDOT 
1 ) + S(I , J)
21 CONTINUE




C PUT CALL TO SUBROUTIE CMPRUV HERE IF DESIRED
C
00 51 0 L=1 ,4
516 WRI TE (6.1 C5) CVA(L)
1 OSCFORMAT!/ / • C V A = ( • , G t. 4 . 7 , • , • , G14.7, • ) • , /
1 • NO. » , 12X , • PAW PET ENT lAL' , 26X, • RES IDU AL • , 22X, 'ADULSTFD P
20TFNTIAL'/)
CVA ( 1 ) =C VA (1 ) * AT CT ( 1 ) + CV A ( R ) * AT GT ( 2 ) + CVA ( 3 )* ATOT ( 3 ) +CVA ( A )*A TOT! 4)
C VA ( 1 ) =C VA ( 1 ) / ( A t o t (1 ) + ATOT (2 ) <-aTOT ( 3) +ATOT ( a ) )
NE NP = NPH WAX+1














DO 4C1 L=1,NFND 
DP = (C.OC ,C.DO)
DQ = (O.OC,D.DO)
DR=(C.DO»0,DO)
DS = (0.DC ,C.DO)
IF( (IP PIPE.E0.0) .AND. (L. TC .NEND) ) GO TO 411 
IF(L.NE.l) N0FG=JENn(L~1 )+1
IP(L.EQ.NENO ) NEFG = JPINF N = RIA+i“ 2*(NSRG( 1 )+N5PG( 2) )
I=(L.NE.NEND) NFIN=JFND(L)
1= ( L. ED. NEND) NFIN = J=IN
IF(L.NF.NFND) WRIt f (5,5u 4) N END , IFP I PF, J END ( L ) , NL CON ( L ) , NF IN 
FORMAT!' ',12,12,14,14,14)
DO 400 N=NBFG,NPIN
IP{ SIGMM(N) . EO.O .DO) GO TO *33
XCF NT=!X(NODS!N, 1))+X (NGDT(N,2) )+X (NODE(N, 3)) )/3.D0
YCF NT=(Y(NCDE(N,1))+Y(NCDE(N,2))+Y (NODE<N, 3)))/3.D0
XI =X( NODE!N ,1 > )-XCFNT
X2=X(N0DE(N,2))-XCFNT
X3 = X( NODE (N,3) )-X CFNT
Y1=Y(NQDE(M,1) )-YCrNT




CV/{3)=CV(N0DH(N,3) )-CVA! 1 )
CTRA=(CW(1) ) *!X(N0DF(N,3))*Y(NQDE!N,2 ) )-X(NODE!N,2 ) )*V{NODF(N,
.3) ) ) + (CW(2) ) *(X!NODF(N,1) )*Y (NODE!N, 3) )-X (NODE(N,3) )*Y(NODE!N ,
. 1 ) ))+(CW(3) ) *(X(NQDE(N,2))*Y(NODEIN,1))-X(NODF!M,1))*Y(NODE(N,
.2)))
CTRB=(CW(1) ) * ( Y  ( N C D E ( N ,  3 ) )-Y ( N O o e i N ,  2 ) ) )+( CW ( 2 ) ) * ( Y ( N O D E < N
.  , 1  ) ) - Y ( N O D E ! N , 3 ) ) ) + ( C W( 3  ) ) *  ( Y ( N O D E ( N , 2 )  ) - V ( N O D F ( N , 1 ) ) )
C TPC = (CW(1 ) )*(X (MODE!N,2) )- X (NOD5(N, 3) ) )+(CW( 2) ) * ( X ( NODE!N
. ,3))-X(NODE(N,l ) ))+(CW(3) )* !X (NODE(N , I) )-X(NO DE !N ,2) ) )
AREA= (X(NODF( N,1 ) )*(Y (NODH(N, 3) )-Y!NOOF(N,2) ) )
C +X!NOOE( N,2))*(X (NCO£!N, 1) )-Y(NOOF(N,3) ) )
C . +X(NODE! N,3))*(Y (N0Dc(N,2) >-Y {NOOF(N , 1 ) ) ) )*5.D-1
VP = ( (COABS(CTRB) )**2*( (X 1»*2+X2**2+X3**2)/1 2.DC+XCENT**? ) + (CDA8S( 
.CTPA) )**2+(CDA8S (CTFC))**2*(((Y1**2 + Y2**2+v3**2)/12.D0)+YCFN T**2) 
.+ (CTRB4DC0NJG(CTRC)+CTRC*DCONJG (CTR8 ) )*(((X1*Y1+X2*Y2+X3*Y3)
, /I 2. DC) + XCFNT*VC ENT)+C^RP*DCONJG(CTOA)*XCENT +CTFA4DC0NJG! C TF B ) *
.XCENT+CTRA*OCONJG(CTRC)*YCFNT +CTRC*DCONJG (CTRA)* YCENT)/(APEA*4.D O ) 
505 FORMAT! ' • ,I 4,2(G14.7) )
OQ IS THE D.C. LOSS
O Q = D Q + A R E A / S I G M M (N)* 8 1 G J (N )*  CON J G (0  I G J (N ) )
DS=DS+40.DC*PI *ARFA*BIGJ(N)* CONJG(CW(1 )+CW (2 )+CW( 




DP IS THE EDDY LOSS 
DP=DP+3600.D0*SIGMM(N)*VP*4.DD*PI*PI 
4 C r  CONTINUE
CPTOT=DP+Da+DCMPLX(C.DO , 1 .03 )* (DS-OP )
WRI TE (5 ,B03 )
803 FORMAT! • »,5X,'D.C. LOSS ', 25X ,' IMAGINARY CROSS TERMS', 30X,« TOTAL
.LOSS')





I = (L.NF.NEND) R A CDC=I .+D P/DQ 
503 FORMAT!' ' , 8 ( G 1 4 . 7 ) )
I=(L.Nr,NEND) WRITF(6,51f) RACDC 
WRI TE (6 ,8''4)
8C4 FORMAT!' ','CDDY LCSS')
WFITF(6,5C1) OP.FDC , AT qt ( (_ )
401 CONTINUE
RACDC=1.+DPT/D0T 
WRITE (ft, 50 0  PACCC
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21 MAIN CATE = 76316 C6/32/IB
C THIS SECTION ADJUSTS PEFMSA3ILITY
C
DO 1 6 J = NFI 1 , JFI h
DO 17 K = 1 ,3
XT( K)=X(NODE(J , K ) )
YT(K)=Y(NGDE(J,K) )
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DIMENSION I PI V (2 C" ) , JPIV (7CC ) , C A C  ) . CX ( 1 )
LOGICAL F1.F2
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF COMPLEX SIMULTANEOUS
C EQUATIONS BY GAUSSIAN ELIMINATILN
C
C WRITTEN BY P . M .  A L E X A N D E R
C






DO 5 1=1, NPl 
IPI V< I ) =I 
5 JPI V<I ) =I
CDET=(1 .DC ,O.DO )
DO 100 1=1,N 
I PI=1 + 1
CELMAX=CA( ( JPI V( 1 )-1 ) *N+IPIV ( I ) )
DO 25 I 1=1 ,N
DO 20 J=I ,.N
IF(CABS(CA( ( JPIV ( J)-l )*N+IPIV ( I I) ) ) .LE.CABS! CELMAX) ) GO TO 20 
I SAVE=JPIV(I )
JPIV(I)=JPIV(J)
JPI V( J) =I SAVE 
I SA VF=I o i V d  )
IPI VI I ) =I PI V(I I )
IPIV(II)=ISAVE
CELMAX=CA((JPIV(I)-1)*N+IFTV(I ))
• 20 CONTI NUE
25 CONTI NUF
IF 1 = 1 .DR. F2) GC TO 26 
CDET=CDET*CELMAX
I = ( CABS(CDET).LE.l.D-7") =1 = .TRUE.
IF( CABS(CDET) .GT. 1.D7C) F2=.TRUc.
I=(F1 . CR. F2) K=I
26 CONTINUE
00 30 J=I PI ,NP1
3Q CA { ( JPI V< J) -1 ) *N + I PIV ( I ) ) =CA( {JPIV ( J )- 1 )*N + IP IV ( I ) )/CELMA X 
C A (< JPIV(I )-l) 4N+IPIV{I ) ) = (1 .00,0.00 )
DO 4G 11= 1 ,N
IF ( I I .E G. I ) GO TO 36
DO 35 J=I PI , NPl
350CA( (JPIV(J)-l) 4N + IPIV ( I I ) ) =CA( ( JPIV ( J )-l )*N + IP IV ( I I ) )-CA ( ( JP I V( I )-
1 1 ) *N+ IPIV(II))*CA((JP!V(J)-1)*N + IPIV(I))
C A ((JPIV(I)-l)4N+IPIV(I I) ) = (Q.00,0.DO)
36 CONTI NUF 
40 CONTI NUE
1 JO CONTI NUE •
DO 105 J=1 ,N 
1 05 CX( J) =CA ( N*N+J)
IF(FI) GO TO 110 
IF(F2) GO TO 109 
RETURN
If 9 WRITE (6,108) K,K,N,N,CDET
108 FORMAT! 1 : : : : p r o b l e m  i l l -c o n d i t i o n e d */• d e t e r m i n a n t  c a l c u l a t e d  
1 TO THE: (',13,','.13,*) ELEMENT OF THIS • , I 3 , • X • , I 3, • SYSTEM=(«,
2G12.5 , • ,•,G1 2.5, • ).• )
RETURN
110 WRITE(6,111) K,K,N,N,CD=T
111 FORMAT!• : : : : : m a t r i x  p r a c t i c v l l y  s i n g u l a r .•/• d e t e r m i n a n t  c a l c u  
1LATED TO (',13,',',13,') ELEMENT OF THIS ' , 13, ' X' , I 3, ' SYSTFM = (', 
2G12.5,’ ,•,G12.5, '). ' )
RETURN
END
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2] CM=>RUV OAT [I = 76116 f 6/32/1 9
SUBPnU^INF CMPRU V (C A , rx , N, IT MAX , CR3S . CR IT, * )
I M P L I C I T  COMPLEX 416(C)
O I Mr Nf>! CN C O: S ( 1 3 ) , C A (1 1 C? ) , CX ( 3 j ) , CXOL D ( 1 C (' )
P F A L * R  X N J P M , P N O C M , c ^ I T  , C MA X  
REAL*4 COAfiS ,r)SORf
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE MAY BE USED TJ ITERAT IV EL Y ADJUST THE VALUES
C OBTAINED BY CSOLVF
C
C WRITTEN BY P.M. ALEXANDER
G
C FOR EACH ROW, SCLUTICN ENTRY CORRESPONDING TO LARGEST ROW
C ELEMENT IS ADJUSTED BY SUBTRACTING RESIDUAL OF OTHER ROW





DO 2 I =1 ,N 
C R E S d  ) =CA(NSQ+I )
DO 1 J=1 ,N
1 C R E S d  )=CPFS(I )-CA((J-l)*N + I)*CX(J)
XNORM-XNORM+{CDAES(CXd)))**2
2 RNORM=RNORM+(CDAES (GRES ( I ) ) )**2
RN0RM=DSQRT{RNORV)
XNORM=DSQRT(XNOR V)
IF{ RNORM/XNORM .LE. GRIT ) GO TO 100 
I TER=1
3 XNORM=e.DO 
DO 5 I =1 ,N 
C X O L D d  )=CXd)
CMAX=O.DO
DO g J=1 ,N
IF(CDABS(CA( 1+( J-1 )*N) ) .LT. C.MAX ) GO TO 9 
CMAX=CDABS (GA (I + ( J-1 ) *N) )
JMAX=J 
9 CONTINUE
CX( JMAX) =GA( NSO+I )
DO 4 0=1 ,N








DO 6 I =1 ,N
IF(CDA B S d C X ( I )-CXOLD(I))/XN0RM>.GT. CRIT) GO TO 7
6 CONTI NUE 
GO TO 10
7 IF( ITER .GT. ITMAX) GO TC 230 
DO 3 I=],N
8 CXOLD(I)=GX(I)
I TER = ITER+1 
GO TO 3
10 RNORM=O.DO 
DO 12 I =1 ,N 
C R E S d  ) =GA( NSQ+1 )
DO 11 J=1,N
1 1 CRE S d  ) =GRES (I )‘ CA d  + ( J- 1 )*N)*CX(J )
12 RNORM = PNCRM+ (GOAFS ( CR ES (I)) )**2 
RNORM=DSQRT<RNORM)
WRI TF. <6 ,13) XNCR M, CNOPM, ÎTFR, CR IT
13 F0RMAT(5X,'CONVERGENCE WITH X NORM= • , G12 . 5, • AND RNORM= • , G 1 2. 5 . • AF 
ITER ',15,' ITERATICNS'//10X,'ERROR CRITERION:', G14.7)
PE TURN
ICC WRITE(6,101) XNOPM,RNCRM
ICl F0RMAT(5X,'NO ITERATIONS NECESSARY. XNORM=•,G12 . 5. ' ;RNDRM=• ,G 12.5, 
1 '. • )
RETURN
2CG WRITE(6,201) C »TT,ITMAX,X NORM,RNORM
201 CFOPMAT(5X,'"CONVERGENCE" NOT ATTAINED TO WITHIN '.G12.5,' BETWPPN
1 SUCCESSIVE ITERATIONS FOP ALL SOLUTION ELEMENTS WITH IN', 15,' IT=pA
2 TI GNS '/I OX , 'XNOF> = ' , G1 2 .5 , ' ; RNl)RM= ' , G1 2 .5, ' . ' )
R: TURN
END
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PI Ml I AND J 0 472^^ 763 16 6/32/13
SUP ROUT I NF Ml lAUO J(MJ,BT GJ . NBEG, NF 11 , S I C-MM , MU 1 , F? I G J 1 , B I GJ 2 )
C ASSIGNS VALUES 0= OUPRPNT DFMSITY ( JIGJ) AND prPM[AP IL ITU(MU)
C TO F ACM FLFM-NT.
C NCONcNUMHOP OF RINGS IN GC'TUrT.JR
C BIGJ1=CURRFNT DENSITY TN CONDUCTOR
C BIG J2=CUrOFNT DENSITY IN INSULATION
c MLi =m a g n l;t i c p f p m e a b i l i t y
I MPLICTT COMPLEX #16(0 , PFAL*3 ( A-d, D- H, O- 7 )
PEAL MU(AOr),MUl
REAL*3 SIGMM(AO^)
c o m p l e x  BIG J(ACT« I ,3IGJ1 ,PIGJ2
DO 1 N = NBFG,NFI1
MU(N)=MU1
BIGJ(N)=3IGJ1




21 MUAOJS CATE = 76316 06/32/18
SUBROUTINE MUAD JS (XT , YT , CT ,V AL , L )
DIMENSION XT(2),YT(3),B(3I,C(3)
COMPLEX CT(3),C0NJG.GRADX,GRADY 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FLUX DENSITY IN EACH TRIANGLE AND
C COMPUTES CORRESPONDING ELEMENT PERMEABILITY
H I
DO 18 1=1,3 
B ( I ) =YT( K)“ YT( J)
C(I » =XT(J)-XT(K)
J=J+l-J/3*3 
18 K = K+l-K/3*3
AREA=XT(1 )#B(1 ) + X T (2)*8(2)+XT(3)*3(3 )
GRADX=(0.0,0.0)
GRADY=(C.0,0.0)
DO 2 J=1 ,3
GRADX=GRADX+B(J)* (CT(J))/AREA
2 GRADY=GRADY+C(J)# (CT(J))/AREA
TEMP=GRAPX*CCNJG (GRADX )+CPADY*CONJG( GRADY )
C MAGNITUDE OF FLUX DENSITY
ST=SQRT(TEMF)
S=ST*1.EA




IF((S.LF.70.).ANC.(S.GE.F.)) V AL=74.22656-1 .496C94*S+.2C26 3 6 7*5**2 
. - , C 03 8P1 <^ 4 5 *5**3 + . 22F3B S6F-4*S* *4 
IF ( ( S.LT. 970. ) .AND, (S.GT.^0,)) VAL=1 13.5195 + .8176 117*5- .2273 917F- 3 
,*8**0
I F ( ( S ,  L+. g^: -  20. ) . # MD .  ( 5. C f , o 7C! .  ) ) V AL =  22. 562=0 + . 7792S69* S 
.-.9357D29F-4*S**2+,2 7 =5 7 5 0 F-8*S**3 
IF( ( S.LE.1537C. ) .AND. (S.GF.94 2Ü . ) ) V AL= 3235 . 1 88- .20 82367*5 +
. .83103748-6*5**2'
WRI TE(6 ,3) S.VAL.L
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198378 16 3 36 29 6 5101 9 8 8 62124:86 0,745-"' ".Ta.SJ
NUMBER PF RINGS WITHIN THE CONniJCTOP: 3
MAGNETIC. PERMEABILITY: ^.12 = 735-15
CURRENT DENSITY:
WI + hIN THE CONDUCTOR: ,71 1 0 )E <H: C , s'
WITHIN -HF INSLLATICN: O. ) 0.0
X A7 CENTRE IS C,0 Y AT CENTRE IS 0.*'20'''
NUMDER OF RINGS WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR: 3
MAGNETIC p e r m e a b i l i t y : 0,12=705-05 
CURRENT DENSITY:
w i t h i n  THE CONDUCTOR :-D.355555 06-0.6158 1= ^
WITHIN THE insulation: 0. : 0,r)
X AT c e n t r e  is -!.8'.<P'Y AT CENTRE IS -2.
NUMBER OF RINGS WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR: 3
MAGNETIC p e r m e a b i l i t y : t,l?570E-D5
CURRENT d e n s i t y :
WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR:-C,35355E 06 (.6158 15 0 6 
WITHIN THF INSULATION: Ù. 0 0.0
X AT CENTRE IS I, SC COY AT CENTRE IS -2.9C0C




0.36 13 1335-04 (.11953125-04 
0.39809345-34-4.31828175-17 
0.36 13 13.3=-04- C. 1 195 31 25-G 4 
C.26095605-04-0. 22886645-04 
C .1 2 162815- 34-3. 315 3 3 725-(4 
-0.27649995-05-0.36292625-04 
-0 .16 12074F-04-C.3554457E-C4 
-0.26 16302E-T4-D.28470215-04 
-0 .32 17 34 4E- C 4-0 . 158 3 S 465- C4 
-0.34 14442E-04 C . 12893415-16 
-0.32 173445-04 O . 1 583846E-C 4 
-0 .26 16 3025-= 04 0.28470212-04 
-O .1 6 12074=-04 0,35644575-0 4
: : : : PROBLEM i l l -c o n d i t i o n e d
DETERMINANT CALCULATED TO THE ( 11, 11) ELEMENT np THIS 193X198 SYSTF
VECTOR POTENTIAL VA_UES
1 0.24070485-04-0. 74587915-04
2 0. 23683175-0 4- P. 74332845-04
3 V.2389619F-C4-Ç. 739797FE-C4
4 C . 24 3 26 2 2=" C 4- =' . 7 4 2 3 7 76E - C*
5 C. 26282CCE-0 4-C . 7246452F-C4
6 0. 260 21 525-04-C. 73045355-04
7 0.244C5885-0 4-C .739227 IF-04
8 0.2 2736 34E-0 4-C. 7 3.362 845- C4
9 0.2241599F-0 4-C.7330622E-C4
10 C.21372305'04- C . 72023375- 04
11 0.21 282375- 0 4- C . 7C 27 39 1 5 - C 4
12 0.21511995-04-0.7CC90Î0E-04
13 0. 225451 25 0 4- C. 68975775- 04
14 C . 245 1579=-04-0. 6891 467=-04
15 0. 25 1923 3E-C 4-(. 693852 8E-04 
16. C . 267 5 1 02E-0 4- ( . 7C 847895- 04
17 0. 275123^5-34-P.661 4157E-C4
18 0. 27CC7475-Ü4- 0 . 661 2475F- 04
19 0 .238891 ==- 6 4- f . 6821 498E-C4
20 0.20843455-04-Ç.6P17C62F-04
21 0.2C 37 43 85-0 4- '. 6764 481 E-C4
22 0. 1816 1565-04-0.€5583625-04
23 C . 17 6 483C-- 04- r . 6 27966 85- C4
24 0. 17531 6PE-D4- >" . 621553 35-24
25 0.18612895-C4-0.5942491E-C4
26 0.23702675-04-6.591 0Ç75F-C4
27 0.246 39T1=-C4-;J.58993 '3F-C4
28 0 . 28 2 66 6 05- 0 4- C . 6158471 F - I 4
29 C. 2631f 1 8F-C4- 6. 58(49485-04
30 0. 21 932C2F-C4- C . 606 1 3725-04
31 0.1797020=-04-G .61493485-04
32 0. 1424872=- : 4-9. 58 5 9 34 OF- 04
33 0.12916=15- C 4- <: .351641 3F-04 
.34 0 . 1 7 (■ 1 2 15=- r 4- 0 , 5C 3 4 52 9F - 0*
35 T . 2.) 3909 3F-"- 4-0 . 4 FF6874'--04
36 3.26938905-04-0.3089?'55-04 
37-0.7476914=-0 4 0.1929761E-0 4
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38- ti .7523845=- f 4 r. 19727255-04 1 18 r
3 9- Ç. 7504257=":4 C 2D32220--C4 1 19 c
4f - .74F5R? IF-(.4 '■ 199102=5-44 120 0
41- D .6944388F- 4 17 1194 65-0 4 121- 0
42- C. 698541 0= ■ C 4 1. 5 4 9 364- - C4 122- 0
4 3 —<’j .714 2672=-C 4 t, 1 4 3=, 76 = - - <"4 1 23- 9
4 4- 7=33656=-(4 n 1 4 73 86,'. = - '04 124 r
45— c. 74rD666F-r4 0 1F2F477F C4 1 25 c
46- :).754 71C6F-9 4 r 17 9 4 £365-0 4 126 c
47- c. 754 129 3E-C4 r 20686485-04 1 27- 0
48= 0 .75390496- 04 c 2134533E-C4 128 — 0
49- n. 74.3295EE- =4 2284389c-04 129- c
50 — 0. 72064D4F-04 c 134 c
51- c. 7169246F"04 r 2182391= - 0 4 131 0
52- -0.6993537E-C4 c 19 7681 25-04 132 0
53- 0. 59 951 59F- 04 r 14 = 3C>49=-r4 133 c
54— 0. 59784835- 04 0 1 3926335 "-04 134- 0
55- 0 .62796465-04 c 82221325-05 135“ 0
56- c. 67665245-04 85C1253E-C5 1 36- Ü
57- 0. 67731855-04 0 8Ç58385E"05 137 0
58- 0. 71470195-04 r. 1440 772=-C4 138 0
59- 0. 7248895E-04 C 199241 OE-04 139- c
60 — 0. 72102225“ 04 C 2C4 1eB3E= 04 140- c
61 — 0. 71045435-04 f 2370 9785-04 141- 0
62- c. 664235 IE-04 0 229S152E-C4 142- 0
63— 0. 656291 15-04 0 2 2 60 957E» C4 143 0
64— 0. 61 477C4E-04 c 19387435-04 144 0
65- 0. 4951749E-C4 0 141415ÛE-C4 145 0
66“ 0. 52264155- C4 0 4714701F- 05 146- 0
67- 0 .59336965-04 r. 4148834E-C5 147“ 0
68— 0. 84844475-04 c 1156964E-04 143- 0
69- 0. 67556185-04 c 18889525"04 149 0
7 0- 0. 669812 15-04 c 23667885-04 1 50 0
71- 0. 6C07809E-04 0 23 38176E-C4 151- 0
72— 0. 53068525-04 c 2010 747E-04 152- 0
73 0 .53 3 46 87E- 04 0 53935545-04 1 = 3- c
74 0. 52 85 91 CE-0 4 0 542291 85-04 154- c
75 0. 5327554F-04 0 5434217E"C4 1=5 0
76 0. 537851 35-94 c- 5 4 3 2 1 1 15-04 156“ 0
77 0. 54 23 85 IE-0 4 r 51462645-04 157 0
78 0. 5387558E-C4 0 51205405-04 158 0
79 0. 5173i39E-04 0 5Û12C62E-C4 1 59 0
80 0. 4 9 5 120CE-0 4 0 49930375-04 160 0
81 0. 49 136.36E- 04 0 50335515-04 : : 161 0
82 0. 47759345-04 0 51992555-04 162 c
83 0. 4763721E- 04 c 54163Ç3E-04 163 0
84 0. 483542 8=- 04 0 54764905” 04 164- 0
85 a. 507991 IE-0 4 c 55923425-04 165— 0
86 0. 534 121 4P- 0 4 0 55121265-04 166- 0
87 c. 543S584E-04 0 548392 35-04 167 c
88 0. 5543637E-04 0 5 3360425-04 168 0
89 0. 52239226-C4 c 46569235-04 1 69 0
90 0. 516 2 0 3 65= 0 4 c 45988455"04 170 . 0
91 0. 4789 37 65-04 r> 4356C34E-04 171 0
92 c. 44146285-04 c 42351635-04 172 0
93 c. 43615825-0 4 c 492001 9= *04 173 0
94 c. 4C27164E-C4 0 45185655-04 174 0
95 0. 39306385-04 c 50830195-04 175 f
96 0. 39478075-04 c 5C985C0F-04 176 0
97 0. 44478395-04 c =4243685-04 177 0
98 C. 5C 60367E-C4 f 53296865-C4 178 0
99 0. 53981.4CE" 04 D = 2726875- 04 179- Ù
10: c. 544E4 135-0 4 5C42282E-04 180 — 0
101 0. 49225S0E- C 4 C 4689915E-C4 181- 0
102 0. 4464C585-C4 c 366112 1=-04 182- 0
103 Ù .4C 1 332 IF- 0 4 0 33339385-94 183 0
104 0. 34 71 22 IE- 0 4 0 36169805-04 184 c
105 0. 31 2 9 0 4 5 5 = 04 c 44722885- 04 185 0
106 0. 37P4662E-C4 c 4961 42 7F- 04 186“ 0
1 07 0. 4687 = 435- C4 0 49230725-04 187 0
108 c. S230936E- 04 c 4677082F-C4 198- 0
109- ■3. 1462346E- 0 4- r 21 83 7.8 .83-.) 4 189“ 0
110- 0. 1 1 96997E- 0 4- c 25PÜ149E-04 190- 0
1 11- c. 87718495-05" 0 291 92355" C4 191- c
1 12- '9. 6721972=-.05- ! 294351 65- :J4 192“ 0
1 13- 9. 461 11 365-05- 0 2Pl'ir O5F-0 4 193- c
1 14" c • 17759355"0 4- c 137585=5 ■24 194- r
115- 3. 12731 60-- r  & _ 72698515- "4 195" Ci
1 16- c . = 4 56,8 8 55- = 5- 31 Ff' 92 5E- 04 1 96 c
1 17 c .21325=3=-C 5" r, 36232485-C4 197 9
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DIV” \%TE\ A (71 )
DIMENSION RlDIUS(lA).Fncuc(],j),uUC(3vCf ),NroES(3).NS=GM(3)
. .T(3),VAL(lG("),Jr\D(?),G(3),R(J),S(3, 3), NLCCM< ? ) ,NCuO ( 3 )
PEAL X(323) ,Y(?2F) , * APT 4M(35' ),X3( 3 ) ,YC( 3 )
PEAL M!J(53; ) ,MU1 , A T OT ( 4 ) . Mi jo
COMOLL X BI5J(7?) ) «Dinjl , F I o J 2 , C3 IN ♦ 0 = » DO , op , D H , ro tc T 
CnvPU.Y CT9A ,CTRP ,err r, C 7 3 , C JNJ G . R HS , C PPl'N ("’?), C TcM=>
CO MR Li: X CYPLX,CT(7)
DIMENSION XT(3),YT(3>
C (I) ROAD IN SPECIFICATIONS C= NODE PATTERN:
Rc WIND2
READ(2) NDTOT,JFIN,NSOUT,NPUMAX ,UT PI A, (MODES(L ) ,L = 1,3 >, (M SFCM(L ) ,
. L=i ,3) , ( JEND (L) , L = 1 .= ) , ( P *0 I (L ) ,L = 1 . 3 ) , ( X C ( L ) , L = 1 , .3 ) , ( YO ( L > . L = 1 , 3
• )
ROAD(2) ((NODE(J,L) ,L=1 .3 ) ,J = 1,JF IN ) , (5 I GYM(J ),J= i,JF IN )
RFADC2) (X (I ) , I =1 ,NDTOT )
PE AD (2) (Y ( I ) ,I =1 , no t CT )
READ<2) NXP.NG, (NSEG ( J ) , J = 1 ,NXR.NG>
WRITO(5,4 4 4 )NDTOT,JFÎN,NSOUTtNPHMAX,NTRIA,(NODES(L),L=1.NPHMAX),
. ( NSFG M( L ) ,L=1 , NPH VAX ) , ( JFMDCL ) , L: I , 3 ) , ( R AD I( L ) , L= 1, 3 )




RPT=1 5.00*2.5401 [-2 
: PI-3. 1 41 59265359
MUG=.. C00D0Î257D0 
DTHF. TA=2.DC*PI /NSOUT 
H = T A  = ).DT
C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE BOUNDARY VALUES
0 0 7 4 9  J= 1 ,NSPUT
C3G'JN( J) =-MUO/(2 .DC *PT ) 4 ( ALCG( SjRT((RPT* C05(TH=TA))**2*(RPT*
. SI N( THE TA)-, 0537 )**2))+ CMPLX(-.5 ,.866 )*ALOG( SOPT((PPT*
. COS( THETA)-.0499 ) T 72 + ( = =T =!= S IN ( T I-ET A ) + . C 29 3 )**2)) +
. CMPLX(*-.5 ,“ .666 I7AL0G ( SQRT((PPT* COS ( T HETA ) + . 049*1 )**2
. + (PPT* SIN(THOTA ) + .9?33 )**2)))
CROUN ( J) =C30UN ( J ) 4PI * (F AD I (1 ) 7 .c eS40 1 )*7 2 
WRI T=(6 ,247) J,C SCUN(J )
749 THETA=TH1TA+DTH5TA 
DO 777 L=1 ,NPHMAX 
ATOT(L) =0,
C READ NUMBER COND. RINGS, PcRMLA J IL ITY, AND COND, AND INSULATOR
C ■ CURRENT
READ(5 ,2 2) NCCN , VLl ,PIGJ 1 , F IGJ2 
NCOO(L):NCCN 
22 F O R M A K  12 ,F1 C.9,4GIC.5)
WRIT E (6,33)NCON,VUl,BIGJ1,eiGJ2 
33CFQRMAT(1 5K ,« NUMBER 0= RINGS WITHIN THE CONDUCTOR: '.I5/5X,
1 'MAGNETIC PERMEA EI LT TY G12.5/5X, » CURRENT DENS ITY: '/lOX,'WITHIN T 
2H= CONDUCTOR : *,2 (G12.5 )/lCX,'WITHIN THE I NSUL AT ION : ’ , 2 ( G 1 2 . 5 ) / > 
NLCON ( L) =(2 *NCOD (L)-1 ) *NS=GM (L )
1= ( L, NE. 1 I NLCON (L)=NLCDR(L) +J£NJ(L-1 )
I F (L.N£. 1) NBEG:_5RD(L-1 )+1 
N=I 3 = NLC CN(L)
NFI2=J;-K0(L)
C (IV) GET VALUES 0= PERM-ft RIL ITY AND CURRENT DFNSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT 
CALL MUA NDJ(MU,BIGJ,NfiSC,NFII ,NF 12,MU 1, 8 IGJ 1,BIGJ 2 ) 
lie CONTI ftlUF 
777 CONTINUE 
C SPECIFY PIPE CUF = FNT AND PERMEABILITY
BIG J2=(0.DL. ,C. DC )
R1 G J1 =( •; .1)0 ,0 . 02 )
N8EG = JF ND ( NFHMAX ) +1 
NF I 1 =J= I N-NTRI A 
N= I 2=J= I N
CALL MU AND J( MU ,AIGJ,NGEG,N=I1,NFI2,MU1, BIGJ 1 , 8 IGJ 2 )
C (V) SET SM AND RM TO ZERO. P M ( I) = OS M ( I+M POT SO ) .
C IFOIP: IS 0 FCR NC PIPE. ELSE NUN ZERO INTEGER
READ(5,355)IFPI p =
N=I 1 =N=I1 + 1 
Nn T ST = -1
I=(I=PI PA. NT..: ) h PT S T = T = = I P':'/ I F P 111 =
NPPT-ND TCT+ NSOUT >1 ( NI'TST-1 >
NRUTS1-NF:T*N=OT'
NP02=2*NPCT
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« M M  = A r Z  = 7 6 3  16 :  9 / 7  1
NPHTS? = \rr,? *NPn2 
\2PSC=r*NPUTS0 
£55 =5RVfT(Il)
N =P A r- = 1
C INITIALIZE L3CATI5N, V&LU' A'Jü oiLUTIUN ARRAY
DOl '-'"I J=1 ,?2i 1 
LnC(J):',
VAL(J):'",




C FORMULATE FINITE ELEMENT MATRIX ENTRIES
C
DO 100 N=1,NLMNTS
XC5NT = (X(NODE(N ,1) )+X (NCDF(N , 2 > )+X (MODE(N , 3 ) ) )/3.00
YCE NT=( Y( NCDEC N , 1 ) ) +Y ( N5DF ( N, 2 ) ) +Y ( NODE ( N , 3 ) ) ) / 3 , DO
XI=X(N0DF(N,1)l-XCENT
X2=X(N0DE(N,2))-XCENT
X3 = X< NODE ( N ,3) ) -XCFNT-
Y1 =Y( NODE(N ,1 ) )-YCENT
Y2=Y(N0DE(N,2))-YCENT
Y3=Y( NODEIN ,3) )-YCFN=
C (1) CALCULATE 0(1) AND F (I)
AREA: (X(NCDF(N,1))*(Y(NCDE(N,3))“Y<NCDE(N,2)))
C +X ( NODE( N,2) ) * (Y (N ODc(N, 1 ) ) -Y(NODF(N, 3 ) ) )
C +X(N0DE( N,3))7(Y (NCDE(N,2) )-Y(NODE(N, n  ) > )* 5.D-1
J=2 
K=3
DO a 1=1 ,3
Q( I) =(Y(NOD£(N,K))- Y (NODE(N,J) ) )
R ( I )=(X (NODE(M ,J ))-X (NODE(N,K) ) )
T( I )=X{NODE(N.K) )7Y{NCDF (N ,J ) )- X (N O 0F (N ,J ) )#Y (NOOE(M,K ) )
J = J+l-J/3*3 
8 K = K+ 1 -K/3*3
C (2) CALCULATE ELEMENT MATpiy ENTRIES 
C COMPUTE CCNOUCTCR AREAS
A( N) = adf;a
I = ( N. G"". JE:ND ( NPH VAX ) ) 00+529 
D]G50L = 1,3
I=(N.G T.NLCCN(L) .AND. N.L = . JEND(L ) )GOTO 29 
I-F ( N.GT. NLCCN( L) )G0T095*
ATOT(L) =ATOT(L) + AREA 
G0T029 
95C CONTI NUE 
29 CONTINUE 
DO 9 1=1,3 
DO 9 J=1 ,3 
E D C U R d  , J) =0.0
S( I , J) :( 0( T ) #0( J ) + R (I ) ( J ) ) / { ARcA*4 . )
S( I , J)=S(I , J)/MU (N)
IF(SIGMM(N).EO.G.) GO TC 9
£DCUR( I , J) =(6 C‘ . DG7PI 7MU ( N ) #3 I GMM (n )* (T ( I )*T(J)+XC=NT*(D( I )
. 7T( J) + T( I ) 7Q( J) ) +YCENT*( F ( I )#T ( J ) +T ( I )*R (J ) )+( 0( I )7P ( J ) +R ( I )#0( J ) )
. *( XCFNT*YCENT+ (X 1 *Y1+X2+Y2+X3*Y3)/ 1 2 .DC > +0 ( I )*0(J)*( XCENT**2+(
. Xl**2+X2*a2 + X3**2)/12.D9)+C(I)*R(J)* (YCENT*# 2 + { Y 1 ** 2 + Y 2* * 2+Y3* *2 )
./I 2. DO)) )/(ARFA#2.D:' )
FDCUR (I , J) =EDCUP (I , J)/VU(N>
9 CONTI Nur
C (3) CALCULATE RIGHT HAND SIDE OF ELEMENT MATRIX 
RHS=OIGJ(N) *ARFA/?.D: *MU (N )
RH £=»H3/.VU( N)
C (A) ADD ENTRIES INTO DIG ""AT P IX EQUATION: <SM)(A)=(RM)
IF ( N. EO. ( JEND ( MPHVl 4X ) +1! ) ) N3 F I N = NS F AR-4
IF {N.LO.1 ) GO TOI 357
IF( ( SIGMW(n ) .NE.C . ). AND. (= IGMMfN-l ) .5Q.C . ) )NSNOW = NSFA?
1 857 CONTI NUE ■
DO 10 1=1,3
I=<NUDE(N,I).GT.NPGT)GO TO lu 
00 1 1 J=1 ,3
I=(NODE(N,J).GT.NPDT) GO TO 211 
C CHECK F UP UNSTOC=D =67 = 1=2
IF( NODE(N,J) .GT. NPCT.OR.NCPE(N, I ), GT .NUDE(N, J ) .OR .ARS( S( I,J) ) . 
ILT.l iGn^ni i
C COMPUTE LOCATION wHER= NON-flRC V3LUL OCCURS 
LUC ippr- ( \ iL r; ( J . I ) -1 ) N=P2 + ,NUD : ( N, J )
IP ( N. LP. JEND( JPH VAX ) ) NSFIN=NSFA <-4 
357 NSST0=NGPIN+4
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TATC = /63 10 rc/?r/ci
1= ( Î  . "  ' 1.  J )  .JO CUP ( I  , J) : =  , ' . r u P (  I, J ) / U .
I = ( N E = I  -0. L ' .  1 ) G r  ?
C CHECK TO 1= =NT=Y =0* THIÛ LOCATION 4LC£tCY êXISTS
0 0 3 3 :. NN = 1 , NSf-I N .* 
h: = N \
IF { Lcc ( N\) . EC. L3C=MC) GUT 0*31 
45 r CONTINUE
1 F ( N . LC . JC NO ( N PH V A Y ) ) GC TC 332 
I = ( SI G -CM N) . NT , ) . ) or - C 1°S5 
IF ( NSSTP.EC. N~ = AP) GO TO «=4 
NSFFn.= HSFAR-2
DO 353 NN = NSSTO,VS = FQ .2 
K = NN
IF ( LOG { NN) .£0. LOCTMD) GC T C  851
0 33 CONTINUE 
GO TO 354 
1865 IF(NSNUW.FG.NSFAF) GO TO 852 
NSFFF=N3FAR-4 
b o  356 NN=NSKOW,NSFFF.4 
K = N N
IF ( LOG ( NN) .50. LOCTMP) GC TG 851 
356 CONTI NUE
C
C ADD NF W ENTRIES TC MASTER MATRIX -CONDUCTOR
C
852 LOG(NS=AR)=LCCTMF 
VAL( NSFAR) =S (I , J )
NSFAR=NSFAR+1
LOC (NSFAP) =LOCTMF+N2PSQ + NPOT 
VAL( NSFAR) =-S ( I . 2)
NSFAR=NSF AR+1
LOC { NS= AR) :LOCTMF +NPCT
VAL( NS= AP) = -FDCU R { I , J )
NSF AP = NS F A P +  1
LOCINSFAR) =(N0 0= (N,J)- 1 )*NP02+N0J£(N, I )+NPCT 




C ADD TO EXISTING MATRIX ENTRIES
C
851 VAL{ K) =VAL( K) + S( I , J)
VAL<K+1)=VAL(K+1)- S (I,J )
IF { SIGMM(N) . EQ.O , ) GO TO 11 




C ADD NEW ENTRIES TC MASTER MATRIX -INSULATOR
C
854 LOC{NSFAR)=LCCTMR 
VAL ( NSFAP) =S (I , J )
L0C(N5FARfl ) =L0CTMP+NR0T+N2PSQ 
VAL( NSF AR+1 ) =-S( I . J)
NSF AR.= MSFAP+2 
GO TO 11
C
C INSERT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS INTO MATRIX
C
211 C TF MF=CeCUN(NODE (N , J)-NUYCUT )
C 3 R  ( NODE ( N .  Î ) + N PC T  ) =C RR ( NCCEC N, I ) +NPOT )+S ( I . J )*A IMA G( C TE^p ) 




I N S E R T  S O U R C E  ENTRIES
CBR( NODECN.I ) ) =CEP(NODE{N. I) )+RcAL ( R HS )
COR ( NOD E( N ,I ) + NP CT ) =rBR (NCDL (N, I ) +NPOT )-A IM AG(RHS ) 
10 CONTINUE
IF { N. FO. JEND { NPH M X  ) ) NSF I N=NSFAR-4 
1 C :) CONPTMUD
NS=AR=NS=A=-1
W R I T -- ( (, , 5 :  M  ( AT C= ( I ) , L  = 1 , .3 )
T r - '
TCL = l . D - 7
^PIT. fr.AS:) NfRAR 
A 5 C "=0F v a T( • • , *THl NUY5CR C= NGN~2_RJ ENTRIES IS'. 16)
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MAIN rare = 76)10 Cc/1"/:1
C CALL CON JUG AT c GR AOI=KT S GLUT I C.J ROUTINE
CALL CHCRH(VAL,LCC,\==AO,GVP,C)K,N70?,TCL,irc)
1= ( i = r . r: 0. - , ) GOTO 3z3
W-ÎI T 3  (*,232)
2 2 2  F U P M A T f  • C H E C K  m a t  r  j y  C S V  F 3 4  i A R C R  ' )




C c a l c u l a t e  A V E R A G E  P O T E N T I A L  V A L U E S
C








OO 242 1 =1 ,3 
, IF( NOD" ( N , I) . LE. NPCT ) GO TO 64b
CV R ( N O D E { N ,I ) ) =RE AL(C B O U N ( N O D E ( N , I  )-NUMnuT ) )
CVR ( NOPE{ N , I ) + NP CT ) = AT MAG( CBÜJN ( lODE (N, I )-NUMnUT ) )
6*5 CONTINUE
C VAR(L) =CVAR(L) + CVR(NODF(N,I) )#AREA/3,C 
242 CVAI (L) =CVAI ( D + C V P  (MODEM N, I >+NPUT )# AREA/3.
245 CONTI NUE
CVAI(L)=CVAI(L)/ATCT(L)
WRITE (6,247) L ,CVAR (L ) , C V A K L )
246 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE AVERAGE V ALU" FCR PIPE
C
AT0T(4)=0.0
CVAR(A ) =Ü.Ü 
C VA I ( 4 ) =0.
IF(I = PÎPF.EO.Ç) GO TO 4A3
0 0  4 4 1  N = N F I 1 , J F I M  
A T O T ( 4 )  = A T O T ( 4 ) +  A ( N)
00 442 K=1 ,3
CVAP (4 ) =CVAR (4 ) + A (N) *CVR ( NODE (N, K. ) )
442 CVAI (4)=CVAI (4) + CVP(MODE(N.K)+NPUT )* A(N )
441 CONTI NU"
C V A P (4)=CVAR(4)/ATCT(4)
CVAI ( 4  ) =CVAI ( 4 ) / A T C T  ( 4 )
443 LDI=4
WR I TE ( 6 , 24 7 ) LP I , CV AR ( 4 ) , CV A I ( 4 )
W F I T E ( 6 , 0 C l )
.830 FORM a T ( ’ ','VECTCP POTENTIAL VALUES')
DO 212 I =1 ,NPOT 
CVl ( I ) =CVR( I+NPOT)
212 WRITE (6,247) I , C VR ( I ) , CV R ( I+NPÜT )
L = 1
247 FOPWAT(' ',I3,2G14.7)
ME ND =NPH VAX.+ 1 
NSFG=1
C
C COMPUTE OVERALL AVERAGE FCTEMTlAL
C
C V a P ( 5  ) = C V A R ( 1  > * A T C T ( 1  ) + C V A R ( 2 ) * A T U T ( 2 )  + C V A F  ( 3 ) #  A T O  T  ( 3 ) + C  V AR ( 4  ) *  
. A  T O T ( 4 )
C VA R ( 1 ) =CVAP (1 ) / ( ATOT (1 ) +ATUT (2 ) +ATOT ( 1 ) +ATCT ( 4 ) )
C VA 1(1 )=CVAI (1 )* ATCT(1 )+CV *1 (2)V hT OT (2)+CV A I (3)*ATO T(3 )+CVA I(4)* 
.A TCT(4)
CVAI ( I) =CVAI (1 ) / ( ATOT (1 ) FA-TOT (2 ) +ATOT (3)+AT0T(4))
C




DU = ( C , *0 ,0 , or )
DR = ( L. D J ,'j. D( )
DS = ( 0=)
1 F  ( ( I F M  P-- C . ' .  ) .  A N D .  ( J .  , ' d  JD ) ) GOT 0 4 '  1 
1 =  ( I .  ' i r  .  1 ) N O E  G = J F . . ND(  J - 1  ) +1
IF ( J. E G .  NFNO) MB'=C= JF I N-NTC IA+1
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1=  { . ) .  N -::.  MEND ) M= I  r- = M ..r ': .M  ( J  )
IF ( J . 7 0 .  N ‘' N n  » N =  T r =  J F I  N 
0C69JN=NMSG,N=I\
A 0= A = A ( M )
XG! NT=(X(N0D£(N,1)) +/(NCDC (H/2))+X(NODF(N,0 )))/?.O-
YC ?NT=( Y { N :DD( n , I ) ) +Y ( NCr? (N, £ ) ) +7 (NODE (N, 7 ) ) ) / = .D'î
XI  = <( NO!" :- { N ,1 ) ) - X r = NT
X2 = X( N OD F ( N,?.) )-XC7NT
X3 = X( NODL( N ,3) ) -XC=NT
Y1 =Y ( N )DF( N ,1 ) ) - YCENT
Y? = Y(N0DE(N,2))-YC = N^
Y3=Y( NOr F ( N ,3) ) -YC-NT 
CWP(l) =CVC(NODF( N,1. ) ) -CVAP(L)
CWI { 1 )=CVI (N00£( V.l ) )-CVAI (L)
C W R (2)=CVR(N00£(N,2))-CVAR(L)
CWI (2) =CVI ( N03E( h,2))-CVAI(L)
C W R (3)=CVR(NCn£( N,3) ) -CV AR(L)
CWI (3) =CVT ( NCDFM h,3))-CVAI(L)
C W l T = C W ! { 1 ) + C W Î ( 2 ) + C W I ( 3 )
CWRT=C WQ(1 )+CWP( 2)+CWR (3 )
CTRA=(CMPLX (CWR(1),CWI(1)))*(X (N JüE (N, 3) )*Y(NODF(N, 2 ) )■- X( NODF( N , 
C 2 ))*Y(NODE(N ,3)))+(CMPLX(CWK(2),CWI(2)))#(X(NODF(N,1))*Y(NODE(N, 
C3) )-X{ NODE ( N.3 ) ) #Y(N0D3(N, !))) + { CMPLX(CWR(3 ) , CW I { 2 ) ) )#( X(NDDE(N , 
C2))*Y(NOOS(N,1))-X(NCOFIN.l))*Y(NODE(N,2)))
CTFO = (C MPLX (CWR( 1 ) , CM K  1 ) ) )* ( Y (N JÜ2(N, 3 ) )-Y (NOOF(N. 2 ) ) )+( CMPL X( C
CW3(2),CWI(2)))*(Y( N'Onr ( N, 1 ) ) -Y (NJDE(N, 3 ) ) ) + ( CMPLX (CWR ( 3 ) , CWI (
C 3) ) )*(Y(NnDE(N,2))- Y (NCOF(N,1) ) )
CTRC = (C VPLX (CWR(l) , CW I ( 1 > ) )* (X (NODE (N, 2 ) )-X ( NO DE! ( N , 3 ) ) )+( CMPLX( C W 
CR(2) ,CWI (2)))*(X (NOOE(N,3))-X(NODE(N, 1) ) ) + (CMPL X (CWR(3),CWI(
C3) ) ) *( X{ NQ0£(N,1 ) )-X ( NODE CN,2) ) )
VP = ( ( CA ÜS( CTRB) ) *#2 * ( (Xl**2+X2**2 +X3** 2)/l?.+XCFNT#*2)+(CA = S{ 
CCTRA))*#2+(CABS(CTRC))**2*(<(Yl**2+Y2**2+Y5**2)/12.)+YC=NT**2) 
C+(CTR8*CCN|JG (CTPC)+CTPC*CCNJG( CTk O) )*( ( (X1*Y1+X2*Y2+X3*Y3)
C/12, ) +XCE NT * Y C T N T )  + CTi'g*CCNJG( CIRA ) *  X C ENT+CT R A *CDN J G { C t p  B ) *  
CXCENT+CTPA*CCIN JG (CTRC) *Y CENT +CTRC*C3NJG( CTR A ) * YC EN T ) /  { AP EA * 4 .  ) 
Oa=DO+ ARE A/SI G MM (N ) I G J ( N )# C 3 NJ G ( 9 IGJ ( N ) )
D 9=0 S+60.*PI *APFA*BIGJ(N) * CMPLX (CW PT ,-CW IT )
OR=D R+4 0. *PI #ARE A*CMPLX(CWRT,CW IT )* CCNJG(BIGJ(N ) )
0P=pp+3600. DO 4SI GMM( N) *V P*4 . Où P I
CONTdltJF ■
C P T 0 T = 0 P + 0 0 +  C M P L X  (C , 1 . OC ) *  ( D o - O P  )
WRITE(6,503) OQ,CP,OS,CRTCT
R0C= (RI*RADI (1 )*RAD I (1 )* ( 2 ,54010-2**2) )/SIGMA
PDC =D0 .
RACDC = (CPTCT+ CCAJG(CPTCT))/(2.C^5P3C)
FORMAT! • » ,3 (G14 ,7 ) )
RACDC=(DP+PDC)/PCC 
WRI TE (6,5:0) PACCC .
WRITE(6,501) DP,FOC 
CONTINUE
FORMAT!///' ', ' R A T I O  0= AC TO JC RESISTANCE IS ', G2C.8///)
FORMAT! ' ' ,2G20. 8)
IF { IFPI PE.l Q.O ) GO TO 9999
C
C
CALCULATE NEW PIPF p FRMF^f ILITV
DO 1 6  J =  NF I 1 , JFI N
00 1 7  K=l,3
X T (  K) = X ( N O D E ( J , K ) )
YT( K) =Y(NODE(J ,K ) )
1 7  C T(K )  =C MPLX(CVR( NODE( J , K ) )  ,CVI (NODE(J,< ) ) )  
CALL MÜAD JS(XT , Y  T,CT , V A R  ,  J  >
1 6  MU( J )  =. 1 257E-5 * V  AP 
1 5  CONTINUE 
99 9 9 CCNTINUF 
STOP 
END
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21 CNGPH DAT £ = 763 10 (9/30/01
5U9C OU"I N" CNGPH (A ,L , NN7FC ,X , ij, N, ciPS , I7P )
P T A L  * 3  P , Y  , A L P H A  ,  P - ^  A , S U M ,  S U M  1 , L  AM f l C A ,  D S O P T  .  OR ,  T ,  GAMMA  
R : A L * 8  PS ' J  , R T O T  ,  X L S O
Dî MF M T  CN A (22?C ) ,L ( ??: 0 ) . X (3..W ) , n (300 ) , P ( 7CG ). P ( 3CÜ ) , Y( -’'C ) , T( 7C 
. ) , XLSQ( 3 '3 )
WRITE (6,2) NNZPü 
2 FORMAT)///' ',40X,Ir///)
O P = O . D C  
D 0 1 J = 1 , N 
C INITIALIZE RESIDUAL RC=B-AX 
P ( J ) =B ( J )
P( J) =0. DO 
DR=R ( J) *B( J)+DR 
Y( J) = 3. DO 
T( J)=U,DO 
C INITIALIZE SOLUTION VECTOR 
1 X(J) =0. DC 
DO 12 JC=1 ,3 
DO 1 5 J=î , NNZRO 
KP = ( L( J)“ l )/N+l 
KC=L( J)-(KR-1 ) *N 
C INITIALIZE DIRECTION PO=A'RC 
P( KC ) =P( K O  + A{ J) #P (KR )
C CALCULATE TO=A'RO
T(KC)=T(KG)+A(J)#P(KR)
JPf KR .EQ. K O  GO TO 15 
P(KR)=P(KR)+A(J)#R(KC)
T(KR)=T(KR) + A(J) #R(KC)
15 CONTINUE 
..........RSQ = O.DO
D O 1-6 J = 1 , N
16 RSQ = RSO+F (J) *R( J)
PTCT=1.DO/PSO
DO 17 J=1 ,N
17 XLSO( J) =X( J) /R30 
DÜl 0 J J=1 ,N
DC4J=1«NNZRO 
KR=( L( J) -1 ) /M+1 
KC=L( J)"“ ( KR-1) *N 
C CALCULATE V=AP
Y( KP)=Y(KP)+A( J) *P(KC)
IF {KR.EQ.KC)GÜT0 4 
Y( K O  :Y( K O  +A( J) #P (KR )





C LAMBDA=(AP) **2 
DO 6 J=1 ,N 
SUM=SUM+P(J)*Y(J )
GA m m a :GAMMA+T ( J) XT(J)
6 LAMBDA=LAMODA+Y{J)*Y(J )
C ALPHA:(A 'R )**2/(AP)#*?
ALPHA=GAMMA/LAM3CA 
DO S J=1 ,N 
T( J) =O.Dû
X( J)=X( J) + ALPHA*F( J)
C NEW RESIDUAL P=R-ALPHA*AP 
8 R{ J) =P( J)“ ALPHA*Y( J)
DO 7 J=1 ,NNZRD 
KP = ( L( J) -1 ) /N+1 
KC =L( J)-" ( KR-1 ) *N 
C CALCULATE t =a 'R
T( KC)=T(KC) + A (  J) *R(KP)
IF ( KP. EO. KC) GO TO 7 
T( KR)=T(KR) + A( J) #P ( K O
7 CONTI NUF 
RSQ=O.DO 
SUM1=0.DC
C CALCULATE 5UM1 =( A ' R ) 4*2 
DO I A J = 1,N 
R SO:=SO+R( J) *P ( J )
14 SUMl =SU-1Î + T( J) *T ( J)
= T0T = 1 .r C /rS'T-RT 
r t 3 TA = 3UM1 / G A M M A  
C P = A ' R + B “ T A * p  N=W D I R E C T I O N  
009.)=1 , N
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CNGRH DATS = 7 6 3 1 0  Co/30/C1
XLSO{ J) :XLSQ{ J) + X( J)/P50 
Y( J) =*'.rO 
9 P ( J ) = T ( J ) + B E T A * o ( J )
SUMl =S!)Y1/d r 
WRI TF (5,13) SUMl.SUW 




D03 J=1 , NNZPD 
KP = (L(J)-1)/N+1 
KC=L( J) -{<R-1 ) *N 
Y=AX
Y (  K P )  : Y  ( K R )  +  A ( J )  #X ( KC )
IF(KP.EO.KC)GÜT03 
Y( KC) =Y(KC) + A(J) #X(KP)
3 CONTI NUE 
DOS J=1 ,N 
RESIDUAL R = B-AX
R( J) =B { J) -Y ( J)
XLSQC J) =XLSG{ J )  /PTCT
P(J)=O.DO
.1
I = (SUMl.GT.SPS) I EP = 1 
DO 18 J = 1 , N 
18 X( J) =XLSQ( J)
11 CONTI NUF 
PE T U R N  
END
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APPENDIX 5 
FDUX DENSITY PROM VECTOR POTENTIAL
Once the nodal potentials have been determined by 
solving the matrix equation, the flux density is easily 
found. The potential in each triangle is given by
B - V  X  Â . ^
|b| = -I- y  (tu A. + b.A, + b^A^)- + (c.A.  + c.P.. + c^A^)
where the b^'s and cu's have been previously defined.
1 3 3
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A P P E N D I X  6
T y p i c a l  t h r e e  c a b l e  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  
p a t t e r n s .
1 3 4
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CLOSE TRIANGULAR CONFIGURATION  
THICK PIPE
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F I N I T E  ELEMENT PATTERN GENERATOR
1 3 6
CRADLED CONFIGURATION IN A THICK PIPE
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THIN P IPE -  CRADLED
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SEGMENTED CONDUCTORS
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